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Preamble

"Dog owners are often allocated whatever is left over after everyone else has been

accommodated - often the least accessible and the least attractive parks that no one

else wants and all because they are not credited with the same rights as other park

users" (Harlock Jackson, 1995).

This practicum topic is not about convincing people to like dogs, letting dogs roam around free, or

whether you are a so-called 'dog' person. lt is about dog owners' right to green space, and foremost,

the opportunity to meet specific user needs through design.
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lntroduction

The human-dog relationship has been evolving for the past 12,000 years (Serpell, 1986: 3) and has

been variable in space and time, and across human cultures. This variability can be seen in such

diverse roles as companionship, protection, service and research, to the use of dogs for nourishment,

entertainment and dog fighting.

The unique social bond between humans and dogs has been explored by social psychologists,

veterinarians and breeders, many of whom have studied the underlying health benefits of owning a

dog. These benefits include: social stimulation, companionship, relaxation, leisure activity, preventive

health care, friendship, protection, emotional attachment and security, regular and structured routine,

positive challenge and responsibility, help with bringing up children, understanding and sympathy from

the dog, rewarding sense of achievement, aid to social contacts and prestige (Bergler, 19BB: 107).

Notwithstanding these benefits, some negative aspects include: restricted freedom, financial cost,

expenditure of time, hygiene, problems with neighbours, allergy problems, family difficulties, possible

risk to other people and problems with the dog in case of owner's illness or death (Bergler, ibid).

Both the negative and positive attributes of the human-dog relationship are expressed in contemporary

urban settings. For example, in Bickford Park, Toronto, young baseball players have been pítted against

dog owners in determining the use of communal space (Sokol, 1996). Conversely, in the Canadian

province of Prince Edward lsland, the Humane Society is making strident attempts to address both

the benefits of and need for dog-friendly spaces (Murphy, 2OOI:2). These examples illustrate that the

human community is not always prepared to share designed urban space with dogs and their owners.

Can such sharing occur by design? The urban setting accommodates a diversity of user groups and

individual needs. Space is often demarcated for particular functions, users or groups; there are public

parks, playgrounds, sport fields and open plazas. While the accommodating role of design for humans

in urban settings cannot be denied, the large number of humans owning dogs suggests that the

obligations of design should be extended to this user group.

There are two specific types of recognized dog parks: off-leash dog parks and fenced-in dog parks. Rules



and proper etiquette apply to both in order to maintain a suitable space for both dogs and humans (see

City of Winnipeg "Fields for Fido" Brochure, 2OOI). These rules are communicated through municipally

published pamphlets, municipal signage and users. ln general, the rules are universal from one park to

the next, and encourage proper supervision and behaviour, responsible clean-up and respect for other

users.

ln Winnipeg, in 2001, there were approximately 22,OOO registered dogs (Dack,2OOt, pers.comm.).

It is estimated that these registrations under-represent the total number of dogs by a factor of five,

suggesting that the city has close to 110,000 dogs. How has the city responded to the needs of these

dogs and their owners?

ln Winnipeg, humans and leashed dogs have access to all green spaces. However, dogs are allowed

to run unleashed in only a few of these spaces. There are currently 11off-leash dog areas designated

and the majority of these are remnants of vacant land, remote green spaces or shared park space. ln

some cases, these off-leash dog parks function effectively in that they provide green space for dogs

to exercise and interact with others. However, some off-leash dog parks face problems of safety for

both dog and owner, and to a large extent, for other park users. ln response to these problems, some

communities in North American cities have worked together to build fenced-in dog parks where owners

can let their dogs loose within an enclosed area, separate from other green spaces and users. The

delimited area provides ample space for interaction, exercise and play, thus catering to both physical

and social needs for dogs and their owners.

There are currently no fenced-in dog parks in Winnipeg. This practicum is a reaction to this lack of

provision and it explores the following questions:

L What isthe nature of the human-dog relationship?

2. What is the rationale for the development of a fenced-in dog park?

3. How do existing dog parks meet the needs of the human-dog relationship?

a. What are the design components of a dog park?

b. What design components are lacking in some dog parks?

c. What design components would dog owners like to see in a dog park?

4. What are the specific program requirements for a fenced-in dog park in Winnipeg?

5. How may this knowledge be used in the design of a fenced-in public dog park in Winnipeg?

ooo



Part One:

The Nature of the Human-dog Relationship

Part one is divided into three chapters: the Taming of the Wolf, the Evolution of the Domestic Dog and the

Significance of the Human-Dog Relationship. These chapters are introduced as background regarding

the nature of the human-dog relationship and will serve as inspiration to the design process.





Chapter One The Taming of the Wolf

There are various interpretations and suppositions regarding the origins of the domestic dog, and how

it became partnered with humankind. The objective of this chapter is to provide an overview of the

beginnings of this relationship.

Gray wolf, Canis lupus
(Fox, 1980)

Ihe Canidae Family is made up of 38 sub-families, in both the wild

and tamed variety (Schwartz, L997: 7 & Serpell, 1995). Among

them are the gray wolf (Canrs /upus), the red wolf (Canls rufus),

the jackal (Canis aureus), the coyote (Canis latrans), the bush dog

(Speothos venaticus), and the fox (Vulpes vulpes) (Clutton-Brock,

1987:34). Members of the Genus Canid are carnivorous mammals

characterized by four complete digíts in the hindlegs and four or five

complete digits in the forelegs. The Genus is found in all climatic

regions of the world and includes Canis familians, the domestic

dog.

Jackal, Canis aureus Coyole, Can¡s latrans Bush Dog, Speothos venatìcus Fox, Vulpes vulpes

(Clutton-Brock, 1987)

There are various interpretations regardingthe ancestral origin of the domestic dog. Since members of

the Family Canidae had a wide distribution over many continents and had the abilityto reproduce within

their sub-families (Schwartz, ibid), it is difficult to clearly isolate the evolution of particular species. This

probability for interfertility has blurred identifiable changeovers and adaptations between species.

However, Schwartz (lbid) states, "ln spite of their ability to produce fertile offspring, wolves, dogs, and
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coyotes have maintained their distinctiveness through time because each species has a preferred way

of life. To understand the relationships of these family members it may be useful to think of the wolf

and coyote as siblings, the wolf as parent to the dog, and all three as second cousins to the foxes and

other canid species". That said, there is an inclination to consider the wolf as the direct ancestor of

the domestic dog within the context of the specific genetic, behavioral and geographic evidence of the

wolf's evolution (Schwartz, ibid).

"ln the very earliest time when both people and animals lived on earth a person
could become an animal if he wanted to and an animal could become a human
being. Sometimes they were people and sometimes animals and there was no
difference. All spoke the same language." Eskimo hunting song (Schwarlz, tgg7).

Early fossil finds suggest that humankind originated and developed in Africa. Skeletons from Africa

suggest both larger cranial capacities and increased height from four to five and a half feet as the

human gene line evolved from Australopithecus Io Homo erectus (Wendt, 1996:10). Wendt (lbid)

suggests that this change in growth made it possible for humans to coexist with the wolves of the land.

This in turn allowed the scavenger, the human, to profit from the wolf's kill.

As illustrated by cave dwellers, the journey of these human-dog hunting partners began approximately

Man and dog as hunters
(Wendt, 1996)

80,000 years ago in Africa near what are now Kenya and Ethiopia

(Wendt, ibid: 17). Humans, as hunters, followed the trail of the wolf

and the scavenging jackal, both of whom were chasing after the

great game herds (Wendt, ibid). As the nomadic hunters settled

for the night, the wolves and jackals would surround the camp

and community to capitalize on any scraps of food acquired by

the hunters, and consequently, to protect the camp from predators

(Wendt, ibid: 12). Thus the nomadic human and the tamed wolf - tamed, as a result of joining the

human pack - became hunting partners, a bonding relationship that could not anticipate the events to

follow.

"The hunters who were often scavengers themselves probably welcomed the jackals.
The Stone Age hunters, for whom the large beasts of prey were still a serious menace,
m ust have fou nd it qu ite agreeable to know that their camp was being watched by a broad
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circle of jackals, which, at the approach of the saber-toothed tiger or the marauding cave-
bear, gave tongue in the wildesttones. lt is very easyto imagine howthis prehistoric dog
would develop an interest in larger game animals (once he had a taste by scavenging)
that he could not bring down. A tracking dog could discover game by its sense of smell,
which is thousands of times superior to that of humankind. lt is a strongly appealing
and elevating thought that the age-old covenant between (hu)man and dog was signed
voluntarily and without obligation by each of the contracting parties" (Wendt, ibid).

Although the bonding between the tamed wolf and the hunter began through the association for food,

both also possessed a similar social structure - family-oriented, earthbound and migratory. lnstinctively,

wolves had the ability to develop strong social bonds with each other (Serpell, 1986: 101). Similar to

their ancestor, the tamed wolf would develop a distinct fondness for their human counterpart. And

so, the tamed wolf and human would hunt together, walk halfway around the globe together, and sail

together from one continent to the next (Wendt, 1996: 97).

As a team, man and tamed wolf could seek, chase, and

bring down more game than could be devoured, while

the women kept the camp and children (Wendt, ibid:

17). The role of the man relied heavily on the use of

his hands to carry the surplus to camp, and ultimately

W¡nter hunt
(Schwartz, 1997)

':1,:';,: to create and use weapons such as the stone ax and

the spear (Wendt, ibid). The tamed wolf relied on its

superior speed and powers of scent to locate herds of game at a distance and to slow down the animals

to a pace at which man could use his ax or spear, or later, his bow and arrow (Wendt, ibid: 12). As a

collective, the skills of both man and tamed wolf supplemented each other's lifestyle, and facilitated

the hunt.

Conversely, it has also been speculated thatthe human-dog relationship did not begin with the hunter

dog but rather with man as the hunter and dog his prey (Wendt, ibid: 10). Finally, Caras (1996:77)

suggests that human and dog may have joined as partners on the following grounds: "Early hunters

may have stolen pups or cubs from wolf dens. And without refrigeration, they would have found it more

practical to keep some alive in the care of women and children rather than kill them all at once and

lose a part of the meat to spoilage". The suggestion that the tamed wolf may have been kept for future
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consumption is consistent with theories that point to domestication as a

means of guaranteeing resource supply.

As with human communities, the social structure of the wolf is based on

a hierarchy of dominant and submissive individuals who are constantly

aware of their status with respect to each other (Clutton-Brock, 1987: 36).

This social characteristic of the wolf made the human-dog relationship possible and endurable within

their respective social contexts.

"The domesticated wolf learned to accept the human as its pack leader, to
subordinate its interests and, to a large degree, its instinct to its two-legged
companion. Wolves are generalists who adapt to varied natural environments"
(Birr, 1996: 33).

And so, certain tamed wolves began to associate themselves with certain migrant human groups, and

thereby became voluntarily changed and directed by human needs through hybridization, mutations,

and selective breeding (Wendt, 1996: 17). As Birr states, although involving a biological process,

the creation of the dog was fundamentally a cultural act, like making tools, weapons, and baskets

(Birr, 1996: 25). The knowledge of how to tame wolves was passed on by groups who were traveling,

and during these travels accompanying dogs that would mate with the tamed wolves in the passing

villages. Within a few generations, a general type of dog became well established and was distributed

throughout these interacting human communities (Birr, ibid).

As tools evolved in many parts of the world, humans established semi-permanent villages with

populations larger than their traditional bands. The tools were used to construct their homes from

the materials at hand (wood/earth/stone/skins) as well as developing new ways to carry water, food,

firewood, and pelts back to camp (Birr, ibid: 22). As such, both the use of tools and the creation of

lodging made it possible for humans to acquire and collect possessions, and to use these as a means

for exchange. As a result, passing migrant groups would trade their tamed wolves for other goods as a

form of barter, introducing the tamed wolf to what would become the settled community.

"Though geneticallyonespecies, wolves a nd dogs are quite differentsociallyand cu ltu ra lly.

ln general,thedifferencesin behaviorbetween wolvesand dogs - and breedsof dogs - are

(Schwartz, 1997)
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of degree, or emphasis, not kind. The most significant differences between the wolf and
dog are sexual, social and cultural. Wolves are social to other wolves, while dogs devote
their talents to the service of their human handler or being that they've bonded with,
with more dedication and concentration than a wolf could ever muster" (Birr, ibid: 33).

As a result of this culturally constructed relationship, wild dogs would continue to engage in a co-

evolving relationship and would ultimately undergo complete domestication.

aoo chapter . one LI





Chapter Two The Evolution of the Domestic Dog

Tamed wolves have undergone behavioural, cultural and physical transformations that have masked

and changed many of their ancestral roots. These transformations fostered the beginnings of the

domestic dog. ln subsequent journeys, the wolf was tamed, domesticated, bred, cultured, worked,

employed, trained, exhibited, and in equal parts both revered and disdained by humankind. This

chapter describes the multi-faceted cultural perspectives of the evolutíon of the domestic dog.

From the Tamed Wolf to the Domestic Dog

Thesettlementof hunterschanged manyeverydaycustomsforbothtamed wolvesand humans. Hunting

was no longer the primary practice to acquire food, and was partially replaced and supplemented by

farming. During this stage of the human-dog relationship, tamed wolves had become adapted to

various climates, still possessed the abilities of the wolf, but were less inclined to go their own way (Birr,

1996: 25). Given this, the role of the tamed wolf, in addition to hunting, included assisting evolving

human needs such as herding, protecting livestock and workingthe land. These additional roles further

strengthened the human-dog bond.

'According to botanist C.D. Darlington of Oxford, farming, once begun, may have
taken 4,000 years to develop fully. Two kinds of people emerged from this 4,000
years of development - the peasant attached to the farm and the grazier or
herdsman, once a hunter and still migratory, who captured wild ruminants with
the aid of his dogs. The early herdsmen domesticated and bred his livestock,
shifting about as the grazing environment changed. The hunter went on, endlessly
seeking better outlook for game, taking his dogs with him. The herdsmen as well
continued in a nomadic pattern, but more slowly. Leading their herds and flocks
into even cooler highlands, they developed larger, stronger dogs to contain their
stock and to protect against human and animal predators" (Wendt, 1996: 4B).

Early farmers of Mesopotamia and Egypt learned how to control and manage the rivers with dikes and

canals (Wendt, ibid: 100). Thus food supplies were increasingly secure, supporting settlement as a

practical option for the colonist. According to Serpell (1986: 4), it is during this period of settlement

that economic and cultural stability was established. This presented the opportunity for further

domestication of both plants and animals. Wendt (1996) suggests that the shift from nomad to village

agriculture may have been the largest single step of humankind.
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"Agriculture is one part of the biological evolution; the domestication and
harnessing of the village animals is the other. The sequence of domestication
is orderly. Fírst comes the dog. That larger step into farming would
drastically change the lives of both humankind and dog" (Wendt, 1996: 98).

The prospect of agriculture and animal husbandry gave rise to an innovative lifestyle for the nomadic

hunter, and indicated a sisnificant shift from traditional hunting. lt also marked an important moment;

the emergence of domestication put an end to egalitarian relationships between human and animal

(Serpell, 1986: 5).

"The settler became a planter. He used his hunting dogs to capture and hold alive
the animals he once killed, and in time, he successfully domesticated horses.
The dogs learned to contain wild livestock, to protect them from predators,

and to keep them out of growing crops. They learned to respect the ownership
rights of humans over all other domesticated animals" (Wendt, 1996: 98).

Although the tamed wolf assisted nomadic hunters, it was not untilthe hunters settled into communities

that the process of domestication fully developed. Both taming and domestication involve two individual

but comparative practices. According to Fox (1971: 156), taming essentially involves socialization,

where the animal develops an attachment or social bond with its handler, the human hunter. ln

contrast, domestication involves generations of selective breeding, which increases the probability of

certain physical characteristics appearing in the offspring, and ensures that a particular temperament

or personality is stable (Fox, ibid: 144). Fundamentally, the tamed animal becomes tolerant of its

environment but remains wild characteristically, while the domesticated animal becomes assimilated

to its context in both biological and cultural manners.

"With the wolf,the cultural process of domestication began whenthe animalwas enfolded
into the social structure of the human community and it became an object of ownership.
ln time, these tamed wolves would have become less and less like their wild forbearers
because of inherently variable characters: physical characteristics changed by artificial
and natural selection. ln this way, the wolf became a dog; that is, it was no longer a
wild carnivore but a part of human society with physical and behavioral characteristics
adapted to its economic, aesthetic or ritualfunctions. ln the latest phase of this cultural
process, the individual ownership of the dog was enforced with a collar and leash, and
like any other object, it could be bought, sold or exchanged at will" (Serpell, 1995: 15).
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Based on the instinctive social structure of the wolf pack where there is a distinct leader, the tamed wolf

was predisposed to follow someone that they perceived to be superior (Serpell, 1986: 102). As such an

intrinsic aspect of the behavior of the tamed wolf was the need to serve and collaborate in a working,

master-animal relationship. The tamed wolf perceived his human family as the family pack, where

the human owner was the respected authority in the top position of the "pecking order" (Pecci, 1993:

B5). ln this regard, it was common for the tamed wolf to view their family as part of their pack, while

the human owner viewed the tamed wolf as part of their family. As a result of this reciprocity in social

bonding, the tamed wolf, now a domestic dog, began to play an important role in human culture.

Cultural lmpact of the Domestic Dog

The significance of the domestic dog to human culture is depicted around the world. lt has been

demonstrated for thousands of years in art and literature alone. At some point the domestic dog

became a creature beyond practical use, and became a symbol of variable meanings for different

cultures and religions. lt is this 'elevation' that sees the domestic dog becoming fully integrated with

the human cultural environment (Bergler, 1988). The domestic dog became a connection to past rituals

and cultures, and to the natural world - and more so than any other companion animal in history.

The affinity between humankind and the domestic dog is believed to have started in Ancient Egypt.

Ancient Egyptians were extremely proud of their dogs, and honoured their presence within both family

structure and cultural environment.

"During the tracing of the rise of the canines amid
civilization, it had become obvious that nowhere else on

earth but Egypt had dogs risen so quickly and completely
to their high position among humankind. Domesticated
trained dogs not only lived with the ancient Egyptians,

they guarded the children, carried burdens for the family,
pulled carts, led the way in the hunt, acted as herder

and fuarded domestic stock, and attended royalty and

nobility as they were carried about on their palanquins.

Dogs sat at the feet of the Pharaoh, guarded him in his

bed chamber and, in death, joined him in his tomb, either
personally or in a sculptured likeness" (Wendt, 1996: 33).

domestic dog, both as a social animal and protector of his family, was interpreted asAs such, the

aoo
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a companion in both current and subsequent worlds. Evidence is found in many cultural rituals.

The domestic dog, for example, has been displayed in funerary art as a symbol of fidelity that links

Henna Ceremony

Kukur Tihar Celebration

(Birr, 1996)

(Birr, 1996)

together the dead and living human being (Toynbee, 1973:

109). ln Nepal, according to Buddhist teaching, the spirits

of all living beings are reincarnated after death in different

bodies. Because dogs are especially close to humans, the

soul of a human is often reincarnated into the body of a

dog (Birr, 1996: 108). Among Hindus, during the annual

Kukur Tihar celebration, the dogs become the centre of

attention and respect - as shown in the images on this

page. With flowers, wreaths, and the typical Hindi mark on

the forehead, the dogs are honoured in the family as the

guardians of the dead (Birr, ibid). Among Ancient Grecians,

dogs were deemed as reputable creatures, responsible as

guides for souls of the dead, healers of the sick, hunters

and guardians of farms and towns. The ancient Greek word

for hunter translates literally as "dog leader" (Wendt, 1996:

61). The status of the domestic dog would eventually plateau, where the Grecian character would view

the dog as a family equal.

"The rise of Greek power was accompanied by the rise of the canine as an essential
partner of (hu)man(s) in achieving domination in a rugged, fiercely competitive world. The

dog, faithful and obedient, was the only creature living that could be totally trusted and
remain near at all times. ln the close association of (hu)man and animal in war, only the
horse might rate as high. Some dogs were notfor sale at any price. The Greeks, like most
people oftheirtime, regardedthefaithfuIdogasa memberofthefamily" (Wendt, ibid:69).

The domestic dog played a role in many cultures and has been symbolic of many philosophies,

including those associated with life and death. Dog folklore has existed in cultures around the world,

and continues to maintain there traditional influences. However, traditional social structures have also

excluded many social classes from the benefit of dog ownership.
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ln some cultures, dogs existed as part of the village, without one sole owner; the domestic dog was an

accepted and integral part of everyday community life (Fox, 1986: 69). Conversely in other cultures,

for some time only the upper class proudly owned prestigious dogs, while the lower classes mustered

strays. ln fact, a large number of ordinary people did not begin to keep pets until 200 years ago

(Rowan, 19BB:28), other than those who owned dogs because of wealth, or required dogs for particular

purposes, such as protection or for way finding.

Dog ownership became a symbol of status and power among humans. lt also generated an

unprecedented social hierarchy between humans and dogs, and presented new opportunities for

domination. Dog owners could now adopt, modify and adapt the domestic dog to become a superior

species, one more closely suited to humankind's needs. Breedíng of the domesticated dog thus

arose.

"lt is our doing, not our being, that separates us from animals and from each other"
(Fox,7976: t4).

Since its conception, the breeding of dogs has taken many forms: a science, an art, a hobby, a sport,

and for many, a business (Caras, LgB2). The dog has been and continues to be a species to undergo

physical and behavioral alteration for human profit and purpose. Dogs have been bred for a range of

activities including hunting, sport, protection, farmyard work, guarding, herding, racíng, cart pulling,

entertainment and as service companions. Through at least 15,OOO years of human intervention,

wolfish traits of the earliest tamed wolf have been suppressed, enhanced, and even combined in often

subtle ways to create over 400 breeds of the domestic dog in North America and up to 1,000 breeds

worldwide (Birr, 1996: 28).

Breeding has played a significant role in the evolution of the domestic dog. lt has presented opportunities

Shepherd dog bred to resemble sheep
(Fogle, 1976) traits. These modifications have become a serious problem in North
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America and are controversial in the practice of breeding.

"By molding dogs to fit our own curious notions of canine beauty, we condemn many
of them to chronic pain or ill health through the propagation of inherited physical

disorders. ln various ways we also limittheir abilityto lead normal lives. By alteringtheir
height, the carriage of their ears and tail, and the length of their fur we prevent them
from communicating effectively with each other. And although we indulge them in some
respects, will still deny them the freedom to express much of their natural behavior"
(Serpell, 7995:252).

From Cultural Breeding to Cultural Roles

The relationship between humankind and the domestic dog has been variable in space and time, and

across human cultures. This variability results from the diverse roles that the domestic dog has served,

played and accepted alongside humans within a multitude of contexts.

"Dogs are remarkable animals because they are uniquely sensitive to the
cultural attributes of the people with whom they live. Not only are dogs a product

of culture, but they also participate in the cultures of humans. Dogs were the
first animals to take up residence with people and the only animals found in

human societies all over the world. They are flexible beings" (Schwartz, 1997: 2).

The domestic dog's flexibility to adapt has allowed humans to train them to perform and accomplish

many activities. The roles have ranged from companionship, protection, service and therapeutic

research, to the use of dogs for nourishment, performance entertainment and dog fighting. The

following segment chronicles different perspectives of the domestic dog's roles and expectations of it

throughout the world.

Dogs have assisted humans in everyday tasks for centuries. Since the

earliest relation between humankind and dog, the domestic dog has

been predominantly used for herding, hunting and fighting (Wendt,

1996:111). The 'working' dog was the first to come about.

"Some time between I27 and 116 8.C., a Roman farmer named Marcus Varro recorded
tips on training and raising puppies to be used for herding. ln the year 943, a Welsh

king wrote about herding dogs that could take sheep to the field during the day and
return them home at night. Both instinct and training played a role in the ability of these

Herding dog (Birr, 1996)
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early working dogs. Farmers, hunters and shepherds, who depended on flocks and
herds for their livelihood, most likely became dog trainers simply because they had to"
(Burch, 1999: 11).

As farm villages developed into towns and cities, the dog's role became increasingly urbane. The work

and duties of the dogs increased, as well as the level of sophistication of their training, promoting a

dependable laborer.

"Dogs first learned not to harm livestock and not to even taste the parcels of meat they
were required to deliver. They also learned to contain and protect their charges. Some
dogs became beasts of burden, and when the wheel was developed, they pulled the cart,
chariots, as well as sleds and toboggans. Big dogs could operate crude machinery. Fewer
wa r dogs were req u i red si n ce m o re effective wea po ns were devel oped " (We ndt, 199 6 : 99).

Dogs excelled in guarding and herd duties, while protecting livestock. Although not all canines served

as working dogs, the domestic dog also served to amuse royalty, nobility, and sometimes the common

people by fighting bears, running down helpless hares, killing one another in the amphitheatres of

Rome and its provinces, and baiting bulls and bears in the fighting pits (Wendt, ibid: 100). The dog

soon assumed a new role, becoming a commodity more for entertainment than for any other purpose.

"Do6!s with specialized abilities or dogs with curiosity values have always been valuable
trade commodities. They were also exchanged between courts of ruling powers as
tokens of friendship and esteem" (Wendt, ibid: l-05).

Hunting and fighting dogs, as well as rare and unusual breeds, appealed to Western royalty and wealthy

persons as lions and leopards did to the kings of Egypt and the Middle East in earlier times (Wendt,

ibid: 100). As mentioned, for many centuries, the domestic dog served to assist and to entertain the

upper classes, while the lower classes kept strays. However during the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, dog shows began to be staged, most often exhibiting sporting breeds that were well trained.

The population of dog owners began to extend beyond the upper classes, making the domestic dog

a more accessible "item". More serious competitions and obedience titles did not begin until the

1930s in North America (Burch, 1999: 12). Once the television was introduced, the domestic dog

truly became a product of entertainment and pop culture. Rin Tin Tin and Lassie, two domest¡c dog
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personalities, demonstrated the potential and outcome of positive training in their respective television

shows (Rowan, 1988: 89). The portrayed image is one of the domestic dog as rescuer and collaborator.

Thus began the charm and recognition of the domestic dog in North American culture.

The domestic dog soon adopted an exhausting list of roles and expectations in various fields of work,

forms of entertainment and purpose. Such roles have demanded much from the domestic dog but

most commonly attributes of trust and companionship.

"Domestic dogs have served as security guards, burglar alarms, beasts of burden
(in both peace and war), weapons of war, entertainers, athletes, fighters, lifeguards,
shepherds, guides, garbage collectors, and instruments for detecting truffles,
drugs, dry rot, explosives and estrous pheromones in cattle" (Serpell, 1995).

"Dogs have been used as baby-sitters, as messengers, and extensively as cattle drovers,
shepherds and flock guards. They have led the blind, guided the hearing-impaired and
helped the handicapped to accomplish everyday tasks. They have pursued and located
children, lost campers and escaped convicts. They have hunted as pack hounds, as
pointers, spaniels, setters, terriers and retrievers and served generally as utility animals.
But no task has engaged more dogs than the task of companionship" (Caras, 1996: 86).

Trained dogs as entertainment
(Needles, 2000)

Agility Course
(0'Neil, 1-999)

"Lass¡e"
(www-persona l. u m¡ch.edu)

Dog searching luggage
(Needles, 2000)

20

Guide dog
(Besson, 2001)

Rescue dog
(Needles, 2000)
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Guard dog
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The biggest job for the domestic dog has been the one for which humankind is most profoundly grateful

and for which has contributed most to human history, is their capacity and loyalty for nonjudgmental

companionship (Caras, ibid). However, the task of companionship comes with a cost.

The domestic dog has had a great impact on the economy. The market for dog owners and their dogs

is diverse, ranging in essential goods, such as food, to luxury items, such as toys. Along with medical

expenses and supplies, companion dogs incur a significant financial cost on dog owners. According

to www.cbrrescue.org (the American Kennel Club and the Humane Society of the United States), the

approximate annual cost of dog care in US$ (1997) is shown in Table 2.1.

Food

Distemper/Parvo lnocs

Rabies lnoculation

Worming

Spaying or neutering*

Heartworm tesVpreventative

Licensing

Accessories (leash/collar/toys)

Emergency Vet care

TOTAL

First Year
(Puppies)

$400

$60

$20 (1 yr)

$25

$55

$50

$10

$1 00

$250

$970

Each

Succeeding
Year

$400

$ 1 5 (1 yr booster)

$5 (3yr booster)

$10 (worm check)

N/A

$50

$10

$75

$250

$81s

Table 2.! - Approximate Annual Dog Care Cost in 1-997 (US$)

These costs include typical check-ups and veterinary expenses. Supplies (leash, collar & toys), grooming

fees, obedience training and additional medical costs (supplemental needs, i.e. teeth cleaning) are

incremental to the base expenses, in addition to the initial cost of the dog. While some expenses are

one-time costs, it is expected that the annual cost will be subject to variables like health problems and

boarding costs.

ln effect, dog owners are targeted as a unique market. According to the American Pet Products

Manufacturer's Association (Hickes, 1995: t2), a recent survey indicated lhaT 79o/o of dog owners

holiday or birthday presents to their dogs. Businesses are specializing in products for dogs, ranging
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from specialty treats to clothing. The popularity of dog ownership has created a market specifically

geared to dogs and their owners. lt is sufficiently significant to have impacted upon the economics of

the contemporary human culture and it continues to grow.

The Domestic Dog as a Species

Fundamentally, the domestic dog is still a wolf cub that will never grow up (Caras, 1996: 82). All through

its evolution, the domestic dog has undergone some selective breeding, specific to breed, to better

suit its role for human needs. For instance, Fogle (1990: 173) states "... hounds such as Beagles

and Bloodhounds, bred for brilliance at following scent, have baggy lips perhaps to help take in more

taste and smell. But they are also surprisingly difficult to actually train to do anything. They simply feel

impelled to follow scent. (Whereas)the shepherd breeds such as the Maremma have been developed

to look like the sheep they protect". The following segment identifies the behavioral and anatomical

traits, which have remained generally similar across all domestic dogs.

To begin, dogs communicate between each other and to others via three main senses: sight, sound

and smell. Not unlike humans, the domestic dog interprets its surroundings using the most appropriate

sense to assess a situation. For example, when vision is impaired (e.g. vegetation is blocking the view)

the dog relíes on its hearing to assess its circumstance.

Domestic dogs have two characteristics that help them interpret a situation: an instinctual awareness

of its immediate context, and an outstanding ability in its cognitive powers (Fogle, 1990: xi). As defined

by Fogle (ibid), cognition is described as the brain processes through which a dog acquires information

about his/her environment. lt is remarkable that the domestic dog can recognize minor nuances of

movement, sound and smell in its environment. For example, a dog will observe a human's body

language and emotional shifts to detect change in the anticipation of going for a walk, or a dog can

recognize by sound whether its owner's car has just pulled up. These two features explain the reason

for an inattentive dog during a moment of interruption, either due to sight, sound or smell.

The vision of the domestic dog differs from that of humans. ln particular, dogs have better lateral

vision than humans but poorer binocular vision (Fogle, ibid: 34). The angle of lateral vision varies

remarkably from breed to breed.
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"The more that a dog sees laterally, the less well it
sees straight ahead, and this is why so many dogs have
d ifficu lty fi n d í ng som eth i n gthat is right u n d er th ei r noses.
They have poor binocular vision, poor depth of field. The
placement of the eyes will result in differing amounts
of information being sent to the brain" (Fogle, ibid: 33).

Eyesight is probably the least necessary of all three senses for the domestic dog. lt does, however,

rely on it for interpreting objects at a distance. Limited in its discernment of detail, its eyesight is

extremely sensitive to movement (Morris, 1996: 88). For instance, a dog may not react immediately to

the presence of a cat sitting across the park until the cat moves from its spot. With eyesight alone, the

domestic dog could possibly disregard a stationary object or person until movement occurs. lts eyesight

also plays a critical role in the translation of body language from other dogs, animals and people. This

is most commonly seen when dogs are playing together. As the dog lowers the front half of its body

while keeping its rear end lifted (also known as playbow), helshe stares at the other dog to initiate play

(Morris, ibid: 83). The intent of play is initiated via body language and eye contact.

ln addition, light plays a significant role in the vision of the domestic dog. According to Morris, Canid

eyesight is most acute at dawn and dusk, and thus favours major activity at these times because they

adapt well to dim lighting (Morris, ibid: BB). lt would seem that without the other two senses, the dog is

rather limited in interpreting its surroundings and other beings.

Furthermore, the auditory sense of the domestic dog is attuned to detect incredible ranges of sound in

their whereabouts. According to Fogle, the range of hearingfor a few species is ranked: human (lowest),

dog, cat, bat and the dolphin (highest) (Fogle, 1990: 30). Although it would appear that a dog's hearing

is more acute than humans, there is one other factor that influences the dog's auditory range to a

greater extent:the mobility of its ears.

"The mobility of their ears allows the dog to scan the environment for sound and
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then to collect the sound waves. A dog might use one ear to locate the sound,
then both ears to catch the maximum number of sound waves. This is why they
can hear over a greater distance than we can but to do so, to cope with the
asymmetry of the ear positíons when they are localizing a sound, the dog needs
a more sophisticated central nervous system computation centre and this is one
reason why more of a dog's brain is devoted to sound than is ours" (Fogle, ibid: 31).

The domestic dog has the capability of recognizing certain sounds that humans either cannot, or are

too distracted to hear at certain times. The dog remains attentive and alert, even during a light sleep,

and is able to respond quickly to any significant changes in their environment. Combined with sight and

smell, the domestic dog is extremely, and almost constantly, attuned to their surroundings.

The last sense, and possiblythe most important one, is that of smell. lt is believed that the domestic dog

can smell up to 100 times better than humans, depending on the type and concentration of chemical

substance on the object or in the environment (Morris, 1996: 88). Fogle lists a few facts regarding the

domestic dog's sense of smell:

7. "The average dog has around 220 million scent receptors in his
nose. The human has around five million.

2.

3.

lf the membranes lining the inside of the dog's nose were laid
out flat, the total surface area of those membranes would be far
greater than the total surface area of the dog's entire body.

The average dog has such acutely sensitive scenting ability that
it can detect and identify smells that are so dilute that even the
most sensitive of scientific instruments cannot measure them.

/ '\r '.. r'l\trr^ ì
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Comparaison of the human brain
vs. the dog 's brain - a larger portion
of the dog's brain is devoted to the
interpretation of scent (Fogle, 1990)

4. Scent is undoubtedlythe most important of the dog's'practical'
SCNSCS,'

(Fogle, 1990:35).

Based upon the above, it is not surprising that dogs become easily distracted in many environments.

Their sharp sense of smell makes the sensory world of dogs remarkable (Fox, 1990: 61), recognizing

minor nuances of its surrounding. Undeniably, odors have an overwhelming impact on both the

behaviour and physiology of the dog.
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"Through their olfactorysystem, dogs experience a rich, complex world, which is whythey
seem so oblivious to our commands at times when they smell something" (Derr, 1997).

The information that the domestic dog can gather and distinguish through odor alone is remarkable.

Lacking a prehensile tail or fingers, dogs explore primarily with their jaws and paws, making scent a

dominant descriptor of past presences in any environment. This characteristic has served to be helpful

and indispensable for human tasks. As noted earlier, the domestic dog can play a key role in detecting

truffles, drugs, dry rot, explosives and estrous pheromones in cattle (Serpell, 1995).

More important, however, in interactions between dogs, odors serve as markers of territory, identity and

social information. One dog can detect from another dog's urine deposit the gender (sex hormones),

residency and status of the other dog (Serpell, ibid: 117). Scent marking serves to delineate territorial

demarcation, sexual attraction, individual recognition and personalizes the area. Fox (1990: 61)

regards urination marking by dogs as comparable to singing in birds; it helps the animal to secure its

territory, attract mates and ward off rivals. ln essence, scent-marking serves as a record of passersby.

The process of scent-marking is a conscious act. lnstinctively, the domestic dog marks in two manners:

defecation and urination. Once the dog has defecated, it is common to see it scratch the ground with

its paws. This is done to disturb the soil and ground litter, and more so, to add the dog's sweat gland

odors from their paws to the ground (Morris, 1996: 44).Ihe urination scent-marking ritual is commonly

carried out on vertical elements, such as tree trunks, fences, fire hydrants and building corners. Morris

suggests that dogs urinate on vertical elements for three particular reasons:

t. "Urinating on a vertical element allows the scent to be less disturbed than on the
ground.

2. A vertical element is easily accessible, which allows other dogs to identify and smell the
scent immediately rather than on the ground.

3. The selection of vertical element landmarks helps to restrict the number of places
where scents can be found, denoting a common location for scent marking"

(Morris, ibid:45).

The ability of dogs to respond to their surroundings and to each other, principally through spatial
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and scent mark¡ngs, is instinctive. To this day, not much has changed in the domestic dog's scent-

marking ritual besides an increase in the variety of vertical markers provided - particularly in the urban

environment.

The Domestic Dog as Companion

The domestic dog's behaviour and temperament are closely linked to both its health and environment,

and are in a continuous state of flux (Dunbar, 1999). As with humans, the individual behaviour and

temperament of the domestic dog is contingent on its genetic structure, and its social and physical

environment. Therefore from an early age, it is critical to expose the dog to socialization, with humans

and other dogs, and to training in order to ensure proper behaviour, temperament and confidence.

Dunbar affirms that without this exposure the dog may become fearful, asocial, insecure and non-

accepting of people. And as a result, dogs are more susceptible to behaviour problems as adults if they

are kept away from people and other dogs.

According to Fox (1990: 79), socialization consists of different types of exposure and interactions

between the dog and 'others' ('others' including the owner, adults, children, dogs). The objective of

socialization is to familiarize the dog with various situations, people, handling and smells. The critical

time for socialization of a dog is as a puppy, between four and ten weeks of age (Fox, ibid: 157). lt is

during that stage of socialization that the dog begins to understand its status in the human family and

its relation to other dogs. ln particular,

"Urine markers and urine marking will mean nothing to a dog if he is raised in the
absence of other dogs. They have to learn the significance of markers and learn
how to mark. Response to scent certainly does begin early" (Fogle, 1990: 39).

The period of socialization should include scheduled activities with the dog to promote stimulation.

Authority from their human counterpart in this manner is an important component in the upbringing

of the domestic dog. Socialization with people is by far the most important issue in the domestic dog's

learning environment. Proper training and socialization ensure a well-behaved and well-tempered

dog, and minimize unruly and potentially dangerous behaviour. Socialization with other dogs is

equally important but should not be allowed to override the importance of human-dog interaction.
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Encouragingly, Burch states that dogs are less likely to engage in attention-seeking behaviours if they

are exposed to daily scheduled activities; dogs that bolt or run away need training and may need more

exercise (Burch, 1999: 104). Adequate exercise is important in the development of a healthy and well-

behaved dog. As with humans, dogs are social beings and require attention to be content.

The Domestic Dog as CommoditY

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals

are treated" Gandhi (Rowan, 1988: 1).

Cultural attitudes and perceptions have had varying effects on the role of the domestic dog in human

culture. Dogs have served to kill enemies, to brutalize and terrorize civilians (Derr, 1997: 9), and have

been associated with promiscuity and filth (Schwartz, L997:4). Dogs' pelts have been used as a source

of hides or wool for clothing. They have been used for utilitarian purposes and have been eaten by

humans for survival, and more commonly nowadays, as a delicacy (Schwartz, ibid). Throughout history,

societies have been criticized because of their culinary customs of dog consumption.

"Dof,s are, or were until recently, highly regarded as items of food in many parts of the

world, including Southeast Asia and lndochina, North and Central America, parts of

Africa, and the islands of the Pacific. Archaeological evidence suggests that, during
the Neolithic and Bronze Age, the practice

of dog eating was also widespread in

Europe. ln present day West Africa,
Korea and the Philippines, where edible

dogs are still produced and reared on

a commercial scale, attitudes towards

them tend, superficially, to resemble
our own relatively detached, Western

attitudes to domestic livestock, such as
pigs and chickens. But even in these
circumstances, views on dog eating appear
somewhat ambivalent. Some PeoPle
regard the practice as abhorrent, others

flesh for special medicinal purposes, and it is not uncommon

refuse to slaughter and devour their own dogs, although

to kill and consume someone else's" (Serpell, 1995: 248).

Even during the time of hunters and gatherers, the eating of dog was not common practice except in

Cooking dog
(Schwartz, 1997)

only eat dog's
for people to
evidently happy
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times of food shortages (Schwarlz, L997:91). For some, eating of dog has been considered taboo and

remains so to the present day.

"Eating dogs has been equated by some with less than civilized behavior and has been
linked with cannibalism. TheAztec, whosold dogs intheirfood markets, alsosacrificed and
ritually consumed humans. Dog eating has been practiced throughout the world. Faunal
remains indicate that dogs were consumed in Celtic Europe (450 B.C. to A.D. 5O), both in
ritual and domestic contexts... lndeed, to this day, a quarter of the population of the earth
regard dog-eating as not only acceptable but as a great delicacy" (Schwartz, ibid: 61).

ln some societies the consumption of dog has been linked to a more metaphysical utility and cultural

tradition. Consumption of dog meat as a ritual practice still takes place and under these conditions dog

meat is considered a spiritual food.

"The Chinese consider dog a food that should be eaten in winter or when traditional
healers diagnose corporal misalignment. Dog eating was widespread in North
Africa during the Middle Ages when dogs were fattened on dates and sold for
consumption in markets. Berbers continue the practice, forbidden to Muslims, to the
present. Many Nigerians believe that eating dog meat can fend off evil magic and
increase sexual potency. Among some groups living in the philippines, dog meat is
considered the most appropriate food to serve visiting politicians" (Schwartz, ibid: 62).

Although the eating of dog is a continued and accepted tradition throughout some areas of the world,

other controversial practices and purposes for the domestic dog have been opposed and banned.

Caras (1982:202) points out the demise and prohibition of the Roman arena, the dog pits of early-

nineteenth-century England and clandestine dog pits in the United States. Puppy mills, also known as

breeding kennels with very low standards, throughout North America continue to be closed down as a

result of poor líving conditions for the dogs and unjust treatment to the dogs. Controversial activities,

such as dog fighting, have been banned and deemed illegal in most developed countries.

It must be understood that the role of the domestic dog has evolved, and consequenily cultural

perceptions are changing.

"We do not count on dogs to haul our housing from one spot to the nen or to pull a seal
out onto the ice. Dog meat is not the only meat available to us in hard times. Today dogs
do not compete with us for food, nor do they relieve us of unwanted carcasses. They
do not live with us in a difficult, dangerous place filled with spirits and demons, nor do
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they wander with us across the stars and keep us safe after death. Dogs are no longer
part of a rich and complex metaphorical world. Today, dogs are, for the most part, the
well-fed pets of well-fed people. Amid all manner of human social arrangements and
subsistence strategies, dogs have managed to hold their own" (Schwartz, I9g7: 167).

Like the people with whom they lived, the domestic dog is an integral part of the history of humankind.

The domestic dog has undergone many demands and changes by the human hand in various parts

of the world. Over time the dog has become dependent on humans for their existence, which has

presented and obliged dog owners to commit to their dog socially, financially, and emotionally. Although

exhausting at times, this is certainly not without reward. This is discussed in Chapter Three, which

delves into the reciprocal relationship between human and dog.
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Chapter Three

The intention of this chapter is to

western culture, with the sPecific

environment.

The Significance of the Human-Do$ Relationsh¡p

introduce a brief narrative of the social human-dog relationship in

objective of focusing on the human-dog relationship in the urban

"The human-dog relationship consists of a culture unto its own, amid and within many

different human societies. This culture includes not only training and breeding but also

an entire emotional, intellectual, and physical atmosphere in which the animal is born

and lives" (Derr, 1997: 7).

Dogs, like humans, are products of both biology and culture, and have influenced each other reciprocally

in many aspects of their lives. However, naturally, authority lies within human culture, and this defines

the dog's situation, its status and its place (Schwarlz,1997:30). Everyday life for the dog results from

the lifestyle of its human counterpart.

"A dog in motion, driving over the land or through the water with its powerful

legs, alert to the wind and animals around it, delighting in its ability to move, is a
beautiful sight. At such times, whether it is hunting game, running down a Frisbee,

pulling a sled, or simply gamboling, it is fulfilling its nature and drawing us into

an often ignored part of our own. lt is just a dog then, and aS we remember that,

we will do fine by the animals that have stood by us all these millennia, moving

with us from the forest and savanna to the farm, town, city, and suburbs. The

transition requires a great deal of people and more of dogs" (Derr, 1997: 344)'

Humans have grown fond of the domestic dog because of their ability to be affectionate, loyal,

devoted, playful and entertaining. Also, dogs are relatively simple beings devoid of doubt or criticism'

Nevertheless, as Serpell discusses, the human-dog relationship is a multifaceted topic, which is often

subject to controversy and debate.

"The indomitable success of these two species chiefly owes to their powers of

nonverbal expression. By seeking to be near us and soliciting our caresses, by

their exuberant greetings and pain on separation, by their possessiveness and

their deferential looks of admiration, these animals persuade us that they love us

and regard us highly, despite all our manifest deficiencies and failures. A positive,

affectionate relationship with another person is more rewarding and satisfying than

a relationship with a cat or a dog or, indeed, any other kind of pet. lt has more depth,

more scope, more complexity, and it is altogether more enriching. But interpersonal
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relationships can be a source of pa¡n as well as pleasure. We are potentially in conflict

and competition with other people in ways that we do not conflict or compete with

our pets. Our relations with companion animals may be shallow by comparison, but

at least their affection for us is reliable and unconditional, and it is patently absurd

to argue that this kind of constant emotional support is either inconsequential or

unhealthy. Pets don't just substitute for human relationships. They complement and

augment them. They add a new and unique dimension to human social life and,

thereby, help to buffer their owners from social isolation" (Serpell, 1986: t1'4-7L6).

The role of the companion dog in contemporarytimes is in effect unchanged from the initial pairing of

the human and dog. The dog behaves as it does because of its instinctual know-how;the dog will rally

the pack to trespassers, guard the den from outsiders, assist in the hunt for food and submit itself to

grooming to denote a lower status in the pecking order (Fogle, 1986: 2L).fhe dog in return requires

very lit¡e but food, shelter, opportunity for exercise and guidance from a leader. According to Burch, the

domestic dog deserves the following:

"Dogs have a right to a rich, stimulating environment.

Dogs have a right to time and attention from a caring owner.

Dogs have a rifht to effective training procedures.

Dogs have a ríght to ongoing veterinary care and a comprehensive assessment for behavior

problems"

Canine Billof Ri$hts (Burch, 1999: 165).

It is within reason that dog owners should provide access to such rights, particularly given that

dogs contribute to and assist so many individuals' lives in social, psychological and physiological

dimensions.

Benefits of Dog OwnershiP

The rapport between dogs and humans has been shown to have positive health benefits for both

parties. ln general, companion animals have a definite, affirmative effect on human health and welfare

by providing companionship, giving humans something to care for, providing leisurely activity and

relaxation, serving as a source of constancy in changing lives, stability, serving as a source of security
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and protection, returning humans to play and laughter,

stimulating exercise, comforting with touch and pleasurable

to touch (Beck, 1983: 29). Houseman affirms that touch is

a very important aspect for humans, particularly for those

who don't have close relatives (Houseman, 1983: 42). lt is

through care for the domestic dog that humans often feel

rewarded by feeling needed. Dogs remains indifferent to

the ambitions and frustrations of daily drama'

Psychotogical, Physiolog¡cal & Developmental Dimensions

Tuxedo Lions Club, Michael Rozak states, "autistic people tend to be

withdrawn and as they bond with the dog, and become more responsive

to the dog, they can become more responsive to the world in general"

(Besson, ibid). This human-dog relationship relies profoundly on trust

and communication between the owner and guide dog, and is further

complemented by the sense of companionship. David Mitchell, who lost

The domestic dog has offered emotional and unconditional companionship that has affected human's

psychological and physiological health. Physiologically, the simple action of petting a dog has been

found to be soothingfor humans. This often reduces blood pressure in humans (Serpell, 1995: 170),

while relieving stress and calming the nerves. Serpell also affirms that some psychological benefits

of dog ownership include opportunities to care and nurture, and most importantly, ownership may

allow a patient to focus on the dog rather than their illness (Serpell, ibid: 169). Serving as buffers and

mediators, a companion dog often distracts individuals from grief, stress and depression related to

illness and everyday pressures.

For people with disabilities, the domestic guide dog facilitates living. Dog guides of all kinds have

assisted the blind, the deaf and people with various physical challenges, providing sight, hearing or

an extra paw for performing everyday tasks, such as switching lights on and off, opening and closing

drawers and retrieving dropped items (Besson, 2001: D5). Recently, guide dogs have also helped

autistic individuals with social interactions. As Winnipeg public relations chairman for the Charleswood

The dog as companion
(Lufkin, 1997)

Dog retriev¡ng dropped item
(Lufkin, 1997)
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his eyesight at the age of 19 and is assisted by a guide dog, affirms that guide dogs become closer than

pets, because of the enduring interaction and communication thattakes place between the individual

and their dog (Besson, ibid). lnherently, the guide dog serves as the mediator between the person and

its physical and social environment, facilitating a way of life for people with physical, psychological or

emotional challenges.

As a basis for preventive care, the dog often encourages the

owner to participate in regular exercise, supporting a healthy

lifestyle and general health. lt has been shown that people

who walk with their dogs tend to walk for longer periods

(Serpell, 1995: 170). This also encourages dog owners to

leave their homes and walk around their neighborhood,

developing a sense of security and familiarity within their

immediate community.

As stated, dogs serve as a means of support during times of alienation They respond to demands

and they offer uncritical sympathy (Serpell, ibid: 168). According to research conducted by McCallum

Research Limited in Australia, companion animals also help to promote family unity, easing conflict

between family members as a result of divorce and other stresses confronting the family unit'

Dog as part of the family unit
(Lufkin, 1997)

Therapeutic a nd Emotional DimensÌons

McCallum states that the undemanding simplicity of the

love offered by a pet can be a welcome contrast to these

pressures and stresses (McCallum Research et al., 1992: 8).

The relationship between dog and child is also important. lt

demonstrates some fundamental issues of social relations,

such as responsibility and sharing, and it can ease times of

solitude.

The social value of the human-dog partnership is most apparent between service dogs and people

bound to wheelchairs or who are visually impaired. The bond that exists is without doubt solid, relying

firmly on trust, and the willingness to form and sustain a partnership with humans binds the relationship

'_d

'' rá' ;.' ..-; , ..." -r

Dog owners out for a walk
(Lufkin,1997)
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even more strongly.

The introductíon of companion animals in a geriatric

home has been found to promote conversation among

certain residents and to normalize the social environment

of introverted individuals. According to Serpell, since

social contact is the means for promoting self-esteem

in people, the socializing effects of dog companionship

are among the most important indirect benefits for

people (Serpell, 1995: 168). This not only benefits the

partnership between service dogs and people, but the dog

as a companion too.

Social Dimensions

setting. lt has been shown that dog walkers in public

parks had higher numbers of positive interactions and

more extensive conversations with others than people

who were either on their own or with small children

(Messent, 1983: 37). Often a person with a dog can draw

attention to other dog owners, which occasionally sparks

conversation about their dogs. ln these situations, the

dogs facilitate contact, confidence, conversation, and

commonality among unacquainted persons who might

As previously discussed, socialization is very important in the development of a healthy dog, and

includes both the dog-dog and the dog-human relationship. As discussed by Dunbar (1999: 58), there

is no socialization exercise that surpasses the benefits of a dog walk. The social dimension of the

human-dog relationship most often facilitates interaction between the dog owner and others in a public

Dog v¡sit¡ng a local nursing home
(Lufkin, 1997)

Social mediator between strangers
(Lufkin, 1997)

otherwise not have interacted (Robins, 799I:23). The dynamics of inclusion provides an opportunity

for small talk, where the dog serves as a catalyst to initiate social interaction between individuals.

The contribution a dog can provide to a person's well-being is invaluable. However, there are drawbacks
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to dog ownership that can create significant stress among both individuals and families.

Disadvantages of Dog Ownership

The disadvantages of dog ownership include financial costs, time

commitment, hygiene, restricted freedom, possible allergies, excessive

noise, potential conflict between relations (neighbours) and dependency

(Bergler, 19BB: 105). Unruly, disobedient dogs have often been sources of

liability and have been viewed as a nuisance to the immediate community.

For example, a couple was recently found accountable for a dog attack

case in California.

"The owners of two dogs that attacked and killed a neighbor in their San Francisco

apartment building were found guilty Thursday of all charges against them, including
involuntary manslaughter and having a mischievous anímal that kills. One of the
owners, Marjorie Knoller, who was present during the January 2OO1- mauling, was

also found guilty of second-degree murder. (Diane) Whipple was killed in the hallway

of the apartment building she shared with Knoller and Noel (Knoller's husband) as

she returned home from a trip to the grocery store" (www.CNN.com; March 26,2OO2).

This trial lasted for five weeks, and drew much attention from the media and public. The dog owners

were faced with the following sentences: Marjorie Knoller was sentenced with 15 years to life for

second-degree murder, and in addition both she and her husband were sentenced to 2To 4 years for

manslaughter charges, and sentenced to 16 months to 3 years for owning a malicious animal that kills

(lbid). Neglect, lack of socialization, and improper training are often the cause of these problems.

Dog ownership includes many responsibilities. According to Harlock Jackson Ltd et al. (1995), these

include:

7. "Attendingto their pet's emotionaland social needs'

Attending to their pet's health and welfare including exercise, training and environmental

enrichment as appropriate to the breed.

Confining dogs within the perimeter of the home property to prevent wandering, minimizing

any adverse effects on neighbors, i.e. from excessive barking.

2.

í

Dog ownership can be costly
(Lufkin, 1997)

3.
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4. Complying with relevant by-laws, i.e. leash laws, removal of faecal deposits in the public

realm, keeping dogs under effective control"

(Harlock Jackson Ltd, 1995).

Consequently, dog ownership is not for everyone. For some, pet keeping serves very little purpose if any

at all. lt is a demanding responsibility that requires an adjustment in lifestyle. Dog ownership should

not be taken on without due consideration.

Benefits of Responsible Dog Ownership

Without doubt, a dog benefits from responsible care from its owner, improving its overall health,

temperament and well-being. Over time, the domestic dog has been subjected to many environmental

and cultural influences. However, despite increasingly fast-paced human lifestyles, most dog owners

make time to acknowledge and cater to dogs' needs in order to ensure an active and healthy routine

for both themselves and their pets.

Like humans, it is important for dogs to have an active daily lifestyle. Over time, dogs' bodies have been

developed for endurance and resilience (Dunbar, 1999: 13), and are capable of enduring much activity

if regularly exposed to it. lf not, dogs can become sluggish and develop atypical movements. As dogs

age, it is beneficialforthem to maintain a healthy lifestyle and reduce any potential physical problems

that may arise.

'An animal with well-developed muscles has less risk of injuring a joint and is less likely

to develop osteoarthritis than one with poor muscle tone. Walking, fetching, jogging,

running, swimming, or controlled jumping are good ways to build strength while getting

an aerobic workout" (Beale, 2000: 170).

Exercises for dogs include aerobic and strengthening activities, both of which may be realized through

play. As defined by Beale (ibid: 167), aerobic exercise is any activity that raises the heart rate and keeps

it elevated for at least fifteen to twenty consecutive minutes, which increases blood flow throughout

the body, including arthritic joints, where tissues are nourished. lt is not atypical for dogs to develop

arthritis or physical problems as they age, similar to humans. Aerobic exercise serves to relieve pain

and stiffness, while maintaining a healthy heart. This includes brisk walking, jogging and swimming
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(which is good for dogs with arthritis). Stretching exercises help to increase and maintain flexibility of

joints. Beale (ibid: 168) recommends that pet owners assist their pets ín stretching exercises in order to

minimize stiffness and to reduce future difficulties. This can be accomplished by encouraging the dog

to flex and extend in certain normal 'ranges of motion', e.g. holding a treat above (Beale, ibid).

Aerob¡c exerc¡se
(Lufkin, 1997)

According to Morris, most animals other than dogs and humans

withdraw from play as they mature (Morris, 1996: 55). Play is an

essential part of development for the domestic dog' lt initiates

many key functions of physical, mental and sensory proportions.

Positive effects of play include an increase in bonding, attention,

affection, socialization, bite inhibition, motivation and training

(Dunbar, 1999: 59). Play also encourages the owner to exercise,

thereby promoting physical a$ility and mental flexibility for both the

dog and human.

JumpinE/stretching
(Lufkin, 1997)

Exercise practices for dogs are very similar to those for humans. They require stretching, aerobic and

cool down phases. lt is important to supervise the dog during intense activities to ensure that it does

not become overheated and dehydrated. With regular exposure to exercise, the dog will build stronger

muscles, maintain well-lubricated joints and reduce the likelihood of unnecessary weight gain. ln

general, this benefits the overall physiology and behaviour of the dog, and, in turn, the health of the

dog owner.

Play is a daily part of a dog's life
(Lufkin, 1997)

The effect of play is remarkably influential on the domestic dog's behavior and communication skills.
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Through trial and error, the puppy will best learn to communicate, and to manipulate inanimate and

social objects by exploring its surroundings (Fogle, 1990: 82).

"Play improves coordination. Play permits experimentation under safe conditions. lt

teaches the dog how to time himself, how to intercept or intervene, how to maintain his

balance. Play teaches action patterns. Dogs learn to carry out sequences of events. Play

allowsforsafe exploration. Playstimulates inventiveness. ltteaches problem solving. Play

is a lifelong activity in dogs. Play is a natural inherited canine activity" (Fogle, ibid: 83).

Dogs need exercise to learn, and to stimulate proper mental and physical development throughout their

life span; it is through play that a dog gains control (Dunbar, 1999: 133). Forms of play are unbounded

and are often related to traits of the early working dog or the tamed wolf. These activities include

stalking and pointing, herding, digging, scent following, shaking, throwing, catching, killing, retrieving,

regurgitating, gnawing and chewing, eating grass, prey-carrying, prey-guarding, and prey-burying

(Fogle, 19gO: 135). Although the owner appreciates only a subset of these behaviors in contemporary

times, the dog's activity is often simply a reaction to an instinctual tendency. And as the domestic dog

continues to adapt to contemporary times, there is a persistent need to provide for play and exercise

in the urban environment.

Tug of war
(Needles,2000)

Digging dog
(Knapp, l-998)
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Part Two:

The Nature of the Human-dog

Outdoor Environment

Part Two is divided into three chapters: Public Open Space and Dogs, The Dog Park: Typologies &

Precedents, and Dog Park Users & Needs. These chapters focus on the nature of the human-dog

outdoor environment and will serve to inform the design process.





Chapter Four Public Open Space and Dogs

This chapter examines the circumstances that urban-dwelling dog owners and their dogs have been

faced with. lt begins by considering human and nonhuman animals sharing the urban landscape and

how humans view nonhuman animals in urban environments. Then it examines how dog ownership in

the landscape is viewed looking, in particular, at the conflicts between dog owners and others. Finally,

the chapter will look at ways of easing conflicts resulting from dog ownership in urban environments.

Sharing the Urban Landscape

The population of urban environments includes human and nonhuman residents sharing, often

unwillingly, shelter, food and other resources. Customarily, the urban landscape is designed to

accommodate humans and their interests, leaving the nonhuman population excluded or simply

ignored, As Philo (1995: 655) states, "the inclusion of animals has always been very partial,

conditioned by what has sometimes been termed a 'human chauvinism' leading them to be ignored

altogether or only researched in the context of their utility to human beings". The spatial planning of

contemporary cities focuses on human needs, while treating nonhumans as secondary social groups,

if that. Essentially, the understanding of space in the urban environment is anthropocentric.

"Nonhuman animals tend to be subsumed within debates about nature - culture or,
more generally, the environment. Such discussions rarely encompass the question
of animal sentience or the meaning of human activity for nonhuman worlds or
life-chances. Attempts to eliminate nature from cities typically ignore nonhumans.
"However", animals are central to environmental sustainability, economic and social
order, personal relations and individual identity, and conceptions of justice and
morality" (Wolch & Emel, 1995: 632).

The behavioural patterns of humans and nonhuman animals can be incompatible. Most humans have

distinct attitudes towards nonhuman animals, dependent upon their culture, social beliefs, moral

issues, gender, background and experiences. ln 1980, Shaw and Kellert (1995: 739) conducted

a study in the United States to determine public sentiment towards wildlife. Through a series of in-

depth interviews with a national sample of respondents, they developed 10 typologies of attitude that

described how people felt towards animals. The typologies were:
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L) "Naturalrstic - The primary interest is in wildlife and the outdoors; animals provide
the context and meaning for activities in natural settings.

2) Ecolo!Ìstic - The primary concern is for the environment as a system; emphasis
is placed on wildlife interactions with other species and on the
ecosystem.

3) Humanistic - lnterest and affection for individual animals, especially pets, is primary;
the wildlife focus is on large, attractive animals.

4) Moralistic - The primary concern is for ethically correct treatment of animals, with
strong opposition to exploitation of and cruelty toward animals.

5) SclentlÍc - The primary interest is to study and / or observe the physical attributes
and biological functioning of animals.

6)Aesthetlc - The primary interest is in the artistic and symbolic features of animals.

7) Utilitarian - The primary concern is over the practical and material values of
animals.

8) Dominionrstic - Primary satisfaction is derived from mastery and control over
animals, typically in a sporting context such as hunting.

9) Negiativlstic - The primary orientation is an active avoidance of animals because of
fear or dislike.

10) Neutrallstic - The primary orientation is a passive avoidance of animals because
of indifference"

(Shaw & Kellert, 1995: 739).

These typologies represent a broad range of attitudes, determined by personal issues and experiences.

Views adapt as conditions change, i.e. a person who is neutral towards dogs may become negative if

bitten. ln turn, these changing attitudes between human and nonhuman animal creates tension in the

struggle for recognition and space in the urban landscape.

ln addition, urban residents have different attitudes towards animals compared with rural residents.

Kellert (ibid) examined urban-rural dissimilarities in attitudes, indicating that urbanization increased

both separation from nature and concern for animal well-being.

"U rban residentsweresign ificantly less knowledgeable a boutwildlife and the environment
and had lower naturalistic attitude scores. They were also less apt to have utilitarian
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attitudes and more likely to have moralistic and humanistic attitudes, suggesting that
they were concerned for the eth ica I treatment of an imals and were focused on individ ual
animals such as pets and on easily identified and popular wildlife species" (Kellert, ibid).

These findings are consistent with the way urban planning integrates nonhuman animals as part of the

urban environment. This is illustrated in city zoos, in environment-sensitive zones and in designated

naturalized regions. These specifíc locations have provided opportunities for nonhuman animals to

co-exist with humans in a controlled approach; understandingthe role and significance of nonhuman

animals as part of the natural environment is important to the well being of all living things.

Human activity in the urban landscape has changed the functional and spatial attributes of the natural

landscape, especially connectivity, in effect altering the persistence of animal life (Wolch, 1995: 736).

Although human's understanding of space is inclusive to meet the needs of all living things, design

often focuses on human conveniences, safety and comfort, before considering other animal life within

the urban environment.

"Animals have inevitably been defined, categorized, interpreted, praised, criticized,
hated, and loved in a diversity of ways, which have commonly had spatial implications
for them. lt might be appropriate here to think of a continuum between inclusion
and exclusion, with animals such as dogs and cats tending to be at the inclusionary
extreme (as companion animals or pets readily accepted into the everyday
spaces of much human life) and with animals such as lions and bears tending
to be at the other extreme (as wild and even dangerous animals more normally
kept at a physical distance from these everyday spaces)" (Philo, 1995: 677).

The inclusion of nonhuman animals into the human household, specifically the dog, has changed

the way that humans use the outdoor environment for recreational purposes. Access to the urban

landscape is granted through humans, and as dogs partake in human affairs, a new user becomes part

of this group. As expressed by Wolch & Rowe (1-992:23), "Shaping urban design as if animals mattered

can make cities more livable for everyone". How has the urban landscape accommodated people with

dogs?

Dog Ownership in Urban Environments

The urban environment accommodates a diversity of user groups and individual needs. Whether in
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public parks, playgrounds, sport fields or open plazas, different activities and user groups compete for

limited open space. lt is common to find open space designated in communities for'single use' users,

such astennis or basketball courts. On the other hand, open space, such as public parks, is also made

available to shared user groups, where passive and active recreation take place concurrently. ln view of

that, conflict between users is unavoidable due to different recreation groups that compete for access

to public space (Harlock Jackson, 1995). However conflicts can be resolved as users acknowledge

each other's rights to use the space.

While the role of design in accommodating humans in urban settings cannot

be denied, the large number of humans owning dogs suggests that the

obligations of design should extend to this user group. Activity from the

dog owner and dog user group has been disfavoured in public open spaces

because of the nature of the problems set by dogs, resulting in conflict.

Conflicts occurring between dog owners and others are typically related to

defecation, dog aggression, barking and non-compliance with leash laws

(Batch et al., 2001). These conflicts vary in degree with its effects varying

from the concern of safety, threat, frustrations and the aesthetics of the

recreational experience.

Canine aggression
(Fox, 1976)

According to Harlock Jackson (1995), the most common complaint from the public about dog owners

and their dogs is the owners' negligence of picking up after their dogs. Concerns are mostly related to

the potential health risks.

"Although the risk to humans is slight, roundworm is the most prominent health concern
in relation to dog feces... Direct contact between humans and infected dogs does not
play a role in disease transmission. Young children have the greatest risk of exposure,
by eating dirt or grass or touching their mouths with hands contaminated with old
dog feces containing infective roundworm eggs. People confined to hand-activated
wheel chairs and active sports players (i.e. football, cricket) may be at risk. (However),
preventive measures will reduce the publíc risks. The roundworm is not present in
dogs that are correctly and regularly treated for worms and dog owners should be

made fully aware of their responsibilities in this regard" (Harlock Jackson, ibid).

Other concerns of defecation are related to the effect on aesthetics of public open space, whether in
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a park, sidewalk or street. lt is without a doubt an unpleasant experience to encounter dog feces when

taking a walk or playing in a park. However, the onus is on the dog owner to ensure that their dog is

properly treated for any potential parasites and that they pick up after their dogs.

Dog aggression towards humans and other animals is another serious problem and raíses concerns

about public liability. Dog attacks are significant incidents in human culture, but are often exaggerated

by the media, amplifying isolated problems out of proportion (Harlock Jackson, ibid). As a result,

generalizations applied to all dogs are often established as a result of these incidents. lt is, however,

necessary to understand what prompts these accounts of aggression and how they vary in different

settings.

"lt would seem dog attacks are more likely to occur in the dog owner's home or
immediate vicinity than they are in public open space. ln one study of aggression
in dogs it was found that from 65% Io 93o/o of dog attacks occurred in or near
the dog owner's home (Podbercek and Blackshaw, 1990). Similarly in 1989, the
Victoria (Australia) lnjury Surveillance System had recorded 266 injuries, caused
by animals. Forty percent of the bites occurred in the home or the home yard and
another 22% occurred in the yard of another home. Sixteen percent occurred in
public places and place of bite was not stated in 22% of cases. Attacks on private
property frequently happen when a dominant, protective or injured dog is not
adequately supervised with children and visitors. These triggers are not present
when a dog is in the neutral territory of a public park" (Harlock Jackson, 1995).

Although complete safety cannot be assured, it can be improved through responsible pet ownership in

proper breeding, socialization, obedience training, self-policing, and careful management of the dog

(Jennes, !992).lntermsof publicliability,theownerof theoffendingdogisaccountableforanyinjuries

or harm inflicted to others. Effectively, it is the responsibility of the dog owner to ensure that their dog

is rightfully trained and supervised.

Barking and nuisance behaviours, such as digging of planting beds and scavenging in waste, are

common problems associated with dogs. Noise from barking adds to other surrounding sources, such

as air and ground transportation, people and children in the area, and daily activities. Harlock Jackson

(1995) states that "how seriously acoustic impact is viewed varies with different land uses as well as

by time of the day and week, e.g. residential land use is more sensitive than commercial, evenings

and early mornings are more sensitive than daylight hours and weekends are more sensitive than
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weekdays". However, excessive barking can be discouraged if the dog is properly controlled.

As for other nuisance behaviours, most problems are associated with the home environment, such as

digging caused by boredom, and aggression associated with defending home territory and asserting

territorial rights (Harlock Jackson, ibid). As for problems in public open spaces, dog issues most

com mon ly arise from over tram pl ing of terra in, da mage to sensitive ha bitat

areas and encounters with wildlife. Accelerated erosion and trampling by

humans and dogs are problematic in public green spaces, usually caused

by the intensity of use of the site. Harlock Jackson (1995) states, "There

is a case to exclude dogs from municipal gardens and environmentally

sensitive part of public parks. However in most cases wear and tear by dogs can

by normal park maintenance". lt is suggested that dog owners keep their dogs'

sensitive habitat areas, to not disturb the grounds and probable wildlife.

Dog digg¡ng in pit
(Milanì, 1986)

be accommodated

leashed when near

With regards to encounters with wildlife, dogs that are not properly supervised are likely to chase and

injure wildlife (Peninsula Access for Dogs, 2OOI). lt is suggested that dog owners keep their dogs'

leashed when near high traffic wildlife areas, and be attentive to the prospect of such conflict. As

previously stated, proper supervision of the dog prevents the likelihood of conflicting encounters with

humans and wildlife.

Leash laws are implemented to preventthe above-mentioned conflicts. However, restrictive leash laws

also provoke misconduct from owners, who wish to allow their dog to play unleashed. Dog owners

refuse to comply with leash laws for reasons such as protest, lack of awareness, laziness or indifference

with these regulations (Harlock Jackson, 1995). However, these reactions are understandable when

incidences are rarely enforced and when the majority of dog owners do not comply with leash laws.

Restrictions to this user group have been imposed in urban areas to

reduce the likelihood of conflict between users and to reduce wear and

tear of green spaces. Leash laws, including mandatory leashing and

outright banning of dogs, were first approved in the 1980's in public

open spaces (Kawczynska, 2002). These laws forced dog owners to

run their dogs elsewhere, often in remote and vacant areas. Although
Conflict with unleashed dog and cyclist

(Lufkin, 1997)
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leash laws and banning are common ways of reducing the many problems associated with dogs, dog

owners and their dogs remain to be considered as legitimate users of public open space.

Both the negative and positive attributes of the human-dog relationship are expressed in contemporary

urban settings. For example, in Bickford Park, Toronto, young baseball players have been pitted against

dog owners in determining the use of communal space (Sokol, 1996). For some non-dog owners, it

is difficult to legitimize the need for green space for dogs and their

owners. Conversely, in the Canadian province of Prince Edward

lsland, the Humane Society is making strident attempts to address

both the benefits of and need for dog-friendly spaces (Murphy,

2O0t:2). According to the Prince Edward lsland Humane Society,

62% of the population in Atlantic Canada own dogs, suggesting the

need for dog exercise and education facilities (Murphy, ibid). These examples illustrate that the human

community is not always prepared to share designed urban space with dogs and, simultaneously, that

there is a demand for such spaces.

"Dogs' owners have not been considered separately by open space planners - their
needs have been assumed to be part of the overall need for passive open space. This
is probably as it should be and worked well in the past. The difficulty has emerged with
the changing management environment where park managers have been forced to
deal with more intense user conflicts. For dogs, this has meant greater restrictions on
access. The emerging gap between planning and management means that we now
need to address dog owners' needs at the planning level" (Harlock Jackson, 1995).

Owing to the population of dog owners who live in urban settings, there is a

systematic way of allocating open space to different user groups. Humans,

restricted by the environments they inhabit. lt is has become cumbersome

and inconvenient for dog owners to offer a stimulating environment for their

dog, which provides the opportunity for exercise and socialization with people

and other dogs, unleashed. Fox (1990: 64) affirms that dogs held on a leash

tend to be more aggressive than when they have greater freedom to interact

with others. More so, an unleashed dog is better exercised, servingto appease

demand for a more

like dogs, are often

boredom and laziness in the dog and more commonly, the owner. Since the everyday life of the dog is

Baseball players vs. dog owners
(Sokol, 1996)
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largely that of its human counterpart, urban dog owners have specific needs and have asked for the

provision of open space for their use.

"lt ís up to the department of open space to allocate scarce open space. This allocation
must strive to be equitable and must be responsive to the expressed demand of
citizens. Creating more open space is not a politically or economically feasible option
in space-constraíned urban areas. We're not asking to build more parks, beaches or
recreational facilities. lnstead, we will argue that the current allocation of open space
does not meet the current demand for one type of recreational activity: off-leash dog
recreation" (Batch et al., 2001).

It is important to consider and address the needs of all members of a community, including dog owners

and their dogs. By promoting responsible pet ownership to dog owners and by addressing the needs of

all interest groups, conflicts related to defecation, aggression, barking and nuisance behaviours can be

eased. Supportive coexistence requires understanding and considered attitudes between dog owners

and their dogs, and others. lt is in the interest of all members of a community to find a solution that

meets everyones' needs. As discussed by Beck (1983: 272), regardless of beliefs, dogs are part of city

life and should be anticipated, accepted and included in urban design.

The Solution: Easing Conflict between Dog Owners and Others

Since the mid nineteen eighties, local communities have been gradually easing the antagonism

between dog owners and non-owners by establishing designated dog areas throughout cities.

Kawczynska (2002) states "Off-leash recreation is one of the biggest imbroglios in park management,

and one of the most politically challenging subjects of debate items for local legislators. Pam Ferguson,

who spear-headed the first dog park campaign in Berkeley in 1985, said, "Being anti-dog is the socially

permissible prejudice". The creation of designated dog areas has instigated a systematic way to

manage and accommodatethe needs of all park users, while legitimizingthe needs of the dogowner

and dog user group as part of public open space. Yet, the allocation of public open space to this user

group often remains an afterthought in the planning of development.

"Dog owners are often allocated whatever is left over after everyone else has been
accommodated - often the least accessible and the least attractive parks that no one
else wants and all because they are not credited with the same rights as other park
users" (Harlock Jackson, 1995).
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This outlook resolves the issue for proper allocation of public open space for dog owner user groups, but

triggers the debate of fairness. Other than different users, designated dog areas should be considered

no different from other public open spaces. However, owing to the user group of dog owner and dog, it

has been assumed that their recreatíonal experiences are neither valued, nor important. As expressed

by Harlock Jackson (1995), "lf we treat them as a client group rather than as a problem generator,

their needs are considered as an integral part of the decision-making process. We don't dismiss or

underestimate the conflicts but use a multi-method approach to addressing both their needs and the

problems generated (education, enforcement, consultation), while simultaneously asking for more

tolerance from the rest of the community". Tolerance between public open space users is key, owing to

the nature and range of recreational activities that occur simultaneously in public parks. Kawczynska

(2OO2) makes the point that "Dog owners are taxpayers, paying taxes into a system that provides parks

to the public, yet most of us rarely use these green spaces for anything but walking our dogs. Much

resource is being spent and directed towards sport fields". It should be noted that dog walking is as

much as a recreational sport for some people, as is any other passive or active recreational activity.

Accordingly, the needs of dog owners and their dogs should be recognized and integrated into the

master plan of public open spaces, and included in the design of designated dog areas.

Designated dog areas within public open spaces can be classified into four main types, as identified by

Harlock Jackson (1995). They are:

Free-running areas - privileged unleashed area under proper supervision,

Banning - no dogs allowed.

Different zoning in parks - separate unleashed zones within one space.

Time-shared agreement - designated time-sharing within one space.

Strategy selection is contingent on the context (surrounding area), anticipated activity, intensity of use,

and size of the site. lndividual criteria should be critically examined and assessed to offerthe optimal

strategy for the community and the users.

L.

2.

3.

4.

"What is important is not whether dogs are excluded
number and quality of opportunities available within

in

a

a particular park but the
wider area. ln too many
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municipalities, there is an over-reliance on free running in combination
with banning. ln part this reflects a dominant cultural belief that
because dogs are different and because some people are anti-dog they
need to be separated from humans. lt also reflects a misunderstanding
of the benefits of on-leash areas - separation is inappropriate
for dogs, owners, and other park users" (Harlock Jackson, 1995). OFF,'L€ASH,, AREA,

Off Leash Area Signage
(Alary, 2001)

The integration of a designated dog area ¡nto existing recreational zones, whether as a distinct area or

as a time-shared zone, a¡ms to accommodate dog owners as legitimate users of public open space.

'A park which is beyond walking distance from home is unlikely to be used by dog
owners on a daily basis. lt is also unavailable for anyone without regular access to a car.
Separation means that dogs miss the benefits of a wide range of outings. Separation
concentrates potentialconflicts into isolated spots. Crime in public parks (vandalism and
attack by other humans) is a critical issue - and suggests a need to attract more park
activity. Dogs and their owners can play a part in reducing crime especially as workers
tend to take their dog out at non-peak hours. lntegration means flexibility and provides for
a more efficient and equitable distribution of resources. The sheer diversity of recreation
activities that open space planners and managers have to accommodate today means
that integration, as a general principle, is a practical necessity. Public facilities need to
accommodate multiple uses, no longer simply single uses" (Harlock Jackson, 1995).

"We feel that because of the growth of our city's population, in human and canine
terms, now is the time to accommodate for the future of our dog-friendly parks...
off-leash recreation is not only an essential part of how many people care for their
pets - it is a way to give a little something back to the animals who give us all so
much." San Francisco's Advisory Dog Off-leash Task Force (Kawczynska, 2OO2).

It is in the interest of dog owners, the wider community and dogs themselves, that the dog be

accustomed to the social urban environment in orderto maintain a healthy relationship and reputation

with the public realm. lt is through proper education and public understanding that such developments

have occurred. This has introduced a new field of study, that of urban animal management, which aims

to ensure that animals are taken care of in the urban environment (Murphy, 2OOI:2). Fundamentally,

access to public open spaces is a privilege of all residents of the urban landscape; "This is not a dog

issue; it is a people issue" (Kawczynska,2OO2).
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Chapter Five The Dog Park: Typologies & Precedents

Open space issues regarding the rights of dog owners and their dogs are being addressed and improved

through the recognition of the need for leash-free public spaces in the urban environment. This chapter

will identify the different typologies of designated leash-free zones in public parks and open spaces,

and will consider the benefits and drawbacks associated with these dog parks. Following this, three

different existing dog parks will be examined as precedents of dog park design.

The Dog Park

'A dog park is an area designated specifically for the uses of dogs and their owners.
They may range in size from one-quarter acre to more than 50 acres, some with fencing
and some without. All dog parks share one common purpose: to provide an area where
dogs can run legally, safely, and free from restraint." (www.deltasociety.org,2OOI)

The purpose of dog parks is to provide a place for dogs to run off-leash, while presenting a park-like

setting for dog owners to enjoy. From a general viewpoint, Johnson (2000) states that the ideal dog

park should include the following amenities: one acre or more surrounded by a 4-6' fence, shade

and water, adequate drainage, ample parking close to site, a grassy area, covered garbage cans,

waste disposal stations, benches, wheelchair access, a safe location and have regular maintenance.

Typically, the extent of the design and the opportunity for additional amenities is based on available

funding and additional support/donations from private organizations, while some dog parks charge

an entry fee. ln effect, dog parks are often subject to limited funding because of opposing views and

understanding of the benefits of these parks. However, Johnson (2000:54) states "Whetherfenced-

in or not, dog parks are an important and legitimate use of green recreational space; they are the

community centres for dogs and owners. They promote responsible pet ownership, provide seniors and

owners with disabilities with an accessible place to exercise their companions and provide a tool for

realistic enforcement of dog-control laws".

There are two specific types of dog park: unfenced and fenced. Both types are referred to as dog parks,

dog runs, or off-leash dog areas. The unfenced dog park is a designated area, typically part of a larger

park or open green space. lt is most often zoned within a larger park, and shared with other users.
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These shared dog parks are not limited to the dog and dog owner users but aim to accommodate

them. An unfenced dog park is usually demarcated with signage and land formations, i.e. berms or

vegetat¡on. A fenced-in dog park is surrounded by a 4'-6' fence, around the entire designated site, and

has one or two self-closing gates for entry access (Bourbeau, 1998). The fence serves to protect the

dog and public from conflict, and prevents the dog from running into traffic or away. Essentially, both

parks serve the same function, however the fenced-in dog park provides a physical separation between

different users of the park. This in turn moderates the potential for conflict between users of public

open spaces.

Accordingto dogpark.com, there are 432 dog parks in Canada (Kane, 2007:20). As of March 2OO2,

the number has increased to 483 dog parks nationwide (www.dogoark.com). Although it is not stated

whether these off-leash dog parks are fenced-in or not, off-leash dog parks that are not fenced-in are

challenging at times, particularly in urban or shared-park areas; the lack of enclosure seems to be

the prevailing issue.

Whetherfenced or not, all dog parks maintain a general list of rules and proper etiquette for park

users. They include the following:

t. Dog shall be licensed and shall wear a collar with lD at alltimes.

2. Dog shall be vaccinated.

3. Dog shall have handler present at all times, and shall not be left alone.

4. No dogs younger than 4 months shall be allowed.

5. No aggressive dogs shall be allowed in the park.

6. Owner shall remove dog from area at first sign of aggression.

7. Female dogs in heat shall not be allowed to enter the park.

8. Don't let dogs dig holes, and refill if possible.

9. Owners shall clean up after their dog.

10. Owners shall ensure that his/her dog is under voice control and is supervised at all

times.

tI. Remove studded or pinch collars to avoid injuries between dogs.

t2. Owner shall have a leash on hand at all times.

13. Owner shall keep dog on leash untilthey have entered designated dog area, to
respect passersby and other park users.
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L4. Dog shall be let off-leash as soon as owner and dog have entered designated dog

area, to avoid conflict with unleashed dogs.

15. A limit of three dogs per owner shall be allowed at the park at one time.

16. Owners shall not bring food in the park.

17. Users of the park will observe all rules.

18. Owner is responsible for injuries inflicted by their dog'

19. Keep area safe and clean.

20. Abide by hours of the Park.

2L. An adult should accompany children under 16.

22. No other animals shall be permitted to the park.

23. Users of the facility do so at their own risk.

24. Dog Park is a privilege, not a right.

(Bourbeau, 1998, www. restondogs.org, www.dogpa rk'com)

These rules are communicated through municipally published pamphlets, municipal signage located

on site, and between users. ln general, the rules are universalfrom one park to the next, and encourage

proper supervision and behaviour, responsible clean-up and respect for other users.

The signage located on site publicizes designated off-leash areas to the different

users of the park. Access is thereby the liability of the user. According to Batch et al-

(2001), the purpose of the signs is to improve relations within the local community by

emphasizing positive messages to encourage responsible behaviour of dog owners.
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off-leash area sign
(Alary, 2001)

As public open spaces, dog parks have both beneficial and disadvantageous aspects for all members

of the community, including dog owners, dogs, and the surrounding neighborhood. Bourbeau (1998)

states "A successful dog park must also appease non-users, whose concerns range from safety of

wildlife to sanitation problems". ln addition, dog parks prevent off-leash dogs from encroaching on the

rights of other community residents and park users.

This is not to say that on-leash activity for dogs is unhealthy or inferior to off-leash activity. ln fact,

on-leash activity provides an excellent opportunity for dogs to explore the outdoor environment, and

to interact with other people and dogs, with complete control from the owner. However, it is relatively

restrictive for both users. Dog parks provide an appropriate context for a variety of experiences - ranging
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from unstructured play to training opportunities - for socialization and for exercise (Harlock Jackson Ltd,

1995). Dr. Nicholas Dodman, Tufts University Veterinarian and Behaviorist (Kawczynska, 2OO2) states,

"Walking [dogs] on a leash is not sufficient exercise. lt is not that they die if they walk on a leash, and

it's not that a human being dies in solitary confinement either. lt is just that it is not optimal for their

physiological and psychological well-being. lt is important for a dog to be provided with natural outlets

- to be able to run and exercise and chase things and do as a dog was bred to do."

Dog parks present the opportunity for physical, behavioral and social interaction between dogs

(Murphy, 2OOI: 2). Physically, off-leash activity offers a dog with unimpeded exercise, appeasing

agitation, boredom, pent-up energy and promoting fitness (Batch et al., 2001). A well-exercised dog is

generally easier to manage and less aggressive than a dog who does not get daily exercise.

With respect to behavioural benefits, a dog park serves as an environment for training and exposing

the dog to different settings. As Kane (2O0t:20) states, "...dogs that have been exposed to joggers,

bicycles and shrieking five-year-olds generally take these things in stride and ignore them; dogs that

have lead sheltered lives, carefully shielded from anythingthat might set them off, are much more likely

to react with fear and aggression to stimuli." Proper exposure to various situations is best achieved

by owners who train their dog while out of the home (Hart, 1990), and through play with the owner

and other dogs (Bradshaw and Brown, 1990) (Harlock Jackson Ltd, 1995). This in turn may serve to

overcome future behavioural problems.

Socialization, as discussed in Chapter Two, is an important dimension of the proper upbringing and

training of a dog. Dog parks are ideal places for socialization to occur between dogs, between dogs and

their owners, and between dogs and other humans.

"severe ownerdependence,types of aggression and barkingcan betraced backto lack of

socialization and a barren home environment. Dogs need to learn acceptable behavior in

the pu blic realm a nd needto besocialized properlyto preventovertaggression. Public pa rks

are important contexts in which such socialization occurs" (Harlock Jackson Ltd, 1995).

It is through interaction that a dog learns proper behaviour, and this contact causes the dog to be

less aggressive in each future encounter with other dogs (Batch et al., 2OOt). Fundamentally, dog
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parks serve as locations for cont¡nual exposure to public surroundings, while providing dogs with an

unleashed experience of the outdoor environment'

Dog owners benefit from dog parks for the following reasons:

L "Provísion of a vital public Space allowing people to meet and form the bonds of

community.

Dog is easier to handle.

Allows a person to have the pleasure of watchingltheir dogs at play.

Contributes to the overall physical fitness of people by encouraging them to exercise

with their dogs.

Provides an opportunity for dog owners to enjoy the outdoors"

(Batch et al., 2001).

Dog parks serve as social venues and as places for recreational activity for both dog owner and dog

to enjoy. Madeline Bernstein (Bourbeau, 1998) states, "For many people, the dogs really are their

only companions. lf they can go to a dog park, it gives them a reason to get dressed, go out, socialize,

play with their dog, and strengthen that bond between them".

Social interaction between dog owners contributes to the flow of

knowledge and promotes responsible pet ownership. According

to the Marin Humane Society (www.dogpark.com, 2OO2), "The

recognized use of city and county maintained dog parks is growing

at an amazing rate around the country, and these parks can provide

an excellent venue for providing information on low cost spay/neuter

and vaccination clinics, the microchip lD, dog training, and other information related to keeping canines

happy and healthy." The use of a dog park as a social outlet for dog owners is typical, as it provides an

environment to share dog ownership commonalities.

From a different perspective, dog parks also benefit the surrounding community. According to Batch et

al. (2001), the advantages are:

L. "Dog parks make dogs better members of the community. By providing socialization

and exercise opportunities, dog parks can make dogs less aggressive, reducing the

2.

3.

4.

5.

Socialization between dog owners and dogs
(Alary, 2001)
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risks of dog attacks. Well-exercised dogs are less likely to create a nuisance by barking
excessively or destroyi ng property.

Dog parks promote public safety. Designated spaces for dogs and their owners reduce
the likelihood that dogs will be let loose in other recreational areas where they could
infringe on the rights of other park users.

Dog parks make the surrounding area safer. Dog owners have an interest in the safety
of their community and can act as a neighborhood watch, creating an atmosphere
of safety and reducing delinquent activity. Designated off-leash spaces reduce the
resources law enforcement and animal control officials must spend on enforcing leash
laws, allowing them to devote their time to other areas of crime prevention.

Dog parks are social hubs for communities. Dogs often help people break the ice,

allowing people who share interests to socialize while exercising their dogs. These
interactions help neighbors to get to know each other and to build a sense of
community.

Dog parks promote responsible dog ownership. All users will (be more likely to) license
their dogs, not only because the threat of a fine is greater in a dog park but also because
there is considerable social pressure from regular dog park users to do the right thing.
The social and community aspect of dog parks is actually a deterrent to irresponsible
dog ownership. The social aspect of dog parks also tends to enforce the basic rules of
dog ownership such as cleaning up after one's dog and always controlling one's dog's
behavior. Dog parks provide a centralized location for providing owner training, pet

information and veterinary services"

(Batch et al., 2001).

Fundamentally, dog parks can keep off-leash activity localized, and away from non-dog enthusiasts. lt

is necessary to recognize the needs of dog owners as legitimate users of public open space, and to

minimize conflict and concerns from the surrounding community. Harlock Jackson Ltd (1995) states,

"lt is crucial to recognize the benefits and understand that they apply not only to dogs and their owners

but also to the wider community as well as to those responsible for urban animal management". The

implementation of dog parks should focus on the recreational benefits for humans ratherthan the dogs.

Essentially, the overall objective for a dog park is to encourage social interaction between humans and

dogs and responsible dog ownership in the interest of both the dog and owner, and for others.

The drawbacks and concerns of dog parks relate to potential conflict between users, unruly dog

behaviour, site issues, health concerns, and irresponsible dog ownership. The disadvantages include:

t. "Confrontations that may result at dog parks - between humans/dogs, dogldog, dog
owners/ other users.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Dog behavior and characteristics - vicious or aggressive dogs may disrupt, dogs can
carry infectious diseases transmissible to both other dogs and humans, dog in heat
may excite other dogs causing injury, dogs wearing spike collars may injure other
dogs.

Dog waste - problems regarding environmental and public health hazards from dog
feces and urine.

4. lrresponsible owners, including liability problems - owners that don't pick up after their
dogs, owners whose dogs are not under voice control, owners taking too many dogs to
the park and therefore having less control, people who bringfood into the park causing
fights among dogs or children, potential for unpleasant reactions"

(Batch et al., 2001).

Confrontation and conflicts between users of the park are most common at non-fenced dog parks,

where users share the same space. Lack of boundaries causes park user activities to conflict and for

dog non-enthusiasts to encounter dogs. This can be resolved by delimiting proper limits with a physical

boundary, i.e., using planting or fencing to define off-leash areas. ln response to these problems,

some communities in North American cities have joined to build fenced-in dog parks to separate the

dogs from other users. However, fencing can be costly depending on the size of the designated area;

it can increase over-trampling of an enclosed area, causing the terrain to erode, and it can restrict

the possibility for expansion of the park. Wear and tear of the site can be unattractive, but this can

be mediated by restricting access (for example by temporarily fencing off stressed areas) at regular

intervals.

Dog waste can be problematic if not picked up by dog owners. While the risk of disease is unlikely,

it is best that the waste be picked up immediately from the site to reduce unpleasant odours and

the likelihood of spreading the fecal matter throughout the site and beyond. Nevertheless, the reality

remains that dogs will create waste regardless of whether or not they are on a leash (Harlock Jackson

Ltd, 1-995). Consequently the important matter is ensuring that the dog waste is properly disposed of

immediately. Harlock Jackson Ltd (1995) recommends three methods to encourage dog owners to pick

up after their dog.

"A number of effective methods have been employed to encourage and ensure that
dog owners clean up after their pets: 1) mandatory compliance on the part of dog
owners to immediately remove dog waste from public spaces; enforced either by the

2.

3.
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community group or through fines, 2) regularly scheduled volunteer patrols to sweep
the parks and beaches of all debris, 3) conveniently located trash cans and waste
removal bags. The use of plastic bags, pooper-scoopers and trashcans is also an
effective means of dealing with the problem. There is considerable social pressure
for owners to clean up after their dogs in a dog park" (Harlock Jackson Ltd, 1995).

Proper site selection is important to the success of a dog park. lf properly designed and accessible, dog

parks present opportunities to dog owners and dogs, while respecting the rights of other individuals

in the community. Dog parks should not impede peoples' right to use public space, but facilitate and

respect the diversity of recreational activity taking place in the urban environment.

Dog Park Precedents

Dog park environments vary in size, layout, location and amenities. Typically, the surface is grassed and

vegetation includes large trees and shrubs, requiring little or no maintenance at all. Since most dog

parks are sectioned off portions of an existing park, not much is changed in the existing condition of the

site. Most dog parks are supplied with basic furnishings such as waste receptacles and signage, stating

the rules of the off-leash area. Others comprise features such as benches, shelters, fencing, lighting,

obstacle courses for dogs and drinking fountains.

It is difficultto identify dog park precedents for which adequate information is available aboutthe site,

including its history, implementation and images. Two different dog park precedents were selected to

serve as examples. Both are located in California. Laurel Canyon Park is a larger scale fenced-in dog

park, while Poway Dog Park is a smaller three-part dog park.

Laurel Canyon Park - Los Angeles, California

Established officially in 1988, Laurel Canyon Park has become a well-established and popular dog park

near Los Angeles. However, its establishment was not a simple undertaking. The project took nearly

eight years to develop. Nearby residents, officials and planners had to be convinced of the legitimacy

of off-leash parks for dog-owner residents.

"ln 1964 the entire twenty-acre site was acquired by the City of Los Angeles and
was used as a fill site for street sweepings, debris, and other refuse from 1966
unlil L972. ln the 1970s, after some homeowners tried and failed to develop a
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nearby site as a neighborhood park using their own resources, they sought city
government's aid to see their project through. The city agreed to help them, but
used a part of the fill site rather than the homeowners' choice. Once the site had
received minimal improvement - grading, turf, a few trees, an access road, and a

small parking lot - it was named Laurel Canyon Park" (Wolch & Rowe, 7992: L7).

The new park was well received by local residents. But over a few years, it soon became neglected

and occupied by gangs. ln addition, dog owners took their dogs to this green space for some "illegal"

unleashed activity. As a result, in !982, this group of dog owners worked together to watch over the

park and improved the park's condition.

"By L984, through these residents' efforts, Laurel Canyon Park had once again
become a valued community resource. The presence of dogs with people, privately

funded security patrols, replanted trees and grass, and the use of pooper-scoopers

deterred damage to the park and helped to keep it clean. ln effect, the park had been

reclaimed by an informally organized group of dog owners, which later established
a nonprofit organization named 'Parkwatch'. However, for some community
residents without dogs who also began to frequent the park again, encounters
with free-roaming dogs became troublesome. For those afraid of dogs, these
encounters were traumatic; for others, the dogs impeded the transformat¡on of the
relatively wild parkland into a more formal recreational area" (Wolch & Rowe, ibid).

Conflicting views on the usage of Laurel Canyon Park for off-leash activity raised issues regarding

property values and the use of the park for other recreational activity. Consequently, a proposal was

written to allow the development of park improvements includingthe construction of a covered structure,

a tennis court, baseball diamonds and a children's playground (Wolch & Rowe, ibid). ln any event, the

proposition did not pass because of the sentiments of other residents and because of 'Parkwatch',

who were opposed to the planned recreational development. The controversy focused more on the

allocation of space for their children's use. However in 1986, Laurel Canyon Park became part of a

new district, which was in the process of electing a new city councilperson. 'Parkwatch' immediately

responded to the changing political scene, and approached the running candidate Mike Woo, an urban

planner. He in turn acknowledged the legitimacy of 'Parkwatch' goals:

"l think that it's important to try to serve the broad array of recreational needs of the
population. And I think that the dog park in Laurel Canyon is an example of trying to
redefine whatwe mean by recreation. For notjustthe dogs butalsothe dogowners, Laurel

Canyon Park provides a major opportunity for what I would consider to be recreation.
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That means relaxation, that means getting away from the mundane urban existence...
and unfortunately in Los Angeles, as in many other cities, there is an absence... or
shortage of this kind of recreational opportunity for people" (Wolch & Rowe, ibid: 1B).

Since Woo was elected, efforts were made to create a pilot off-leash program in Laurel Canyon park.

There were some concerns from residents who preferred to have a children's playground in the park. As

a result a pilot program was approved in 1988 integrating the needs of both children and dog owners in

time-sharing program (Wolch & Rowe, ibid: 19). The park was designated off-leash before 10 a.m. and

after 3 p.m. ln between these hours, dogs were required to be leashed on site, allowing children to play

in the area unimpeded by unleashed dogs. The pilot program was successful and Laurel Canyon park

met the needs of both children and dog owners.

Laurel Canyon Park is a 4.4 acre (1.8 hectare) site. lt has picnic benches, a drinking fountain, trees,

numerous waste receptacles and a varied terrain, Steep hills and a fence separate the park from

neighbouring residences. According to Hickes (1995: 18), the grounds are treated with a biological

anti-flea parasitic solution. ln addition, 'Parkwatch' privately subsidizes security patrols and repairs to

maintain the appearance of the park.

Socializing at Laurel Park
(Wolch, 1992)

Waste receptacles at Laurel Park
(Wolch, 1992)
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Fenced-in play area for children at Laurel Park
(Wolch, 1992)

Drinking fountain at
Laurel Park
(Wolch, 1992)

Seating at Laurel Park
(Wolch, 1992)
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Wolch & Rowe (7992:22) express, "...responsive environmental design influences a dog park's success

for both human and canine users. lf at least one area is well fenced, close proximity of different use

zones appears to work. Fencing or topographical barriers also ensure the safety of children and canine

users... Landscape buffers, such as hedges, trees, and landforms, can also help to screen residences

from noise. And of course park design should create aesthetic enjoyment for people as well as utility for

dogs, since a dog park is for people, as well as for dogs". The success of Laurel Canyon park was not

without debate. Through efforts and determination from dedicated groups, the park was designated

off-leash for local dog owners and their dogs, while respecting the needs of other residents.

Poway Dog Park - Poway, California

Established in 1996, Poway Dog Park has become a well-used park in the community of poway,

California. Fronted by Bob Burkhardt, a professional dogtrainer and Poway resident, the dog park was

first instigated by submitting a proposal to the local Parks and Recreation Committee.

'After reviewing a proposal made by Burkhardt, the Poway Parks and Recreation
Advisory Committee, chaired by DeAnne Erickson, asked city staff to explore the
possibility of a dog park and to contact other cities that had them. Supported by
Erickson and Councilwoman Betty Rexford, Burkhardt and a group of volunteers drew
up plans that were unanimously approved by the City Council who also appropriated
$25,000 for fencing, glates, signs, and irrigation modifications" (smith, 2oo2).

Poway Dog Park was formally opened on April 13th, 1996, and greeted by hundreds of visitors. Since

its opening day, it is estimated that the park is visited daily by nearly 50 to 150 dog owners and their

dogs (Smith, ibid). Owing to the popularity and success of the dog park, the park received two awards in

1998; the California Park and Recreation Society awarded the park second place for innovative facility

design, and locally, the park was awarded first place for facility design (Smith, ibid).

Poway Dog Park is a 1.75-acre (0.71hectare) off-leash park that forms part of a larger community park,

which includes facilities such as a soccer and baseballfield, a pool, a senior centre and a school (See

Diagram 5.3). The park is divided into three separate fenced-in areas. Area One is the smallest portion
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of the park and is reserved for smaller dogs, while Area Three is the largest and most used pottion. The

dividing fences can be removed for larger events within the park (Smith, ibid). Each area is supplied

with a running water tap (See lmage 5.4) and picnic benches. Volunteers also raised funds for the

installation of night lighting (See lmage 5.5)for winter use of the park.

Poway Park Layout Map
(Smith,2002)

Poway Park at night
(Smith, 2002)

Water source
(Smith, 2002)

Poway Dog Park maintenance includes mowing, tree trimming, irrigation, gate repair, filling of dug

holes, and repairs to the water tap (Smith, ibid), and is maintained by the City of Poway's Park and

Landscape Maintenance Division. The City of Poway Community Services Department is in charge of

park upgrading, including fencing and the lighting (Smith, ibid). Users of the park are responsible for

picking up after their dogs.
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Chapter Six Dog Park Users & Needs

The fundamental objective of dog park design is to accommodate the needs of park users with an

emphasis on interaction between users. Essentially, it is important to address the users' general and

specific needs as part of a greater understanding of how the dog and human use open space and what

they desire.

A separate special topics study was undertaken to identify what Winnipeg dog owners liked andlor

disliked about Winnipeg off-leash parks, and what they desired in the design of a fenced-in dog park.

This information is essential in order to develop a list of human, dog, human-dog, human-human and

dog-dog needs that are sought in an urban setting. This has been used in reaching objectives for the

development of a program.

The Survey - 'A Fenced-ln Dog Park: ldentifying User Needs"

A survey was conducted in February and March 2002 within the city of Winnipeg to determine the

outdoor trends and needs of dog owners and their dogs. The purpose of the study was to undertake a

survey of dog owners in an effort to determine:

o Theme I - Dog Ownership in the City of Winnipeg;

o Theme 2 -The Average 0utdoor Activity of Dogs;

t Theme 3 - The Use of Existing Off-leash Dog Parks;

e Theme 4 - The Perception of Off-leash Dog Parks;

t Theme 5 - The Perception of a Fenced-in Dog Park;

c Theme 6 - Human and Dog Needs in the Design of a Dog park.

Ïhe survey was dropped off at thirteen animal hospitals and the Winnipeg Humane Society. lt was

geared towards people who either work or visit animal hospitals in the City of Winnipeg, but was not

limited solelyto dog owners. The conclusion from the survey are given here (Alary, 2OO2:22-30). The
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entire study including methodology, results and questionnaire is documented in Appendix A.

Survey Discussion

Theme 1- - Dog Ownership in the City of Winnipeg

ln the city of Winnipeg, in the year 2007, there were approximately 22,OOO registered dogs (Dack,

2OO!, pers.comm.). lt is projected that these registrations under-represent the total number of dogs by

a factor of five, suggesting that the city of Winnipeg has close to 110,000 dogs. Accordingly, dog owners

and their dogs represent a significant portion of the cohabitants living in the urban environment.

Among dog owners in the City of Winnipeg, the majority of survey respondents own medium to large

size dogs, which may be perceived as having a greater demand for outdoor exercise. Beale (2000: t7O)

writes, "Walking, fetching, jogging, running, swimming, or controlled jumping is a good way (for dogs)

to build strength wh¡le getting an aerobic workout". Unlike smaller dogs, medium to larger size dogs

require more space to partake in such activity. Dr. Nicholas Dodman, Tufts University Veterinarian and

Behaviorist (Kawczynska,2OO2) states, "Walking (dogs) on a leash is notsufficient exercise. lt is not

that they die if they walk on a leash, and it's not that a human being dies in solitary confinement either.

It is just that it is not optimal for their physiological and psychological well-being. lt is important for a

dog to be provided with natural outlets - to be able to run and exercise and chase things and do as

a dog was bred to do." Since a proportion of these dog owners also own more than one dog, typically

medium to larger in size for owners of multiple dogs, the need for outdoor activity space for dog owners

and their dogs is further emphasized. lt is also possible that owners of medium to large size dog feel

the need for dog-friendly spaces and were thus interested in responding to the survey, and are as such

over-represented.

It is important to note that an overwhelming majority of these dog owners have owned their dofldogs

for more than one year, ensuring and validating that the dog is relatively established within the human

household/routine. Thus, it is suggested that the survey responses are based on routine rather than

on recent practices.

Considering the population of dog owners and the population and size of dogs in the urban context
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of Winnipeg, it is crucial to include and to address the individual needs of this user group. Wolch &

Rowe (1992:23)write, "Shaping urban design as if animals mattered can make cities more livable for

everyone". Accordingly through comprehensive design processes, the human-dog relationship can be

integrated as proponents of outdoor recreational spaces, and be allocated access to the urban park

system.

Theme 2 - The Average Outdoor Activity of Dogs

Among survey respondents, an overwhelming majority of dog owners walk their dog at least once a

day, typically around the neighbourhood for more than fifteen minutes, while a substantial proportion

walk them for more than half an hour. According to Serpell, it has been shown that people who walk

with their dogs tend to walk for longer periods (Serpell, 1995: 170). These results suggest that dog

owners prefer to stay near their home and within their community, as opposed to travelling elsewhere,

for instance to the nearest designated off-leash park. Furthermore, it is likely that dog owners who walk

their dog near their home develop a sense of security and familiarity within their immediate community.

Batch (2001-) states, "Dog owners have an interest in the safety of their community and can act as a

neighborhood watch, creating an atmosphere of safety and reducinf delinquent activity".

Depending on work hours and other responsibilities, the dog is walked when the owner is available.

The everyday life for the dog is that of its human counterpart; naturally, the dog's authority lies within

human culture, defining the dog's situation, its status and its place (SchwarTz, L997:30). A significant

proportion of dog owners walk their dog after 4pm. This suggests that dog owners walk their dog

after a typical workday, either before or after dinner. A smaller proportion of the respondents walk

their dog in the morning before 2pm, either before work or during lunchtime. lt would seem important

to accommodate the owner's lifestyle and their dog's needs for outdoor activity by providing green

recreational spaces near their home. And as indicated by the popularity of evening dog walkers, it

appears that night lighting is an important aspect in the design of a dog park, especially during the

winter season.

ln addition to walks, an overwhelming majority of respondents allow their dog to spend daily active time

outside, most commonly in their yard. Since walks require the owner to be present, time outside on the

owner's property is a convenient option to suit both the owner's lifestyle and the dog's needs. On the
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other hand, it is not clear whetherthe dog is allowed to partake in unleashed activities within the yard

or aside from their daily walk. Fox affirms that dogs held on a leash tend to be more aggressive than

when they have greater freedom to interact with others (Fox, 1990: 64). This survey question might

have been rephrased to include the term 'unleashed', in order to inquire about the dog's freedom and

access to outdoor space, apart from its walks.

Daily use of the outdoor environment by dog owners and their dogs supported the argument for the

inclusion of dog-friendly areas in the urban environment. But more importantly, dog-friendly spaces

need to be located to accommodate and be accessible to this user group, and thus be integrated in the

overall design of outdoor recreational spaces.

Theme 3 - The Use of Existing Off-leash Dog Parks

A substantial proportion of dog owners have visited a designated off-leash park in Winnipeg. Among

them, a smaller proportion have visited them on a daily basis, whether as part of their dog's walk or

outdoor activity routine. The most common factor that affected the selection of the designated off-leash

park for the dog owner is geographical location. lt is uncertain whether these users drive or walk to the

off-leash park, nonetheless a substantial proportion of dog owners have visited the off-leash park that is

closest to their home. Calthorpe (1993) suggests that an ideal strategy for community planning should

focus on a transit-oriented development (TOD). "TODS offer an alternative to traditional development

patterns by providing housing, services, and employment opportunities for a diverse population in a

configuration that facilitates pedestrian and transit access... The average 2,000-foot radius is intended

to represent a "comfortable walking distance" (+/- tO minutes) for a majority of people" (Calthorpe,

1993: 56). This type of planning strategy would locate off-leash parks within walking distance from

residential communities, granting access to open space for dog owners and their dogs. This survey

question might have been rephrased to include the dog owners' method of transportation to the off-

leash park, such as the options 'drive' or 'walk'. However, it seems likely that dog owners will drive to a

location that best accommodates and suits their needs. Some respondents have gone out of their way

to visit a specific off-leash park because of its generous size or because it is away from traffic.

Among dog owners who have not visited an off-leash park, the most common reason is related to

geographical location, i.e. distance from home. ln response to this factor, it seems probable that more
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dog owners would frequent off-leash parks if they were located close to residential communities. Other

general reasons expressed by the respondents included: unawareness of the off-leash locations, never

knew off-leash parks existed, and the concern that their dog is scared of other dogs. These issues are

directly related to educational and social opportunities that off-leash parks can provide for dog owners

and their dogs. Dunbar (1999: 58) writes, "There is no socialization exercise that surpasses a good dog

walk to play in a local dog park". Through proper public notices and education, dog owners throughout

the city may become aware of off-leash park locations, and realize the importance of dog socialization

with other dogs and humans.

Although efforts have been made to accommodate outdoor recreational activity for dog owners and

their dogs, the tendency to locate off-leash parks in remote areas has generally discouraged regular

use of them. Harlock Jackson (1995) writes, "Dog owners are often allocated whatever is left over after

everyone else has been accommodated - often the least accessible and the least attractive parks that

no one else wants and all because they are not credited with the same rights as other park users". lt

is therefore critical to consider the location of the off-leash park in relation to the home of potential

users, thereby designing and providing for a suitable outdoor recreational space for dog owners and

their dogs.

Theme 4 - The Perception of Off-leash Dog Parks

The likes of off-leash parks expressed by the respondents who frequent them are related to their

spatial, social and visual aspects. A proportion of respondents expressed that larger off-leash parks

are preferred, likely to accommodate larger user crowds and to provide sufficient separation from

adjacent traffic. Among the social issues, an off-leash park provides the opportunity and experience of

socialization with other dogs, while providing the benefit of off-leash exercise and interaction between

dog owners. Dunbar (1999) affirms that without socialization the dog may become fearful, asocial,

insecure and non-accepting of people and, as a result, more susceptible to behavioural problems

as adults. The social aspects that off-leash parks offer are integral to the off-leash experience; an

unleashed dog is better exercised, serving to appease boredom and laziness in the dog and more

commonly, the owner (Fox, 1990). A proportion of respondents expressed that they enjoy off-leash

parks that have wooded areas, paths and groomed trails. lt is unclear whether the dog owners
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preferred the aesthetics of the park as part of their own experience, or that they perceived that their

dogs preferred the experience of these parks. Nevertheless, it appears that the facilities of designated

off-leash parks attracted and promoted the repeat use of that park.

Among survey responses, the dislikes of off-leash parks are related to aesthetic, geographical, social

and practical issues/aspects. A proportion of respondents expressed that irresponsible dog owners

were a common problem, in that some dog owners did not pick up after their dog (aesthetic and

hygienic issue) or did not properly supervise/control their dog (social issue). lt is important to note that

responsible dog ownership plays a significant role in the dog's behaviour and interaction with others.

Although this cannot be policed on a daily basis, off-leash parks rely on the interaction between owners

to follow and encourage proper practices of responsible dog ownership. Geographically, the parks are

generally located too far from home and are generally too small. Aesthetically, some off-leash parks

do not offer a diverse experience (i.e. designated paths) or are unsafe for use (i.e. poorly located or

dangerous/irregular terrain). As well, users of off-leash parks commented on the lack of bags for

feces pick-up, the lack of drinking fountains and the lack of garbage receptacles. These responses

are directly related to park amenities, e.g. waste receptacles, which should be considered as standard

public park furnishings.

While a substantial proportion of dog owners have not encountered problems at an off-leash park,

some respondents expressed the problems of uncontrolled dogs, of owners who don't pick up after

dogs, and of owners not wanting their dog to interact with other dogs. lt is interesting to note that

owners who disallow their dog to interact with other dogs often have dog that are more aggressive to

other dogs, owing to not being properly socialized. According to a report conducted by Harlock Jackson,

severe owner dependence, types of aggression and barking can be traced back to lack of socialization

and a barren home environment (Harlock Jackson, 1995). lt is through play with its owner and other

dogs that a dog learns acceptable behaviour in the public realm (Bradshaw and Brown, 1990).

Very few of the eleven off-leash parks in the City of Winnipeg are alike. Each park differs in size, layout,

appearance and amenities. Besides the poor location of some off-leash parks, survey responses

generally expressed the social benefits and drawbacks of their off-leash experiences, and suggested the

need for more park amenities. With the exception of public parks that have a designated off-leash area
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included within a portion of the park, most off-leash parks do not include additional amenities, such

as benches for the human users, and are often designated as isolated areas from other recreational

spaces. Taken into account, if urban spaces are intended for all users, it is essentialto consider design

as a means of articulating user rights and needs.

Theme 5 - The Perception of a Fenced-in Off-leash Dog Park

Among dog owners and non-dog owners, the majority of respondents agreed that a fenced-in dog park

was necessary for dog owners and their dogs, for purposes of safety, physical and socÌal benefits.

Harlock Jackson (1995) state, "lt is crucial to recognize the benefits and understand that they apply

not only to dogs and their owners but

also to the wider community as well as

to those responsible for urban animal

management" (See Diagram 1.0 - Dog

Park Users). From a practical perspective,

a fenced-in dog park separates the dog

from potential conflict with other users

and from traffic, benefiting the larger

community to an extent. As a footnote,

this question might have been rephrased

respect to the idea of a fenced-in dog park

Diagram 6.1 - Dog Park Users

s$\oundrng comnun/t,

dog ,' dog ,' dOg - hUmAn :humanr:human

to include the term 'beneficial' instead of 'necessary', with

as an added amenity rather than a necessity.

The majority of respondents expressed the benefits of a fenced-in dog park for the dog's social and

physical well-being. Exercise and interaction between dogs were mentioned as important aspects of

a fenced-in dog park. They allowed owners to remain confident of their dogs' whereabouts. While a

proportion of respondents did not see any disadvantages to a fenced-in dog park, some respondents

expressed concern with respect to the social aspects and overall appearance. Potentially limiting in

size and overcrowded, the perception of a fenced-in dog park by respondents suggested that the park

might look like a schoolfield and to be an uninteresting experience for both the dog and the owner' As

well, socially, the prospect of misuse of the park was mentioned. For instance, an owner might drop
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off their dog at the park while running errands. However, it is important to state that whether a park

is fenced-in or not, responsible pet ownership, including proper voice control and supervision, should

remain in effect while visiting the park, and - for that matter - other public spaces. Although a fenced-in

park provides a sense of security, it does imply that dog owners act irresponsibly, or that the dog is not

trained.

An overwhelming majority of respondents stated that they would visit a fenced-in dog park in Winnipeg

if one existed. While most of them would drive if necessary, the location of off-leash areas has appeared

as a critical component of dog park planning. As stated previously, a significant dislike of the off-leash

areas in Winnipeg is directly related to distance from home (ranked second among dislikes). Therefore,

location is key in the placement of a fenced-in dog park. By implementinS Calthorpe's (1993) strategy

of TODS, open space development (including off-leash parks) is located in walking distance from

residential areas. "Parks in TODS act as neighborhood meeting places, recreational activity centers...

Because their function is primarily 'public activity', they are most appropriately located central to

residential or core areas" (Calthorpe, 1993: 90). Since some off-leash areas are fenced-in, the dog

park can be located in closer proximity to residential areas since concerns for potential conflict between

users is diminished. lt is unlikely that many fenced-in dog parks would be designed in different portions

of the city because of the cost of fencing. Nevertheless, a proportion of respondents expressed that

they would drive to a fenced-ín park if it existed, no matter what the distance.

Among the respondents who would not visit a fenced-in dog park, the reasons were most commonly

associated with social concerns and perceived notions of a fenced-in park. Respondents were

apprehensive about the potential for uncontrolled dogs at the park, and the possibility of conflict

between smaller and larger size dogs. ln turn, a solution to the problem would be to designate a smaller

area within the fenced-in area for smaller dogs and/or time-out quarters for agitated dogs.

lnherently, the benefits and drawbacks of both the existing off-leash parks and the perception of a

fenced-in dog park were similar; that designated dog parks provide the opportunity for exercise and

socialization between dogs and people, while problems of irresponsible pet ownership cannot be

simply resolved. The idea of a fenced-in dog park was well received by the respondents as a positive

solution to the conflicts associated with dogs and the outdoor environment.
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Theme 6 - Human and Dog Needs in the Design of a Dog Park

A substantial proportion of respondents expressed the view that both the needs of the dog and the dog

owner are important in the design of a dog park. Secondarily, respondents expressed the needs of the

dog, than the needs of the owner, as more important. Although the results of this particular question

are deemed to be significant, it should be noted that there would have been the option of adding 'other

park users' to the list. This may have biased certain answers and proved to be an important option

among respondents.

ln response to the importance of design components in the plan of a dog park, respondents expressed

the need for grass and shade as crucial elements. Comfort is of primary concern, followed by the

convenience of certain furnishings, such as benches, amenity items, and play obstacles for dogs.

The majority of respondents expressed the additional need fortypical park amenities, such as benches,

waste receptacles, shade and drinking fountains, to accommodate the human users of a fenced-in

dog park. Comfort and convenience were important factors in selecting the amenities. When asked

to provide additional needs for the dog users of a fenced-in park, respondents expressed the need

for accessibility to water for drinking, shaded areas and large grassed space for exercise. Responses

included reference to the activities and appearance of the park, such as a play obstacle, water for

swimming, varying terrain and nature. lnterestingly, respondents were more likely to suggest a variety

of experiences (varying terrain/nature/agilily course) for the dog's benefit rather for their own.

As expressed by the respondents, the needs of both the human and canine users of a dog park were

generally sensible and simplistic. Comfort, convenience and practicality were important factors. By

addressing the user needs directly, it became clear that the requirements did not differ from any other

user group of outdoor recreational space. Harlock Jackson (1995) state, "lf we treat them (dog park

users) as a client group rather than as a problem generator, their needs are considered as an integral

part of the decision-making process. We don't dismiss or underestimate the conflicts but use a multi-

method approach to addressing both their needs and the problems generated (education, enforcement,

consultation), while simultaneously asking for more tolerance from the rest of the community"'

Essentially, similar to users of other recreational outdoor spaces, users of dog parks require amenities

that are accessible for different activities, and that enrich the experience of that space.
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Survey Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to examine Winnipeg dog owners' perceptions and trends regarding

outdoor recreational activity with their dog. lt is clear from their responses that off-leash dog parks,

whether fenced-in or not, are critical components of urban recreational spaces; the benefits to both

human and dog extend beyond the sole purpose of exercise, but include a social and educational

dimension amongst them. For this reason, it is important to design for dog owners and their dogs. As

with other recreational green spaces, an off-leash park should accommodate the needs of the users,

provide an enriched experience of the outdoor environment, and should be considered as part of a

recreational master plan. Kawczynska (2OO2) makes the point that "Dog owners are taxpayers, paying

taxes into a system that provides parks to the public, yet most of us rarely use these green spaces for

anything but walking our dogs". Meeting the needs of these users through design is critical.

Summary

It is important to accommodate for a variety of needs/functions in the design of a dog park. Since

specific user needs vary according to user means and interests, the design of a dog park should focus

on proper accessibility, diversity and comfort as primary concerns. As stated by Harlock Jackson (1995),

"humans and dogs both need a diversity of experiences that offers a wide range of opportunities. lf

provided, they will return".
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Part Three:

The Making of a Dog Park

Part three is divided into three chapters: the History & Logistics of Off-leash Areas in Winnipeg, the

Development of a Program for a Fenced-in Dog Park and, Design. Chapters 7 and 8 delve into the

specifics of dog park design and Chapter 9 proposes a design scheme in the Winnipeg context.



Chapter Seven The History & Loglistics of Off-Leash Areas
in the Gity of WinniPeg

Ihis chapter provides a general overview of the history and evolution of off-leash areas in the city of

winnipeg. ln addition to the overview, this chapter examines the criteria and regulations that have

been established for such areas, a record of the existing off-leash sites throughout the city, and a brief

assessment of each location and its site particulars.

The concept of off-leash areas for dogs in Winnipeg was not critically explored until 1996. This was

instigated by a written proposal from a voluntary group of local dog owners appropriately named DAUD

- Designated Area for Unleashed Dogs - for the establishment of an exercise area for unleashed

dogs (See Appendix 81 for letter of request). The proposal was supported by a petition signed by

134 residents in the King Park area. This proposal was reviewed in the spring of 1997 by the City of

Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department and the Animal Control Services Branch. They began by

examining other Canadian cities' policies, in this respect.

Criteria for Establishin$ Off-Leash Areas for Dogs

The local group DAUD group reflected a growing demand for public open spaces for the unleashed

exercise of dogs in Winnipeg. The Parks and Recreation Department and the Animal Services Division

both recognized this demand. The Parks and Recreation Department stated in September 1997 that

"[an off-leash area] was a supportable proposal that would provide an additional means by which

responsible pet ownership could be promoted and reinforced" (See Appendix 82 - Report for

"submission to the Committee on Protection, Parks and Culture" by the City of Winnipeg Parks and

Recreation Department, 1997). The following recommendations were made to the City.

I. That the City of Winnipeg Animal control By-Lay No.2443/79 be amended to allow dogs to be

off-leash in certain designated areas.

2. That the Director of Parks and Recreation in consultation with the Manager of the City of

Winnipeg Animal Services Division have the authority to designate or cancel the designation

of off-leash areas, based on the criteria as set forth by the Department of Parks and

Recreation.

3. That a phased-in approach to the creation of off-leash areas be adopted to spread the

start-up costs over several budget years and allow for the development of partnerships and
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sponsors.

(Appendix 84 - Parks and Recreation Department, L997: t)

From these recommendations, design criteria were put together to assess potential off-leash sites. By

using procedures in Calgary and Edmonton for off-leash areas as key precedents, a set of guidelines

and rules was also determined (See Appendix 83 for Calgary park locations and Edmonton procedures

in establishing off-leash areas). The guidelines and rules are:

An off-leash area should:

t. Be of sufficient síze and/or have a diverse landscape to allow dogs and owners to pursue

activities such as running, fetching and walking.

2. Be far enough removed from major roads and railway tracks to reduce the likelihood of an

unleashed dog from running into traffic.

3. Be far enough removed from children's play areas, school grounds and scheduled athletic
fields to reduce its potential for conflict between children and unleashed dogs.

4. Be far enough removed from heavily used public open space such as public gardens and
picnic areas, to avoid conflict with the users of these facilities.

5. Be reasonably accessible to users.

The basic rules of use for off-leash areas are:

t. Dog owners must be present and within view of their dogs.

2. Dogs must be removed from area at first sign of aggression.

3. Dogs must be under voice control while off-leash i.e., they must come when called.

4. Dog owners shall have leash in hand at alltimes.

5. Female dogs in heat are not allowed in off-leash area.

6. Aggressive dogs are not allowed in off-leash areas.

7. Holes dug by dogs shall be filled by owner.

8. All feces shall be picked up by owner and removed or deposited in waste receptacles.

9. All dogs must be licensed in accordance with the City of Winnipeg Pound By-Law.

10. Sites will be open for use duringthe normal park hours, as posted at each site.
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Criteria for eliminating an off-leash area:

t. Where there is a consistent violation of the requirement to pick up feces.

2. Where use of the area by unleashed dogs interferes with public use of the site.

3. Where conflicts between dogs and/or dog owners becomes problematic.

4. Where future development of the site changes the nature of the area making it
unsuitable for further use as an off-leash area.

(Appendix 84 - Parks and Recreation Department, 1997:2)

The Pound By-Law is subject to the specific regulations at each site and By-Law modification of each

site would be onerous. The Parks and Recreation Department therefore suggested that its Director be

permitted both to establish and to eliminate off-leash sites under the By-Law (Appendix 82 - Parks and

Recreation Department, 1997: 3). The monitoring of sites would be the responsibility of both the Parks

and Recreation Department and the Animal Services Division.

It was determined that each site would be provided with signs stating the rules, four waste receptacles

(regardless of site size) and scoop bags, as part of a pilot project (See Appendix 84 for budget

breakdown). Public notification of the off-leash areas would be made through municipally published

pamphlets and municipal signage. lt was also proposed that fencing might be an appropriate solution

in sites where there was proximity to traffic or conflict with other park users. lt was noted, however, that

the cost of fencing exceeded available budget and would be considered only if deemed essential.

The Parks and Recreation Department presented two submissions - dated December 3, 1996 and

October 29, 1997 - of potential off-leash sites to be distributed throughout Winnipeg's four parks

service areas. Thirty one sites were suggested (See Appendices 82 and 85 for proposed locations).

Each site was assessed by the Parks and Recreation Department based on its perceived advantages

and disadvantages. The overall list of potential advantages and disadvantages is given here.

fenced on sides
elevated walkway
leveled terrain
awayfrom residential and school property

no public contact
vacant land in non-residential area
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open & bushed area
grass & weed controlled
easY road access
located in light residential area
size suitable
basic undeveloped area with paths & trees
low traffic volumes
naturalized areafor dogs to explore
easilY accessible

PrimarilY industrial area
remote area of citY

central access to a large community
ample parking
secluded and undeveloPed site
area bounded by trees, providing protection from traffic

Disadvantages: required fencing
debris on site
retention Pond nearbY

surrounded bY residential area

bounded bY railwaY

adjacent to PumPing station
steeP terrain
near a well utilized pathway along river

adjacent to creek
high-speed traffic corridor nea rby

river as boundarY
playing fields nearbY

backs on to a residential area

ProximitY to wildlife
limited Parking
too remote

Potential Park user conflict
leashing required for certain portions of area

On November 19, 7997, the City Council adopted the proposal for designated areas for off-leash dogs

(See Appendix 85 for proposal). ln February 1998, the Pound By-Law 2443/79 was amended and was

superseded by By-Law 7747/98 (See Appendix 86 for By-Law Amendment), through which the design

criteria, rules and guidelines, as stated above, were established.

Existing Off-Leash Areas in Winnipeg

ln 2001, there were approximately 22,OOO registered dogs in Winnipeg (Dack, 2OOI, pers.comm.). As

stated on page 60, it is estimated that these registrations under-represent the total number of dogs
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by a factor of five. lt is important, therefore, to examine how the City of Winnipeg has responded to the

needs of dogs and their owners.

Humans and leashed dogs in Winnipeg have access to all green spaces. However, very few of these

spaces allow dogs to run unleashed. As of June 1't 1998, twelve areas throughout the city were

designated for off-leash use (See Appendix 87 for proposed designated sites). Eleven remain in

operation (See Appendix BB for "Fields for Fido" brochure). The majority of these are remnants of

vacant land, remote green spaces or shared park space. They provide green space for dogs to exercise

and interact with others.

Each site was visited during October 2007. A location map, site photographs, approximate size (in

acres) and a brief analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of each off-leash area was recorded

and analyzed, based onthe Cityof Winnipegcriteria as listed on page 72and 73. Diagram 7.1shows

the location of the eleven operative off-leash areas in Winnipeg. The analysis of each of these areas is

give on the following pages.

--_'.......-'-JI z--
I --.-.--,- / -r
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1. Little Mountain Park
2. Keewatin St. and Tyndall Ave.

3. Kil-Cona Park

4. Sturgeon Rd. and Silver Ave.

5. Westview Park

6. East of Plessis Rd. to Hoka St.

7. Bourkevale Park
8. Juba Park and Pioneer Ave.

9. St. Boniface lndustrial Park
10. King's Park
11-. Maple Grove Park

l_Graphic 7,1 - Designated Off-leash
Parks in the City of Wiinnipeg
(Graphic prepared by Chantal
Alary,2OO2)
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Approx. Size: +2O acres
Designated Off-leash Area: west side of park, adjacent to

Klempke Rd.

Site Advantages:

low traffic volume
suitable size
existing parking
park-like setting
established grass and weed control
easy road access
accessible
naturalized area

Site Disadvantages:

remote
proximity to wildlife (potential conflict)
leashing required for certain portions of the park
potential park user conflict
limited shade and shelter
driving required

[f'
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(Alary,2001)

#I - Lüttle Mountain Park
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Approx. Size: 1.5 acre
Designated Off-leash Area: between the Sir William

Stephenson library
and recreational fields

Site Advantages:

road access
accessible
parking[

central access to nearby communities

Site Disadvantages:

potential park user conflict
high-speed traffic corridor nearby
unkept/coarse terrain
no shade or shelter

(Alary, 2001)

:.: t t :at.'n : : :.t r..j/.-. :) :. | ; :. ¡ :
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#2 - Keewat¡n St. and Tyndall Ave.
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Approx. Size: 15 acres
Designated Off{eash Area: north of the western parking lot

Site Advantages:

road access
suitable size
low traffic volume
accessible
parking
established grass and weed control
varied terrain
partially naturalized areas

Site Disadvantages:

potential park user conflict
leashing!required for certain sections of the park
partially remote
high-speed corridor nearby
no shade or shelter
driving required

#3 - K¡l-Gona Park
(Alary, 2001) (Alary, 2001)
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Approx. Size: 5 acres
Designated Off-leash Area: northeast corner of Sturgeon

Road & Silver Avenue
intersection

Site Advantages:

informal Parkin$
suitable size
easy road access
partiallY naturalized areas
partial access to nearby communities

Site Disadvantages:

partially remote
proximity to wildlife (potential conflict)
hiÉh-speed traffic corridor nearby
no shade or shelter
unkept/coarse terrain

#4 - Sturgeon Rd. and SilverAve.
(Alary,2001)
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Approx. Size: 15 acres
Designated Off-leash Area: entire park

Síte Advantages:

road access
suitable size
low traffic volume
accessible
existing parking
view of the city
partial access to nearby communities
established grass & weed control
varied terrain

Site Disadvantages:

sloping terrain (potential blind spots)
partially remote
no shade or shelter
potential park user conflict
proximity to railway

#5 - Westview Park
(Alary,2001)
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Approx. Size: 6 acres
Designated Off-leash Area: south of CNR Pine Falls Main

Line between Plessis Road
and Hoka Street

Site Advantages:

low traffic volume
easy road access
bounded location
leveled terrain
established grass and weed control
central access to nearby communities
partial ly natural ized areas
shade & shelter

Site Disadvantages:

proximity to railway
limited parking
awl<irvard configuration
partially remote

#6 - East of Plessis Rd. to Hoka St. along CNR Rail Line
chapter. seven



Approx. Size: 1.5 acre
Designated Off-leash Area: between the river and the dike

Site Advantages:

road access
open and vegetated terrain
low traffic volume
accessible
benches
shade and shelter from wind (existing trees)
parking
view of the Assiniboine River
central access to nearby communities
established grass and weed control

Site Disadvantages:

potential park user conflict
leashing required for certain sections of the park
limited size
near a recreational pathway (potential conflict between
park users)

#7 - Bourkevale Park
(Alary,2007)
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Approx. Size: 1.5 acre
Designated Off-leash Area: area west of walkway

Site Advantages:

established grass and weed control
shade and shelter (existing trees)
benches
parking
partial ly natural ized areas
partial access to nearby communities

Site Disadvantages:

near a recreational pathway (potential conflict
between park users)
potential park user conflict
limited size
leashing required for certain portions of park
partially remote
high-speed traffic corridor nearby

#8 - Juba Park and PioneerAve.
({tary,2007)
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Approx. Size: +25 acres
Designated OffJeash Area: in and around Beghin Avenue

retention pond

Site Advantages:

low traffic volume
easy road access
ample parking
leveled terrain
established grass & weed control
potential for swimming
partiallv naturalized areas
some shade & shelter
benches

Site Disadvantages:

remote (from residential communities)

(Alary,2001)

#9 - St. Boniface lndustrial Park
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Approx. Size: 3 acres
Designated Off-leash Area: south end of park

Site Advantages:

low traffic volume
suitable size
existin$ parking
park{ike settin$
central access to nearby communities
established $rass and weed control
varied terrain

Site Disadvantages:

sloping terrain (potential blind spots)
partially remote
proximity to wildlife (potential conflict)
restricted accessibi I ity
leashingf required for certain portions of the park
potential park user conflict
near a recreational pathway (potential conflict
between park users)
limited shade and shelter

#I0 - King's Park
(Alary, 2001)
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Approx. Size: 4 acres
Designated Off-leash Area: northeast end of park

Site Advanta$es:

low traffic volume
suitable size
easy road access
existin$ parking
established grass and weed control
varied terrain
partially naturalized areas
view of the Red River

Site Disadvantages:

partially remote
proximity to wildlife (potential conflict)
leashing required for certain portions of the park
potential park user conflict
playing fields nearby
limited shade and shelter
driving required to visit the park

(Atary,20OL)

#Ll, - Maple Grove Park
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Assessment of Off-Leash Areas for Dogs in Winnipeg

The following assessment is based on the success in meeting the criteria of the City of Winnipeg Parks

and Recreation Department for establishing off-leash areas for dogs (See Appendix 86 for By-law No.

7I47 /98).These are: sufficient size, proper separation from major traffic routes, proper separation from

other users and be removed from heavily used public open spaces, and accessibility to site. ln addition,

safety has been added to the criteria list with regards to the degree of isolation from neighboring public

spaces. The interpretation and scope for each criterion is:

. optimal size - designated area is sufficient in size to allow dogs to engage in activities
such as running, fetching and walking

. proper separation from major traffic routes - the designated area is at least partially

separated from major vehicular routes

. proper separation from other users and heavily used public open spaces - designated

area is relatively separate from adjacent user spaces (recreational/passive activity)

. accessibility to site - designated area is relatively easily accessible by users with or

without a car

. safety - designated area is in a location that is visible to daily passersby and/or public

activity

Table 7.7 - Assessment of Winnipeg Off-leash Parks in accordance with the criteria of the

Parks and Recreation Department

Maple Grove Park x X 2

King's Park X J

Bourkevale Park X X 2

Sturgeon Road & SilverAvenue X X ¿

Little Mountain Park X X X

Keewatin & Tvndall Avenue x X 2

Westvlew Park X X X X 4

Stephen Juba Park X 1

St. Bon¡face lndustrial Park X X 3

Buffer Strip in Transcona X X X x 4

Kil-Cona Park x X 2
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More than half of the eleven off-leash areas, as shown in Table 7.7-, are suitable in size, are relatively

separated from traffic and other users, and are accessible. However, only the Keewatin and Tyndall

Avenue off-leash site is located in an area that is highly visíble and exposed to daily passersby and

public activity- it has amenities such as the library, residential housing and the recreational centre in

close proximity. Safety is regarded as the critical factor in the selection of off-leash areas. This involves

the well-being of the owner more than that of the dog. Although the dog may serve as a guard for some

owners, this is not always the case.

The ranking for all off-leash parks is shown inlable 7.2.

Table7.2 - Ranking of Winnipeg Off-leash Parks in accordance with Criteria of the Parks and

Recreation Department

O tn 1 Poor lr rl-ra Darlz and Dinnaor Ârra

? tn ? l\.índor¡tp Manle Grnvp Park

Rnr lrkpr¡ale Þ¡rk

Str rrÉeon Rcl ancl SilverAve-
l,(aar¡rafin Qf anrl Tr¡nr'lall Ârrp

11ìl-'lana Darlt

Kinø'c Park

I itfle Mountain Park

Qt Rnnifa¡o lndrrcirial Park

4 tît 6 Goocl \Â/acl'r¡ior¡r Darlz

trao+ nf Dlaccic Þ¡l in l.lnlzc qf 
^l^hd 

l't\lÞ Qail I ino
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The only off-leash park to be rated "poor" is Stephen

Juba Park. lt lacks all but one criterion. Although its

location is accessible to residents in St. Boniface, it is

considered poor in all other respects.

(Alary, 2001)

The majority of the off-leash parks (eight out of the eleven) are rated as "moderate". Most of these

eight sites are separated from traffic, but are consequently also isolated from daily activity/passersby

traffic. The only site to satisfy the safety criterion - an area that is in a location that is visible to daily

passersby/public activity - is the Keewatin and Tyndall

Avenue location. However, this site is also inconvenient

with respect to the other criteria. The ill-defined

boundaries of the site do, however, put the well being

of dogs and the public at risk. This off-leash area would

most likely benefit from a 1.8m fence. The St. Boniface

lndustrial off-leash site is unlike the other sites because

of the retention pond and appearance of the location. The site is advantageous since it is removed from

traffic and other users, but also offers a place for dogs to swim. However, the off-leash part of the park

is remote from nearby residential communities.

Two off-leash areas are rated "good". The area in Westview Park meets all the criteria, excluding that of

safety. The site itself is ideal in that it is elevated (formerly used as a dumping site), offers a picturesque

view of the city; however, removed from potential traffic and user conflicts, and accessible to users. lt

is, however, relatively remote from neighbouring activities. The site, east of Plessis Road and west of

Hoka Street, is also rated "good". Although the site is narrow, followinga rail line and bordered bythe

backs of housing, it provides a long area that is suitable for off-leash activity. lt is located away from

Westview Park - view look¡ng East
(Alary, 2001)

ooa

East of Pless¡s Rd to Hoka St - view looking West
(AIary, 2001)

Stephen Juba Park - view looking North

Keewatin and Tyndall Avenue - view towards Keewatin
(Alary, 2001)
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other activities, and from traffic (the rail line is buffered with vegetation) but is accessible to the nearby

community. However, similarto Westview Park, the site is isolated owingto its location.

The existing sites do not violate the Parks and Recreation Department list of criteria for eliminating an

off-leash area (See Appendix B4). Criterion #1 (the requirement to pick up feces) is a constant issue

for all off-leash parks. Providing that waste receptacles are made available, most users of the park

will respect the rules. Criterion #2 (lhal unleashed dogs interfere with publíc use of the site) is most

problematic at King's Park and Bourkevale Park. Since both parks are shared parks, with different

user groups competing for space, tension arises and conflicts between groups do occur. Criterion #3

(where conflicts between dogs and owners becomes problematic) is likely to occur at all sites, subject

to standards of behaviour and supervision by owners. Disputes between conflicting individuals are

generally resolved without legal action. Criterion #4 (where future developments of the site deems

the park unsuitable for off-leash use) will potentially affect the Juba Park and Pioneer Avenue off-

leash park. The site is altered by the adjacent construction of Waterfront Drive. This may result in the

elimination of this off-leash site.

Conclusion

The existing off-leash areas are located in relatively remote locations as a result of the City's budget

constraints (the unfeasibility to fence-in designated areas) and limited green space ín the city. This

reduces user conflicts but can be inconvenient for dog owners - particularly those without access to a

vehicle.

The following chapter will focus on the development of a program for a fenced-ín urban dog park. lt is

anticipated that the proposal will overcome the drawbacks found in the existing off-leash areas and

will demonstrate how a safe, accessible and highly usable dog park might be provided in the city of

Winnipeg.
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Chapter Eight The Development of a Pro$ram for a Fenced-in Dog Park

This chapter identifies the spatial and programmatic components associated with dog parks. This

includes site selection, site-specific issues and design amenities. Collectively, these will serve as a

brief for the design of a dog park.

Site Selection

It is important to select a site that accommodates and is appropriate to the needs of the users and

to the surrounding neighbourhood. As stated by Harlock Jackson (1995), site selection includes four

components - location, form and size, layout and surrounding land use.

L. Location:

ldeally, a dog park should be located within walking distance of home, i.e. 400m to

B00m (Harlock Jackson, 1995). According to a local survey (Alary, 2OO2:24), the most

common factor affecting site selection is geographical location. The survey findings

showed that it is uncertain whether users drive or walk to off-leash parks, nonetheless

a substantial proportion of dog owners have visited the off-leash park that is closest to

their home. Calthorpe (1993) suggests that an ideal strategy for community planning

should focus on a transit-oriented development (TOD). He states that "TODS offer an

alternative to traditional development patterns by providing housing, services, and

employment opportunities for a diverse population in a configuration that facilitates

pedestrian and transit access... The average 2,000-foot radius is intended to represent

a "comfortable walking distance" (+/- tO minutes) for a majority of people" (Calthorpe,

1993: 56). This type of planning strategy would locate off-leash parks in walking

distance of residential communities, granting access to open space for dog owners

and their dogs. On the other hand, Harlock Jackson (1995) note that "distance should

not be determined by radius, but by walking distance which is determined by the nature

of the street network". ln other words, distance is measured according to accessibility
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to public pedestrian routes. For that reason, if possible, it is recommended that a dog

park be located along an existing pedestrian corridor where traffic flows already exist.

2. Form and Size:

Form and size are conditional on the availability of public open space and current

conditions of the potential sites. ln this respect, the challenge is to allocate sufficient

space to provide for the needs of park users. Accordingto Harlock Jackson (1995), there

is no ideal form for the design of a dog park, although linear parks are best for walking

dogs. Essentially, the dog park should be able to accommodate the expected numbers

of users - particularly with respect to the anticipated wear and tear of ground surfaces

- and to provide adequate space for activities such as zones for running, playing,

socializing. lf the park is sufficiently large, some portions of the grassed area could be

sectioned off to allow for grass re-growth. ln my survey, a proportion of respondents

stated that larger off-leash parks are preferred so that they can accommodate larger

crowds and provide sufficient separation from adjacent traffic. As traffic conflicts are

much less an issue in a fenced-in dog park, the park can be extended to the edges of

the site.

3. Layout:

Foremost, the layout of the site should be accessible to users of the dog park, including

individuals with limited mobility, e.g. level walks, entrances without steps and nearby

parking. This includes accessibility to on-street parking or a nearby parking lot, and

to entryways to the site. Entryways should be located

appropriately in reference to current circulation routes. As

Harlock Jackson (1995) points out, a "park with several

entry points from different streets will improve accessibility

and increase the capacity of the existing road system to

accommodate the demand for car parking". Parking needs

8l\RRltR/[ENtt
+_ TO ROAD
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Relationship & layout of zones
(www. petnet.co m, 2002)
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can be met off-site or as an integral part of the site design.

4. Surrounding Land Use:

ln the process of site selection, it is important to acknowledge the compatibility

between the proposed dog park and neighboring land uses. Although the proximity

of a dog park to residentíal communities is accommodating to dog owners, adjacent

RESIDEllTIAT AREA residents may disapprove. According to Harlock

Jackson (1995), "common objections include

traffic and car parking, safety, noise, smell,

lighting glare, disruption to residential amenity

and park ambience". These concerns must be

considered and assessed according to local

conditions, including other adjacent land uses,

the context at a larger scale, the proximity of

residential areas, and the expected hours of

IULLT IEIICED

IREE RUllIIIllG

PARl(

HAtil

ENÏRAN(E

Surrounding land uses
(www.petnet.com, 2OO2)

use. ln addition, boundaries between the proposed dog park and surrounding land

uses should be considered to assess whether formal fencing is deemed necessary.

Alternatively, natural obstacles, such as planting, topography and water Sources, can

act as a barrier to adjacent properties. Refer to the diagram below.

ADJA(EllT RESIDtNtE SOLID EO|JNDARY IEllTE IREE RIJNNII{G

AND PLANTI||G AREA

Providing a visual & physical barrier between adjacent sites
(www.petnet.com, 2002)

Without systematic consideration of these components, a dog park will be subject to limited use and

in turn, will be neglected. Therefore, site selection is the primary programmatic component of dog park

design.

J<

ô
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Site-specif ic Components

By exploring and modifying the relationship between site-specific components, such as topography,

paving, grass, planting and fencing, the design of a dog park can achieve a rich and varied sensory

experience forthe all users, human and non-human. The quality of the recreation experience, for both

dogs and humans, in dog park design is realized through the use and variety of texture, movement and

form.

7. Topo{raphy:

Modification and contouring of the topography can serve various functional purposes.

It functions as a surface for both lively and leisurely activity while providing some

visual interest. The terrain can be sculpted to create undulating surfaces and varying

slopes, offering a variety of

movement fiumping, stretching,

etc.) to the users throughout the

site. Yet surfaces should maintain

accessible inclines for users of

o

Topography as a barr¡er to adjacent sites
(www.petnet.com, 2002)

different mobility. Contouring can also act as a physical, visual and/or sound barrier to

adjacent properties, easing potential conflict between individuals.

2. Paving:

Paved surfaces can be an appropriate solution for entryways and Sathering spaces,

eventhough paving was found to be the least desirable design component of dog park

design (Alary, 2OO2:20). Typically well used, entryways and gathering spaces require

a surface treatment that can endure traffic and wear, and will avoid the possibility of

mud holes. On the other hand, paved surfaces should be kept to a minimum within the

open areas of the park, reducing the likelihood for injuries while the dogs are playing.

Other alternatives to paving include wood chips and/or gravel - which require regular

maintenance.
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3. Grass and Planting:

Grass is the most favorable feature in the design of a dog park, serving as a soft surface

for play and rest (Alary, 2OO2: 20). Grassed terrain reduces the likelihood of dogs

injuring themselves compared with a paved surface. Longer grassed areas (+10cm)

can be maintained at the perimeter of open green spaces for defecation. By doing

so, feces are allowed to disintegrate naturally and reduce the need for maintenance

(Harlock Jackson, 1995).

While serving as shelter and a shade source, planting can be used to enhance the

sensory experíence of both dog and human users. Through variations in color, texture,

fragrance, height and assortment of vegetation,

planting beds can provide visual and aromatic interest t
alongside manicured grassed areas. Planting beds can \
also serve to separate two zones in a dog park, either

as a boundary from traffic or as a screening device

from neighbouring properties (Harlock Jackson Ltd,

1995). Dog owners' sightlines to dogs' whereabouts

should be respected and considered as part of the

planting scheme.
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American Yew

Balsam Pear

Buttercup

Coriaria

Dumb Cane

Fox Glove

lndian Tobacco

Angel's Trumpet

Bird of Paradise

Castor Bean

Daffodil

Dutchman's Breeches

Ground Cherry

lndian Turnip

Apricot

Bittersweet Woody

Cherry

Delphinium

English Holly

Hemlock

Japanese Plum
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Different uses for planting
(www.petnet.co m, 2002\

Almond

Black Locust

China Berry

Dologeton

English Yew

Horse Chestnut Buckeye

Jimson Weed

Type of plant material should be selected appropriately. Since dogs are more likely to

ingest parts of a plant at ground level, it is necessary to avoid poisonous types of plants.

The Maple Grove Park Dog Owners Association has provided a list of toxic plants that

are harmful or poisonous to dogs and, for that matter, to humans.
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Larkspur

Mescal Bean

Nutmeg

P¡g Weed

Poke Weed

Skunk Cabbage

Tomato Vine

l.2m ftlltt
v1il-t- RtfÌÀ[
lr0f D0Gf

Loco Weed

Moonseed

Peach

Poison lvy

Privet

Soap Berry

Water Hemlock

soì-tD llflÀL fl.ttlBERs llr0cr!
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Matrimony Vine

Morning Glory

Periwinkle

Poison Nut

Rain Tree Monkey Pod

Spinach

May Apple

Nightshade

Peyote

Poison Oak

Rhubarb

Sunburned Potatoes

(www.fj oi nc.com/m gpdoa/Featu re. htm )

4. Fencing:

While fencing is not always an economic and feasible option in dog park design, it is an

important and, at times, necessary element. A fenced-in dog park is beneficial to dog

owner's for the concern of their dog's social and physical well-being (Alary, 2OO2:28).

Fencing presents the dog owner with assurance of their dog's whereabouts. ln cases

where natural barriers do not exist, fencing provides a physical and visual demarcation

from other zones in the park and neighbouring properties. Minimum fencing height is

-1

l.lm
fi¡t{ll.fUtl

t.2m, but 1.Bm is recommended

(www.petnet.com, 2002). Beck

(1983: 271) states that fenced-

in dog parks should also have "a

double gate permitting entrance

-Ì-

Different types of fences/barriers
(www.petnet.com, 2O02)

and exit without letting the dog escape". This can be achieved by creating a small

fenced-in transition zone between the entryway and park area, in order for owners to

unleash/leash their dog before entering/leaving the park. Fencing can also be used to

divide zones within the park, such as a separate area for smaller dogs.

Topography, paving, vegetation and fencing are four fundamental components of dog park design,

specific to site conditions. Collectively, the relationship between each component interplays with the

other to present varying spatial qualities and textures within the dog park.
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Design Amenities

Design amenities within a dog park include both site furnishings and facilities. These cater to the

programmatic components of the park and user needs by accommodating and encouraging different

activities to occur simultaneously throughout the space. Essentially, these design amenities can be

grouped into two sections: basic and luxury.

7. Basic Desrgn Amenities:

Site furnishings and facilities, such as benches, waste

receptacles, lighting, drinking fountain and shelter (built

or natural), are standard components of most public

parks. Likewise, these furnishings are just as appropriate

for dog park design, providing the user with comfort

and protection from the weather while participating in a

recreational activity.

Basic shelter from the elements
(www.petnet.com, 2002\

Comfort is of primary concern to the users of dog parks, followed by the convenience of

certain furnishings, i.e. benches and drinkingfountain (Alary, 2OO2:29). The following

items are basic site furnishings of a dog park:

r Benches provide a place to sit, relax, watch and talk with others.

o Drinkin{ fountains are convenient for hot summer days for the use of both
dog owners and dogs - (note: separate water source recommended)

¡ Waste receptac/es should be accessible throughout the park for the
disposal of feces. Plastic bags may also be made available.

o Nr'ght lightin{ is recommended in order that dog owners can use the park in

the evening, especially during the winter season when daylight is limited.

o Proper si{naSe, stating the rules and etiquette of the park, should be
posted near the entryways.

These basic design amenities are fundamental to the recreational activity of dog park

users, whether for leisure or active sport.
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2. Luxury Design Amenities:

Luxury design amenities consist of features that add to the use and character of the

space. Presenting a prescriptive program to the dog park, this may include ramps,

hurdles and agility exercise equipmentforthe dog's use. Luxury items might also include

a concession stand, washroom facilities, a public telephone or a feces-composting

system (disposal unit installed in the ground)forthe convenience of the human users.

Some dog owners expressed an interest in play obstacles for their dogs, a water pond

for swimming, varying terrain and an environment that is 'natural' (Alary, 2OO2:2I).ln

essence, the luxury design amenities enhance the human-dog bond, while adding a

distinct sense of interest and challenge to the space of a dog park.

The spatial and programmatic features of site selection, site-specific issues and design amenities

provide a general framework for the design of a dog park. They are not to be considered in any

way complete or restrictive, but should serve as a basis for the development of a dog park, and

complementary to the symbiotic relationship of the human-dog bond.
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Chapter Nine Design

The design portion of this practicum illustrates the processes for site selection, context and site analy-

sis, conceptual development, design development and final design. The information from earlier chap-

ters has been referenced as a source of inspiration, symbolic significance, precedents and guidance in

the design of a fenced-in dog park for the City of Winnipeg'

the nature of the human.do$ relationship symbolic significance

the nature of the human'do$ outdool environment

& inspiration

dog park precedents

survey f¡ndings
de-êign

the makin€Í of a dogl park. --------------+ citv of w¡nn¡peg cr¡teria

Site Selection

The criteria for the selection of a site for a fenced-in dog park in Winnipeg was based on:

- target an area that is in proximity to a highly populated residential area;

- consider the size, form and layout of the site;

- consider existing conditions of site for safety and security issues;

- consider proximity of surrounding land uses;

- locate park along an existing recreational corridor'

ln consideration of these criteria, an open space was selected along Wellington Crescent. This open

space is part of the existing recreational corridor. The proposed site, Wellington Park, is currently occu-

pied bytwo ,,Grade-C" baseball diamonds. The site is ideal because of its location, size, layout, proxim-

ity to nearby residential communities and proximity to a recreational corridor'
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Approx. Size: 3 acres
Designated Off-leash Area: entire park

Site Advantages:

informal parking
suitable size
easy road access
easy pedestrian access
partially natural ized areas
access to nearby communities

Site Disadvantages:

no shade or shelter
fence is necessary

(Alaty,2002\

Proposed Site - Wellinglon Park
109

(Alary,2002)
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view from Assiniboine parkway path along Wellington Crescent

view from car - moving eastward towards site view from Assiniboine parkway path

view from Assiniboine parkway path - looking west

Proposed Site - Welling[on Park
view from Wellington Crescent
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Context lnventory

context

proposed site

Wellington Crescent recreational corridor
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vehicular access to site

pedestrian links to Wellington Crescent
recreational corridor

residential community nearby
River Heights
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residential commun¡ty nearby
Tuxedo

residential community nearby
St. James

resídential community nearby
West End
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Parking lnventory

site

access corridors

tL4

existing public parking lot
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on-street parking

proposed park¡ng lot

ooo

access to site
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Site lnventory

property limits

adjacent residences &
office buildings

surrounding land use
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entryto site & proposed parking

view from Wellington Crescent (northeast corner) - entry no.1

view from abandoned rail line (southwest corner) - entry no.2
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existing vegetative screening

proposed screen ing (fence/planting)

existing screening along residential property view from residential lane/oftice buildings
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Preliminary Thoughts

Through collages, layout studies were undertaken in orderto understand the relationships between the

programmatic and passive spaces. These were divided into seven separate components:

I) open grass: large sodded field where dogs and their owners can run about, open for

a variety of activities

2) area for smaller/older dogs: separate fenced-in area for the use of dog owners

with smal le r/ injured/ older dogs

3) mass planting: heavily planted areas to provide separation between areas and add

texture, color and form to the experiential quality of the park

4) entry: a double-gated entrance to serve as a transition space between the sidewalk/

parking lot and the park; allows the dog owner to unleash/leash their

dog prior to entering/exiting the park

5) water pool: area for wading/cooling off - water feature (fountain) and small

water basin for use by dogs

6) shelter: built and/or natural structure to provide shelter from wind, sun and

precipitation

7) gravel pads: gravelled surface with vertical posts, a designated area for the canine

scent-marking ritual

lmages were created and compiled to illustrate the desired quality of each component. The vision for

the dog park is to create a park-like setting for dog owners and their dogs that serves as a retreat from

the urban environment.
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Two dogs play¡ng
(Alary,2001)
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Collage - separate fenced-in area
(Wolch & Rowe, 1992)

Photo - mass plant¡ng of grasses
(Bradley-Hole, 1999)
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Collage - entrance to dog park
(Reston Dogs lnc., 2000)

Collage - pond and stone area
(Goldsworthy, 2000)
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Collage - dog owners at an off-leash dog park
(Alary, 2001)

Trees and grasses
(Bradley-Hole, 1999)
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Collage - shelter around open field
(Alary,2001)
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Collage - dog owners at an off-leash dog park
(Wolch & Rowe, 1992)

Collage - pathway and grasses
(Bradley-Hole, 1999)
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Collage - entry to park
(Bradley-Hole, 1999)

Collage - dogs swimming
(Reston Dogs lnc., 2000)
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Proposed benches to be used
(Cerver, 2000)

Collage - gravel pads with planting
(Bradley-Hole, 1999)
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Conceptual Development

Through the evolving relationship between humans and dogs (as set out in Chapter One), the role of the

domestic dog has encountered moments of responsibility, recognition and hardship. The relationship

between the two has always been reciprocal, from various perspectives and across all human cultures.

This symbiotic relationship informs the conceptual design of the dog park.

. t ,.ii-.<..r- ^..=... l.'r;{.¡,".: -,:i:l'- ",t-,ol 1-.;- ¡'1 ,1,-)r,".¡:,t.r "i';-,._:
.;..: -.."'. - 1- \.....ì. r,). . ":....ì .r.,1;.,')-L,!í.'..:- '. {i,"-,

il;.lir" j;.:.ir* ';l'îr+* {r-:r lr:*1"*} #iffsr*nî tr,d:*{:;t*g

(w'iir.,1.¡g lg. ris{ru 
" erÌ }-il t* i.ri'siì.,,'$:lt5$li-k,rslril i:ri*E; Í*. irì ll ì:

A symbiotic relationship can benefit both species, benefit only one species at the expense of the other,

or benefit neither species. ln turn, there are five types of symbiotic relationships:

i I'

¡ 
: l: i 1-,.1r-:i...,, . -'Ii,,'1,,,)..i: .;iì,ifií:rí-ì .-'fì;,r:ìì:i"

-\4.:-/. *,,".i'.,ii..;i;;;-lì*ii;;ti,*ft - \.rlìtùi{.j r;ns:lÐt,:cics; b*r'ti:irr:s" lhc *it;r;i.s i;it.:.ri;ci,;il

, il , ,il,-.illj, lti * r.,,111,¡¡¡; iìi ,, ,,;,,,'¡, ¡:.: íìii: ,r¡¡::lfr-,.1:::¿1.

{}{:{1^¡üQT|L!*il'j,,1 iûr'c, r,t:, lili siircies hcni*iii;
!¡ ^ r,¡r'\. .:{:'-,--

¡,". i:;:illl.:;lÌ i,vhtl-t,iirc:oecicsi.)3rìeÍils ii'lt:ciher"is-iðilìì;rr.

Each type of relationship is related to various moments or rapports between humankind and the

domestic dog, throughout different cultures and tímes. By way of example:
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rîli.í'ii.ríìi;$iyì - o.B. fiunit,:t"11 ccn-l¡:i;iliclli / v;orkci' ¡ iluilÌtl tÌc¡¡

col.il*ili:s;*lisni - i:.9.llri: ilcg ag ¿,¿ ¡:i.liiut'i;l syrt'ii.'ci

*i:t¡ii"ai!slrr - e.&. tnciiíìersl'rct./ ieaslieil rJr:å

r:i;rr¡retii:'ri: - e"g. ahuse ,:' r,riç19¡¡¿3,'' pcliticaì ilslilE

¡::2.zri,:sì';.it:ri *.|¡,. i¡i*i¡:lCe ¡ :r:i:l,.ing¡ ilg:tiirl;i, ct:ell'lg

Table g.l representsthe interactions involved between Species'A" and Specíes "B" (www.cals.ncsu.edu,

2OO2). Each type of relationship is shown here, where'+'denotes a benefit, '-' denotes an undesirable

effect of the interaction, and '0' denotes no positive or negative effect.

Table 9.1 - lnteractions between Species "A" and Species "8"

+

Species "4" 0

0

Species "8"

From this table, a graphic representation of the relationship between each type was developed.

Abstractìon of ¡nter-specific interaction (dog-human)
(Alary,2002)

+

parasitism commensalism mutualism

neutralism commensalism

competition parasitism
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As part of the process, the graphic representation of the concept was used to inform the ordering

on site, by acknowledging the programming and user needs, in order to develop form. The seven

components, as written on page 106, were then related to each type of symbiotic relationship, as

shown below.

r,ä''j irT: iil t t-:, t ri't:,

:lr lriilr: iicrrz

¿;*nlr*re fçg¿Tigl"¡l

r:*r.¡tr¿lll"lin

c*l-irp*liii*r:

**rasit9E;ttt

- .:.. .Ì, l-

*pe;:3"1;l**, äi#äT f*r *ti'rall*l $r;gl,
p*;,)ì ;:**ì írl*:a

zn a*s ¡:l* rrtirrfi and *1":*T .lçr

+:, ,, :

cr*íi *âytì"rd tìlc f*i¡ce*ì-i;l ¡:*vll

t:-..:: . .:--¡lt

The graphic representation of 'symbiosis' and each type of its relationships was then used to

schematically order the site, while considering the programmatic needs (size/layout of components)

and specific-site issues (location of entries/circulation).

Schemat¡c ordering on s¡te
(Alary,2002)
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The centre of the site is kept open to

allow for diverse activities to occur

simultaneously, such as running and

Frisbee throwing. Two elliptical spaces

are located on each side of the oPen

space for gathering. Representative

of 'mutualism', the denoted areas

benefit both human and dog users.

Mass planting and shelters (whether

built or natural structures) are located

on the perimeter of the open area and

plazas, serving as physical and visual

buffers from the surrounding context.

Representative of 'commensalism',

the shelters keeP the dog owners

protected, while the mass Planting

provides an opportunity for the dogs

to explore.

Two entries are located at opposite

ends of the side to accommodate

pedestrian traffic from Wellington

Crescent and AcademY Road.

Representative of 'neutralism', these

denoted areas serve as a transitional

zone between the park and the public

sidewalk.

Mass planting and shelters
(Alary, 2002)

Park entries
(Alary,2002)

r3t

open grass and gathering Plazas
(Alary,2002)
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The area beyond the fence is

represented by'competition'. This

environment is typically subject to

conflict between humans and dogs.

The 'pee pads' are located throughout

the site, but remain restricted in

size and area. Representative of

'parasitism', these areas symbolize

the tension and conflict that has

occurred between humankind and

the domestic dog. These areas

become an educational component

ofthe park.

Area beyond the fenced-in park
(Alary,2QQ2)

Locat¡on of'pee pads'
(Alary,2002\

Throughout the process, the form evolved to meet each spatial component and user needs. This, in

turn, developed into the spatial layout of the park, and eventually the final design.
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Evolving Layout to Form

Open grassed field

i
t-lt--,---- 'i,ì

-.J<

(Alary,2002)

'Wade & splash'area and plaza (Alary,2002)

(Alary, 2002)

@

ooa

'Pee pads'
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Final Design

The vision for the park was to design an 'urban retreat' for dog owners and their dogs. Throufh the

process of master planning to the design of the details, the user needs were of main priority, while

respecting the context and site.
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f inal master plan

Topography varies throughout

the site, ranging from 2%o

on paved surfaces and the

pathway, to 10-15% along the

grassed surfaces and planting

beds. The topography was

modified to undulate along

the path, and along edges

of the swathes of grass.

However, attention was paid

to accommodate those with

limited mobility. throughout

the site.
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Entries are located at the northeast

and southwest corners of the site. A

perspective of the northeast entry,

off of Wellington Crescent, is shown

on the following page. Requirements

for the entry included: a self-closing

gate, benches, a waste receptacle

and signage. Two signs are located

at each entrance. One sign states the

rules and regulations of the park. The

second signs is used as a notice board

that is located once inside the park.

The notice board also holds a bag

dispenser - to encourage owners to

pick up after their dog.
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Once inside the park, there is a Tyndall

stone pathway that circulates around

the entire perimeter of the park. While

on a stroll, the dog can weave in and

out of the tall native grasses while the

owner can remain confident their dog

will not run into traffic.

The open grassed area takes full

advantage of the site. As seen in the

perspective on page 135, this area

is wide open allowing for various

activities to occur simultaneously.

The open area is bordered by beds of

grasses that weave in and out of the

space. The canopies of the trees serve

as shelter from the hot sun or rain.
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The pool is a 300mm deep water basin

(similar to city wading pools) with four

small water bubblers on a concrete

plaza. As seen in the perspective on

the following page, the basin allows

the dog to cool off while the dog owner

sits, watching from a seating wall,

near a cascade of water bubblers. The

area is slightly closed-off by a stand of

spruce trees to the right, to physically

separate the area from the open field,

and to provide some shelter in the

open field during the winter, when

northwest winds blow into the site.

The tyndall stone pathway wraps

behind the pool area, leading its way

up a slight slope to an isolated shelter

structure and a drinking fountain. ln

the foreground, a dog is sniffing at a

'pee pad'.
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0n the opposite side of the site is a

paved plaza - to be used forgathering,

setting up kiosks, and public 'dog-

related' functions. As viewed from

the open field, the paved Plaza can

accommodate large groups (of dogs

and humans) for various functions,

as shown on the perspective on the

following page. The area was left

open to allow for gathering, providing

shelter along the seating wall at the

back end of the plaza. The quote

"Shaping urban design as if animals

mattered can make cities more livable

for everyone" by Wolch & Rowe (1995)

is etched in the stone in an elliptical

form atthe centre of the plaza. Directly

off the plaza area, are benches and a

drinkingfountain for both the dogs and

humans. Again, the swathes of native

grasses and shrubs weave through the

path and wrap around a portion of the

plaza for visual interest, movement

and colour.
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The area for smaller/injured/older

dogs, located at the southeast corner

of the site, is surrounded by a t.2m

fence with two gates. Within this

more intimate space, as shown in the

perspective on the following page, is

a small plaza for gathering, a seating

wall, drinking fountain, benches and

a waste receptacle. Large trees and a

shelter provide shade.
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Six'pee pads' are located throughout the park, Set within an elliptical
gravel pad, vertical timber posts serve three distinct purposes: -y

¡-

fú
CL

,;!l:¡!:t As vertícal markers varying in height, the posts
serve as stakes for the ritual of scent-marking
between dogs.

Placed upon one side of each post is an acrylic
colored plate. Each plate is rnarked with an
inscription/quote describing the varying cultural
perceptions and attitudes of the role of the
domestic dog as a commodity. Set on a grid, the
composition of the vertical posts contrast against
the organic layout of the paths and planting
beds.

A colored light source is located atop each post.
These lights accent the 'pee pads' and add a soft
glow throughout the park at night, in addition to
the paw light standards.

Atyndall stone pathway links the'pee pad'to the main pedestrian
pathway. Each paver is inscribed with a quote describing the role of the
domestic dog as a cornpanion. Togethet the inscriptions written on the
timber posts and pathway reflect upon the evolution of the relationship
between the human and the domestic dog, from all perspectives -

considered good or bad.
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Five built shelters are located

throughout the site. Natural shelter is

also provided from the canopy of the

trees.
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The planting on the site includes

trees, shrubs and native grasses. The

planting material was selected for its

hardiness, form, blooming Period,

texture and seasonal color. Attention

was paid to select shrubs that did not

bear any toxic fruit and that edible

berries would not harm the dogs.

Mass plantings of vegetation were

used to visually block the dog's views

out to the open field from the Path

and throughout the Park. This was

used as a sensory tool to PlaY with

the opportunity of sound beyond the

planted mass.

Grasses were used to provide low-lying

areas for exploring/sniffing by dogs -

perhaps a little nostalgic of the hunter

and hunting dog landscape. Since the

dog's eyesight is extremely sensitive

to movement, grasses were used for

their quality when blowing in the wind,

provid ing some movement th roughout

the landscape.
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Dropmore [.inden
RôñÈrûy,19¡9

Hoopsi Blue Spruce
RmÈrêy,1999

Delta Hackberry
kp¡lEf, tS39

Patmore Ash
tumpa¡roy, t999

Manitoba Maple
R6mÈvoy.1999

Manchurian Ash
tumpÀ.ûy.l5B9
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Beaked Hazelnut
Rompùoy. 1 999

American Hazelnut
Rmpryûy, 1999

Redbead Cotoneaster
RøÞtrôt t9g9

medium .y
¡.-

f\t

-o

(1.5m to 2m)

Red-osier Dogwood
tumÞhby. 1993
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s h o rt
(0.3m to 1.5m) proposed

shrubs

Darts Gold Ninebark
Rffiohrey, 1999

Blue Danube Juniper
RmÊvûy. t9!€

Dwarf Mugo Pine
Rompey. t99

Calgary Carpet Juniper

.'ö

Edible Sweetberry Honeysuckle
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Tufted Hair Grass
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s h o rt
(200 to 700mm) proposed

grasses

Blue Grama
Vdloe. lS: 107

Little Bluestem
hnMu.lS læ

Prairie Dropseed
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Sweetgrass
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Site Furnishin$s

The design of the bench was

modelled after a Photo seen in

a photography in the Big Book of

Environmental Desi$n (Cerver,

2000). lt is constructed out of

timber slats and a concrete

base. The top back Portion of

the bench serves as a surface

to set objects atoP, awaY from

the dogs.

The waste recePtacle is

constructed out of heavY

timber cladding with a cast

aluminum base and lid.

Various composting oPtions

were explored for the disposal

of fecal waste. However, it was

not found to be a favorable

option in Winnipeg's climate.

lnstead, a standard waste

receptacle was proPosed, since

the site would be maintained.

bench
timber slats, concrete base

waste recepta0le
heavy timber cladding with cast aluminum base and lid
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The design of the duo-drinking

fountain, constructed out of a

cast aluminum bodY, Provides

3 drinking sources: one for dog

owners and 2 for dogs, varYing

in height. The water sPout is

activated by pressing on the

'paws' at the base. Three

drinking fountains are located

throughout the site.

The 'paw' light standard is

constructed with a timber Post

and a cast aluminum lighting

fixture. Attention was made to

the type of lights used in the

park, in order not to blind the

dogs' sightlines. The larger

light standards were found to

be favorable rather than using

pedestrian bollards.

duo-drinking fountain
cast aluminum body, drinking spouts at varying heights

paw light standard
timber Post, cast aluminum fixture
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The intention of the fence

design was to Provide

a physical barrier while

maintaining views in and out

of the park. A timber Post and

woven wire mesh construction

was used, keePing with the

detailing of the other site

furnishings.

The shelters are made from

timber and corrugated metal/

plastic, providing relief from

wind, snow, rain and the hot

sun.

fence
timber post, woven wire mesh c/w self-closing gates (1 '8m & 1.2m ht)

shelter
limber construct¡on, corrugated metal
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Two signs are located at each

entry, and are made out of

aluminum posts and a diobond

aluminum face.

srgnage
aluminum posts, diobond aluminum face
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Concluding Thoughts

This practicum looked at many aspects of the benefits and drawbacks of what a dog park provides to

humans and dogs, and what it can become, as part of the city. These spaces offer more than a grassed

area for exercise, but include a social and educational dimension that is of primary importance to the

well-being of the human and dog relationship and, as significantly, for the surrounding community.

ln essence, the design of a dog park focuses on two specific issues: location and user needs. By

integrating unleashed-activity friendly spaces in proximity to residential areas, dog owners' needs

begin to be acknowledged. lt must be reiterated that "this is not a dog issue; it is a people issue"

(Kawczynkska, 2OO2). This topic is of a public matter, and involves a physical, political and cultural

dimension. Hopefully, it is not too far fetched to say that dog parks may soon develop into a typology of

their own amongst the diverse fabric of the urban environment.
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lntroduction

The human-dog retationship first surfaced approximately 12,000 years ago (Serpell, 1986:

3). This relationship has been variable in space and time, and across human cultures. Over

the years, dogs have served as partners for hunting, herding, protection, service, research

and companionship, as well as for nourishment, entertainment and dog fighting (Burch'

1999: 1-1-). As both a collaborator and a socially constructed commodity, the dog has fulfilled

many roles to meet human needs. However, unlike other animals, the social value of this

relationship has evolved and maintained appeal to this day'

The social nature of both humans and dogs has been the foundation of the human-dog

retationship. Schwaftz (L997:2) writes, "Not only are dogs a product of culture, but they also

participate in the cultures of humans". Consequently, the dog has adapted to the way

humans live, and thus, the dog has become part of the family unit. Owing to this relationship,

the human-dog bond is inextricably linked to the urban context. ln this environment, with

limited recreational freedom and, sometimes, opposition from a dog-fearing public, the

human-dog relationship has had to adjust and compromise to find its place.

The urban sett¡ng accommodates a diversity of user groups and individual needs. Space is

often demarcated for parlicular functions, such as playgrounds and sport fields, or to be

used by specific users, such as children and sport enthusiasts. While the accommodating

role of design for humans in urban settings cannot be denied, the large number of humans

owning dogs suggests that the obligations of desifln should be extended to include the

human-dog relationship. As a response to the human-dog relationship, green spaces have

been set aside for dogs and their owners for recreational activity. These green spaces are

called dog parks.

According to the Delta Society, a leading international resource for the human-animal bond, a

dog park is an area designated specifically for the uses of dogs and their owners' They may

range in size from one-quarter acre to more than 50 acres. There are two specific types of

recognized dog parks: off-leash dog parks (unfenced) and fenced-in dog parks. An unfenced

dog park is a designated area within a portion of a larger park or open green space'

demarcated by signage and land formations, i.e. berms or vegetation. These shared parks

accommodate the need for recreational space for dog and dog owner users, and among

other recreational enthusiasts. Alternatively, a fenced-in dog park is surrounded by a 4'-6'

fence, surrounding the entire designated site, and has one or two self-closing gates for entry

access (Bourbeau, 1998). The fence serves to protect the dog and public from conflict, and
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prevents the dog from running into traffic or astray. All dog parks, unfenced or fenced, share

one common purpose: to provide an area where dog owners can let their dogs run free from

restraint, both legally and safely.

There are currently 11 off-leash dog parks in the city of Winnipeg. These designated areas

are either remnants of unused land, remote green spaces or shared park space. ln most

cases, these off-leash dog parks function effectively, in that they provide green space for

dogs to exercise and interact with other dogs and humans. However, some off-leash dog

parks face problems of safety for both dog and owner, and for other park users. The safety

problems include physical confrontations and conflicts. ln response to these problems, some

communities in North American cities have joined efforts to build fenced-in dog parks where

owners can let their dog loose within an enclosed area, separate from other green spaces

and users. The delimited area provides ample space for interaction, exercise and play, thus

catering to both the physical and social needs for dogs and their owners.

ln order to accommodate the dog and dog owner user group in both a fenced and unfenced

setting, it is necessary to determine the outdoor trends and needs of dog owners and their

dogs. The purpose of thìs study is to undertake a survey of dog owners in the City of

Winnipeg in an effort to determine:

o Theme I - Dog Ownership in the City of Winnipeg;

o Theme 2 -The Average Outdoor Activity of Dogs;

o Theme 3 - The Use of Existing Off-leash Dog Parks;

. Theme 4 - The Perception of Off-leash Dog Parks;

c Theme 5 - The Perception of a Fenced-in Dog Park;

o Theme 6 - Human and Dog Needs in the Design of a Dog Park.

The results will be used to support and inform the design of a fenced-in dog park, as part of a

practicum design scheme. By understanding the needs of dog owners and dogs in an urban

context, we can begin to design more inclusive communities.
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Methodology

The methodotogy implemented for this study was a survey. According to Alreck & Settle

(1995: 456), a survey is "a research technique where information requirements are

specified, a population is identified, a sample selected and systematically questioned, and

the results analyzed, generalized to the population, and reported to meet the information

needs".

Type of Survey

The type of survey selected was a drop-off survey, which combines features from a face-to-

face interview with mail-in surveys. Using a similar framework used by Alreck & Settle (1995),

the advantages and disadvantages for the drop-off survey were:

Data Collection Costs
Data Collection Time Required
Sample Size for a Given Bud$et
Data Quantity per ResPondent
Reaches Widely DisPersed SamPle
Reaches Special Locations
I nteraction with ResPondents
Degree of lnterviewer Bias
Severity of Nonresponse Bias
Fieldworker Training Required

Low
High
High
Low
Yes
Yes
No
None
High
No

The drop-off survey method was selected due to the specific research objectives, information

needs, time frame and time cost of this study. Self-administered survey questionnaires allow

the respondents to answer at their own leisure with anonymity, while avoiding the potential

for interviewer bias. Although the number of respondents is limited with ihe drop-off survey,

respondents were more likely to return the completed and returned survey when a stamped

self-addressed envelope was provided.

Survey questions selected were both close-ended and open-ended. There are two types of

close-ended questions: with ordered choices and with unordered response choices (Salant &

Dillman, 1994:82). Close-ended questions with ordered choices have a complete range of

possible answers, i.e. indication of respondent's age: under 20 years,2Lto 40 years, 41to

65 years and over 66 years. This type of question is strai$htforward for the respondent.

Close-ended questions with unordered response choices present discrete answer choices

and can ìnclude an option for 'other'. The respondent is required to assess each answer and

select one that best suits their situation (Salant & Dillman, ibid: 83), i.e. indication of hair
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color: brown, blond, black, red, other: 

-. 

This type of question relies on the respondent's

interpretation and reflection of the potential answers. Open-ended questions rely on the

respondent to express their own answers (no options are given). As expressed by Salant &

Dillman (Ig94:81), open-ended questions are useful: "when the researcher has little prior

knowledge about a topic and therefore cannot specify response choices, when the main goal

is to give survey respondents a chance to state strong opinions, when they immediately

follow a close-ended question and ask respondents to explain why they selected a particular

answer, and when a precise piece of information is needed and can be easily recalled

without a list of answer choices". However, open-ended questions can be taxing of the

respondent and may provide a variety of answers that are difficult to classify and compare'

Overall, close-ended questions were useful for simplifying the possible range of answers,

requiring little interpretation from the researcher when collecting data. Open-ended

questions were useful for providing a range of different answers, but demanded some

interpretation and extended time from the researcher. The survey questions used both

closed-ended and open-ended approaches, which provided a flexible and appropriate means

of asking pafticular questions.

Structure of StudY

The framework of the study was structured as follows:

1) Approval of SurveY

Prior to the undertaking of the study, in mid-January 2OO2, the survey was

submitted to the University of Manitoba Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board for

approval. The survey was presented to the board, in conjunction with a consent

letter, a submission form, and a summary of the study. lt was required to provide

a consent letter with each survey, stating the purpose and procedure of the

study, and to confirm confidentiality to all respondents (See Appendix B for

consent letter). As well, a separate form, asking for the respondent's address

and/or email, was provided on each survey for those who wìshed to obtain the

results of the study. on January 30th 2002, the survey was approved.

2) Projected ResPondents

The survey was geared towards people who own or work with dogs but was not

limited to this group. Stratified sampling was applied to obtain a greater

representation from a more homogenous population, which included those
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people who either work or visit animal hospitals in the city of winnipeg. This

sampling method was used to increase the validity of responses while

maintaining the reliabilitY.

3) Drop-off Locations

surveys were dropped off at semi-public establishments, such as animal

hospitals throughout the City and the Winnipeg Humane Society. There were 26

animal hospitals in the City of Winnipeg, with one location for the Winnipeg

Humane Society. Thirteen locations were selected randomly from the 26 animal

hospitals, in addition to the Winnipeg Humane Society (See Figure 1.0 &

Appendix A for locations).

4) Procedure & Scheduling

Fifteen copies of the survey were left at the reception desk of the selected animal

hospitals, in addition to a cover letter stating the intent of the survey, the

researcher's information (name, phone number of the researcher and unit

administration and mail-in address), a description of the respondent's

procedures (purpose and duration of survey), an empty envelope for completed

surveys, and self-addressed envelopes for those who wished to bring the survey

home. All surveys were marked prior to drop-off, indicating the location of drop-off

and each were numbered for tracking purposes.

After a one-week period, all pariicipating locations were revisited. Completed and

returned surveys were collected and surveys were restocked, if needed' up to

twenty surveys per location. After a two-week period, all surveys (completed

and/or blank)were Picked uP.
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FiEure 1.0 - Graphic illustrating the locations where the surveys were dropped-off

Ánalysis of Resu/ts

Once the questionnaires were completed, returned, received and recorded (location and

number), each survey was sight-edited to determine if they were sufficiently complete and

usable (Alreck & Setile, l-995: 454). lncomplete questionnaires would be tolerated if only a

few answers were missing, but would be rejected if entire sections had been skipped.

postcoding was carried out during ihe sight-edit process. This phase involved examining

completed surveys, choosing response categories for items not pre-coded, such as 'other'

options, assigning code values to them on the documents, and recording codes and
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categories labels in a code list (Alreck & Settle, 1995: 451). Ëach question was g¡ven a

number and each of its answers was given a unique code to simplify data processing.

Data entry was the next stage. A spreadsheet document, specifically the program Microsoft

Access, was used to transfer the data. Category labels and variable names were entered as

part of the spreadsheet. Once all data had been entered into the spreadsheet, it was ready

for processing.

processing involved the analysis of the results and repofting the information in a legible way.

The technique for data analysis incorporated the use of percentages, propottions and

comparison methods in order to identify trends among the responses.

The last stage is the presentatìon of the survey results, presented in written and graphic

forms.
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Results

Survey lnformation

Of the seventy-eight returned and completed surveys, more than half (59.0%) were mailed-in,

while the remaining (4I.O%) were returned to the location where it was picked up.

Respondents were asked to include the first three digits of their home postal code for

tracking purposes. As shown in Figure 1.20, responses came from a distribution of

residential areas in the City of Winnipeg. Close to half (48.7y") of the survey respondents

reside north of the Assiniboine River and west of the Red River within the city Perimeter,

while nearly one-third (32.9%o) of the respondents live east of the Red River within the city

Perimeter.

Figure 1-.2O - Distribution of respondents' home location in the City of Winnipeg
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Among the fifteen drop-off sites, close to one-quarter (24.4o/o) of the completed and returned

surveys were picked up at the Birchwood Animal Hospital, followed by (1I.5%\ from the

Corydon Animal Hospital and (11.5%)from the Mcleod Animal Hospital (See Figure 1.21).

Figure 7.27 - Animal Hospital Survey Drop-off Sites
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Theme 7 - Dog Ownership in the City of Winnipeg

Out of seventy-eight persons who completed and returned the survey, an overwhelming

response came from dog owners (96.2%), with the majority of them (88%) having owned

their dog for more than one year. Most dog owners (64%) owned only one dog, followed by

more than one-quafter (36.0%) owning more than one dog (See Figure 1'1)' On average'

there are 1-.4 dogs Per owner.

Figure 1.1 - Chart representing the number of dogs owned by respondents

Among owned dogs, more than three-quarters (84.2%) were medium to large size in wei$ht

(See Figure 1.2). Fewer smaller dogs (15.7o/o) were owned amongthe respondents.
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Nearly one-third (32%) of the dog owners owned one large dog, followedby (18.7%) owning

one medium dog (See Figure 1.3). Respondents owning more than one dog tended to own

larger dogs;five respondents (6.8%) owned 2 medium dogs while 12 respondents owned two

large dogs (16.0%).
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Figure 1.3 - Chart representing the number and weight of dogs owned by respondents
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Theme 2 - The Average Outdoor Activity of Dogls

The majority of dogs (89.3%) are walked at least once a day. On average, more than half

(54.9%) of dog owners walked their dog around the neighborhood (See Figure 1.4). A small

proportion of dog owners (16.7%) walked their dog in a designated off-leash park. Close to

gO% of these dog owners walked their dog, on average, for more than 15 minutes, and of

these, aboul40% walked their dog for more than half an hour.
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Figure 7.4 - Chart representing the area where the dog is most likely walked

Just over half (53.6%) of the dog owners walked their dog in the late afternoon to evening,

from 4pm onwards (See Figure 1.5). Of the remaining respondents, a smaller proportion

(38.3%) walked their dogs from morning until 2pm.

Figure 1.5 - Chart representing the time of day the dog is usually walked
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Other than walks, the majority of dog owners (93.3%) allowed their dog to spend some active

time outside of the house , (84.3o/o) on a daily basis. On average' the most frequented

location for outdoor activity is the dog owner's yard (52.7o/o), followed by the park (36.6%),

whether designated off-leash or not (See Figure 1-'6)'
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Figure 1.6 - Chart representing the location of outdoor activity for the dog

One reason f or (6.70/o) of dog owners to prevent their dog to spend active time outside is

related to the physical characteristics of the dog, such as size and length of coat, and social

traits. Dog owners were most concerned and protective of their dog's health and safety, with

regards to severity of weather, socialization with other dogs and dangers of traffic. Two

respondents (#tt, #t7) expressed that their dog's coat was too shori to go out in the cold,

independent of size of dog. Respondent #17's dog is less than 20lbs whereas respondent

#11's dog is over 51lbs.
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Theme 3 - The Use of Exrstinfl OffJeash Dog Parks

More than hatf of dog owners (57 .3yo) have visited a designated off-leash park in Winnipeg.

Amongthem, nearly one-quarter (2O.9V") have visited an off-leash park on a daily basis, while

the remainin É(79.Io/o) have visited them on a weekly to monthly basis. Nearly half (42.60/o) of

dog owners have visited the off-leash park nearestto their home (See Figure 1.7). One-

quarter (25.9%) of dog owners have visited an off-leash park due to iis generous size, while

(22.2o/o) have visited a specific park based on word of mouth'

FiÉure I.7 - Chart representing dog owner's factor that affected selection of off-leash park

The most common reason for not visiting an off-leash park amon$ (42.7%) of dog owners

was the distance of the park from home (23.5To), followed by (13.7%) being unaware of their

location (See Figure 1.8). Other reasons included: dog is too young (9.8%), park is too

crowded (9.8%), dog scared of other dogs (7.8%), and the lack of fencing at the park (7 .8%)'
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Theme 4 - The Perception of Off-leash Dog Parks

Among the respond ents, (I7 .2o/o) liked the size of the off-leash park, while (13.9%) liked the

interaction encountered between their dogs and other dogs at the park (See FiÉure 1.9).

One-quafter (Z5.4yo) of the respondents lìked the off-leash park forthe freedom and exercise

it provided to their dog.
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Figure 1.9 - Chart representing dog owners' likes of visited off-leash parks

Among the dìslikes of off-leash parks, nearly one-third (29.3o/o) of off-leash park users

disliked irresponsible dog owners, who don't pick up after their dog (15.5%), have an

uncontro¡ed dog (6.9%) and who are uncontrolled themselves (6.9%) (See Fi$ure 1.10). A

proportion (12.t%o) of the respondents disliked the location of the park, as it was too far from

home. Nearly one-third (31.0%) of dog owners disliked certain components of an off-leash

park; (10.3%) wished it were fenced, (6.9%) disliked the lack of designated paths, (6'9%)

disliked the uneven terrain and (6.9%) disliked the size of the park. Other mentioned dislikes

included: proximity to other wildlife, too far from other parks, restricted leash-only parts in

park, no lighting, not a safe site, too close to traffic, smell, limited shade and a lack of

benches.
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Figure 1.10 - Chart representing dog owner's dislikes of visited off-leash parks

More than half (54.0%) of dog owners who have vlsited an ofi-leash park did not encounter

any problems (See Figure 1.11). However, of those who did (460/o), most problems are related

to uncontrolled dogs (18%) and owners who don't pick up after their dog (16%).

Figure 1.11 -
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Chaft representing encountered problems at off-leash parks
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Theme 5 - The Perception of a Fenced-in Off-leash Do{ Park

Between both dog owners (96.2%) and non-dog owners (3.8%) that completed and returned

the survey, three-quarters of the respondents (75.60/o) agreed that a fenced-in dog park is

necessary for dog owners and their dogs. Among these respondents, nearly half (46.5%)

expressed that a fenced-in dog park is a safe and secure place for dogs, while more than

one-quarter (2g.4%o) stated that it provides a good opportunity for exercise and social

interaction between dogs (See Figure 1.12). Nearly one-quafter (23.3'/o) of respondents

expressed the safety benefits of a fenced-¡n dog park for the surrounding public, compared

to that of a non-fenced-in off-leash park.
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Fieure LL2 - Chart representing reasons why a fenced-in dog park is necessary

With regards to the benefits of a fenced-in dog park, nearly three-quarters (70.8%) of

responses highlighted the benefits for dogs, including its safety (34.0%), freedom from leash

and owner (L7.O%o), and the physical (exercise - Ll.3%) and social (dog-dog interaction -

tI.3%") opportunit¡es (See Figure 1.13). A small proportion (8,5%) expressed benefits for the

safety of public. With regards to the dìsadvantages of a fenced-in dog park, (37.3%) of

responses expressed that there were none, while nearly one-third (28.9y") expressed that a

fenced-in park could be limiting in size and become overcrowded (See Figure 1.14).

Additionally, a few responses (7 .2o/") highlighted concern about the disadvantages of what a

fenced-in park might look like (school-field look - !.2o/o) and expressed the potential of

boredom (670) for the dog and owner at a fenced-in park'
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Among the one-quarler (24.4o/o) of respondents who did not agree that a fenced-in dog park

is necessary, Í8.6%) expressed that the dog should be properlytrained and should remain

with the owner at all times, thereby not requiring the fence for security (See Figure 1_.1_5). Two

respondents stated that a fence restricts the dog's freedom when off-leash.
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Figure 1.15 - Chaft representing reasons why a fenced-in dog park is not necessary

Among dog owners, the majority (89.3%) of them would visit a fenced-in dog park in

Winnipeg if it existed, granted it was located within 6 to 15 minutes of a drive (67.L%).

However, more than one-quarter of the respondents (26.9%o) expressed that distance was

irrelevant to them, The remaining respondents (1-0.7%) would not visit a fenced-in dog park,

owing to the behavior of their dog, perception of the park to be too small, and the potential

presence of uncontrolled dogs (See Figure 1.16). One respondent (#14) who owned two dogs

under 20lbs, agreed that a fenced-in dog park was necessary for dogs and dog owners but

was concerned about the safety of his/her small dogs and in turn, would not visit due to this

reason.

Figure 1.16 - Chaft representing reasons for not visiting a fenced-in dog park
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Theme 6 - Human and Dog Needs ¡n the Des¡gn of a Dog Park

More than three-quarters (78.3%) of respondents expressed that both the needs of the dog

and the dog owner are important in the design of a dog park, while nearly one-fifth (I7 .9o/o) of

the respondents agreed that only the dog's needs are of importance; very few (3.8%)

expressed that the dog owner's needs are most important.

Figure 1-.17 illustrates the respondents' ranking order of design components that are most

important to the design of a dog park. The graph indicates variations in ranking and

preferences. Overall, respondents expressed that grass (ranked 1sl is the most important

feature in the design of a dog park, followed by shade (ranked 2nd), waste receptacles

(ranked 3rd), night lighting (ranked 4tt'), water bowl for dog (ranked 5tn), play obstacle (ranked

6tn¡, benches (ranked 7th), water play feature (ranked 8tn), feces compost (ranked 9tn), and

paved suface (ranked 10th), which proved to be the leastfavorable.

Figure t.I7 - Ranking of design components that are most important in the design of a dog park

With regards to the design components required for human users at a fenced-in dog park,

nearly one-quarter (2L"/o) of respondents expressed the need for benches, followed by

(18.5%) for waste receptacles, (13%) shade and (10%) a drinking fountain (See Figure 1-.18).

other suggestions included: including admission, mosquito fogging, pay telephone, walkway
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Figure 1.18 - Design components suggested for human users in the design of a fenced-in dog park

With respect to the dog users, nearly one-quarter (22%) of respondents expressed access to

water (either for drinking or play - not specified) as an important design component required

for dogs at a fenced-in dog park, followed by the need for a large area for exercise (13.7o/o)

and grass (13.7o/o) - (See Figure 1.19). Other suggestions included: proximity to wildlife, a

designated feces area, a climbing course, a training course and a digging hole.
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Figure 1.19 - Design components suggested for dog users in the design of a fenced-in dog park
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Discussion

Survey Informat¡on

A substantial proportion of survey responses came from the northwest to western poftion of

the City of Winnipeg. This higher response rate in this area is due to the well-received

participation from Birchwood Animal Hospital, located in St. James, who called twice

requesting more surveys to be dropped off. Overall, the stratified sampling method provided

an adequate sampling of responses from people, dog owner and not.

Among the few non-dog owners who responded to the survey, it is interesting to note that two

out of three respondents agreed that a fenced-in dog park is necessary for dog owners and

their dogs. This interest to the topic serves as support for the legitimacy of public open space

for dogs and their owners among non-dog owners. As discussed by Beck (t983:272),

regardless of beliefs, dogs are part of city life and should be anticipated, accepted and

included in urban design. Fundamentally, access to public open spaces is recognìzed as a

privilege to all residents of the urban landscape; dog owners are equal users of recreational

space.

Theme 7 - Dog Ownershîp ¡n the C¡ty of Wìnnipefl

ln the city of Winnipeg, in the year 2O0I, there were approximately 22,OOO registered dogs

(Dack, 2OOI, pers.comm.). lt is projected that these registrations under-represent the total

number of dogs by a factor of five, suggesting that the city of Winnipeg has close to 110,000

dogs. Owing to the population of dogs in the City of Winnipeg, dog owners and their dogs

represent a significant portion of the cohabitants living in the urban environment.

Among dog owners in the City of Winnipeg, the majority of survey respondents own medium

to large size dogs, which may be perceived as having a greater demand for outdoor exercise.

Beale (2000: t7O) writes, "Walking, fetching, jogging, running, swimming, or controlled

jumping is a good way (for dogs)to build strength while getting an aerobic workout". Unlike

smaller dogs, medium to larger size dogs require more space to paftake in such activity. Dr.

Nicholas Dodman, Tufts University Veterinarian and behaviorist (Kawczynska , 2OO2) states,

"Walking (dogs) on a leash is not sufficient exercise. lt is not that they die if they walk on a

leash, and it's not that a human being dies in solitary confinement either. lt is just that ii is

not optimal for their physiological and psychological well-being. lt is important for a dog to be

provided with natural outlets - to be able to run and exercise and chase things and do as a

dog was bred to do." Since a proportion of these dog owners also own more than one dog,
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typically medium to larger in size for owners of multiple dogs, the need for outdoor activity

space for dog owners and their dogs is further emphasized. lt is also possible that medium to

large size dog owners feel the need for dog-friendly spaces and were thus interested in

responding to the survey, and are as such over-represented'

It is important to note that an overwhelming majority of these dog owners have owned their

dog/dogs for more than one year, ensuring and validating that the dog is relatively

established within the human household/routine. Thus, the survey responses are based

more so on routine than on recent practices'

Considering the population of dog owners and the population and size of dogs in the urban

context of Winnipeg, it is crucial to include and to address the individual needs of this user

group. Wolch & Rowe (1992:23) write, "shaping urban design as if animals mattered can

make citìes more livable for everyone". Accordingly through comprehensive design

processes, the human-dog relationship can be integrated as proponents of outdoor

recreational spaces, and be allOcated access to the urban park system.

Theme 2 - The Average Outdoor Activity of Dogs

Among survey respondents, an overwhelming majority of dog owners walk their dog at least

once a day, typically around the neighborhood for more than 15 fifteen minutes, while a

substantial proportion walk for more than half an hour. According to Serpell, it has been

shown that people who walk with their dogs tend to walk for longer periods (Serpell, l-995:

170). These results suggest that dog owners prefer to stay near their home and within their

community, as opposed to traveling elsewhere, for instance to the nearest designated off-

leash park, As well, it is likely that dog owners who walk their dog near their home develop a

sense of security and familiarity within their immediate community. Batch (2001) states,

"Dog owners have an interest in the safety of their community and can act as a

neighborhood watch, creating an atmosphere of safety and reducing delinquent activity"-

Depending on work hours and other responsibilities, the dog is walked when the owner is

available. The everyday life for the dog ìs that of its human counterpart; naturally, the dog's

authority lìes within human culture, definingthe dog's situation, its status and its place

(Schwartz, l:997:30). A significant proportion of dog owners walk their dog after 4pm and

onwards. These results may be interpreted that dog owner's walk their dog after a typical

workday, either before or after dinner. A smaller proportion of the respondents walk their dog

in the morning until 2pm, either before work or during lunchtime. lt would seem important to

accommodate the owner's lifestyle and their dog's needs for outdoor activity by providing
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green recreational spaces near their home. And as indicated by the popularity of evening dog

walkers, it appears that night l¡ghting is an important aspect in the design of a dog park,

especially during the winter season when daylight time is limited.

ln addition to walks, an overwhelming majority of respondents allow their dog to spend daily

active time outside, most commonly in their yard. Since walks require the owner to be

present, time outside on the owner's properly is a convenient option to suit both the owner's

lifestyle and the dog's needs. On the other hand, it is not clear whether the dog is allowed to

partake in unleashed activities within the yard or aside from their daily walk. Fox affirms that

dogs held on a leash tend to be more aggressivethan when they have greaterfreedom to

interact with others (Fox, 1990: 64). This survey question might have been rephrased to

include the term 'unleashed', as to inquire about the dog's freedom and access to outdoor

space, exclusive of its walks.

Owing to daily use of the outdoor environment by dog owners and their dogs, the responses

provided in this section support the need for the inclusion of dog-friendly areas in the urban

environment. But more importantly, the location of dog-friendly spaces need to be more

accommodating and accessible to this user group, and thus be integrated in the overall

design of outdoor recreational spaces as part of residential contexts.

Theme 3 - The Use of Exlstin{ Offleash Dog Parks

A substantial proportion of dog owners have visited a desiginated off-leash park in Winnipeg.

Among them, a smaller proportion have visited them on a daily basis, whether as part of their

dog's walk or outdoor activity routine. The most common factor that affected the selection of

the designated off-leash park for the dog owner is related to geographical location. lt is

uncertain whether these users drive or walk to the off-leash park, nonetheless a substantial

proportion of dog owners have visited the off-leash park that is closest to their home.

Calthorpe (1993) suggests that an ideal strategy for community planning should focus on a

transit-oriented development (TOD). "TODS offer an alternative to traditional development

patterns by providing housing, services, and employment opportunities for a diverse

population in a configuration that facilitates pedestrian and transit access... The average

2,000-foot radius is intended to represent a "comfortable walking distance" (+/- LO minutes)

for a majority of people" (Calthorpe, 1993: 56). This type of planning strategy would locate

off-leash parks in walking distance from residential communities, granting access to open

space for dog owners and their dogs. This survey question might have been rephrased to

include the dog owners' method of transportatìon to the off-leash park, such as the options
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'drive' or 'walk'. However, it seems likely that dog owners will drive to a location that best

accommodates and suits their needs; some respondents have gone out of their way to visit a

specific off-leash park because of its generous size or because it is away from traffic.

Among dog owners who have not visited an off-leash park, the most common reason is

related to geographical location, i.e, distance from home. ln response to this factor, it seems

probable that more dog owners would frequent off-leash parks if they were located within

proximity to residential communities. Other general reasons expressed by the respondents

included: unaware of the off-leash locations, never knew off-leash parks existed, and the

concern that their dog is scared of other dogs. Consequently, these issues are directly

related to educational and social opportunities that off-leash parks can provide for dog

owners and their dogs. Dunbar (1999: 58) writes, "There is no socialization exercise that

surpasses a good dog walk to play in a local dog park". Through proper public notices and

education, dog owners throughout the city may become aware of off-leash park locations,

and realize the importance of dog socialization with other dogs and humans.

Alihough efforts have been made to accommodate outdoor recreational activity for dog

owners and their dogs, the tendency to locate the off-leash parks in remote areas has

generally discouraged regular use of them. Harlock Jackson Ltd (1995) writes, "Dog owners

are often allocated whatever ís left over after everyone else has been accommodated - often

the least accessible and the least attractive parks that no one else wants and all because

they are not credited with the same rights as other park users". lt is therefore critical to

consider the location of the off-leash park in relation to the home of potential users, thereby

des¡gning and providing for a suitable outdoor recreational space for dog owners and their

dogs.

Theme 4 - The Percept¡on of Off-leash Dog Parks

The likes of off-leash parks expressed by the respondents who frequent them are related to

spatial, social and aesthetic aspects of the parks. A proportion of respondents expressed

that larger off-leash parks are preferred, likely to accommodate larger user crowds and to

provide sufficient separation from adjacent traffic. Among the social issues, an off-leash park

provides the oppoftunity and experience of socialization with other dogs, while benefiting

from off-leash exercise and interaction between dog owners. Without socialization, Dunbar

(1999) affirms that the dog may become fearful, asocial, insecure and non-accepting of

people and, as a result, more susceptible to behavioral problems as adults. The social

aspects that off-leash parks offer are integral to the off-leash experience; an unleashed dog
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is better exercised, serving to appease boredom and laziness ¡n the dog and more

commonly, the owner(Fox, 1990). From an owner'saesthetic pointof view, a proportion of

respondents expressed that they enjoy off-leash parks that have wooded areas, paths and

groomed trails. lt is unclear whether the dog owner preferred the aesthetics of the park as

paft of their own experience, or rather that the owner perceived that their dogs preferred the

experience of these parks. Regardless, it appears that the aesthetic component of

designated off-leash parks attracted and promoted the recurring use of that park for off-

leash park users.

Among survey responses, the dislikes of off-leash parks are related to aesthetic,

geographical, social and practical aspects of the parks. A proportion of respondents

expressed that irresponsible dog owners were a common problem, in that some dog owners

did not pick up after their dog (aesthetic and hygienic issue) or did not properly

supervise/control their dog (social issue). lt is important to note that responsible dog

ownership plays a significant role in the dog's behavior and interaction with others. Although

this cannot be policed on a daily basis, off-leash parks rely on the interaction between

owners to follow and encourage proper practices of responsible dog ownership.

Geographically, the parks are generally located too far from home and are generally too

small. Aesthetically, some off-leash parks do not offer a diverse experience (i.e. designated

paths) or are unsafe for use (i.e. poorly located or dangerous/irregular terrain). As well, users

of off-leash parks expressed the lack of bags for feces pick-up, the lack of drinking fountains

and the lack of garbage receptacles. These responses are directly related to park amenities,

i.e. garbage receptacles, and should be considered as part of public park furnishings, no

different than the user needs of baseball fields or children's playgrounds.

While a substantial proportion of dog owners have not encountered problems at an off-leash

park, some respondents expressed the problems of uncontrolled dogs, of owners who don't

pick up after dogs, and of owners not wanting their dog to interact with other dogs. lt is

interesting to note that owners who disallow their dog to interact with other dogs often are

more aggressive to other dogs, owing to not being properly socialized, According to a report

conducted by Harlock Jackson Ltd Planning & Development Consultants, severe owner

dependence, types of aggression and barking can be traced back to lack of socìalization and

a barren home environment (Harlock Jackson Ltd, 1995). lt is through play with its owner

and other dogs that a dog learns acceptable behavior in the public realm (Bradshaw and

Brown, 1990).
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Among the 11 off-leash parks in the City of Winnipeg, very few are alike; each park differs in

size, layout, aesthetics and amenities. Besides the poor location of some off-leash parks,

survey responses generally expressed the social benefits and drawbacks of their off-leash

experiences, and suggested the need for more park amenities. With the exception of public

parksthat have a designated off-leash area included within a portion of the park, mostoff-

leash parks do not include additional amenities, such as benchesforthe human users, and

are often designated as isolated areas from other recreational spaces. Taken into account, if

urban spaces are intended for all users, it is essential to consider design as a means of

articulating user rights and needs.

Theme 5 - The Perception of a Fenced-in OffJeash Dog Park

Among dog owners and non-dog owners, the majority of respondents agreed that a fenced-in

dog park was necessary for dog owners and their dogs, for purposes of safety, physical and

social benefits. Harlock Jackson Ltd (1995) states, "lt is crucial to recognize the benefits and

understand that they apply not only to dogs and their owners but also to the wider

community as well as to those responsible for urban animal management" (See Diagram 1.0

- Dog Park Users). From a practical perspective, a fenced-in dog park separates the dogfrom

potential conflict with other users and from traffic, benefiting the larger community to an

extent. As a note, this question might have been rephrased to include the term 'beneficial'

instead of 'necessary', regarding the idea of a fenced-in dog park as an added amenity rather

than a need.

Diagram 1.0 - Dog Park Users
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The majority of respondents expressed the benefits of a fenced-in dog park for the dog's

social and physical well-being. Exercise and interaction between dogs were mentioned as

impoftant aspects of a fenced-in dog park, while owners could remain confident of their

dogs' whereabouts. While a proportion of respondents did not see any disadvantages to a

fenced-in dog park, some respondents expressed concern with regards to the social and

aesthetic aspects. Potentially limiting in size and overcrowded, the perception of a fenced-in

dog park by respondents suggested the likelihood thatthe park might look like a schoolfield

and to be of an uninteresting experience for both the dog and the owner' As well, socially, the

prospect of misuse of the park was brought forward, For instance, an owner might drop off

their dog at the park while running errands. However, it is important to state that whether a

park iS fenced-in or not, responsible pet ownership, including proper voice control and

supervision, should remain in effect while visiting the park, and other public spaces for that

matter. Although a fenced-in park provides a sense of security, it does imply that dog owners

act irresponsibly, or that the dog should not be properly trained.

An overwhelming majority of respondents would visit a fenced-in dog park in winnipeg if it

existed. while most of them would drive if necessary, the factor of properly locating off-leash

areas has appeared as a critical component of dog park design' As stated previously, a

significant dislike of the off-leash areas in Winnipeg is directly related to distance from home

(ranked 2nd among dislikes). Therefore, location is key in the placement of a fenced-in dog

park. By implementing Calthorpe's (1993) strate6/ of TODS, open space development

(including off-leash parks) is located in walking distance from residential areas. "Parks in

TODS act as neighborhood meeting places, recreational activity centers.'. Because their

function is primarily "public activity", they are most appropriately located central to

residential or core areas" (calthorpe, 1993: 9O). Since some off-leash areas are fenced-in,

the dog park can be located in closer proximity to residential areas since concerns for

potential conflict between users is diminished. lt is unlikely that many fenced-ìn dog parks

would be designed in different portions of the city due to the cost of fencing, however, a

proportion of respondents expressed that they would drive to a fenced-in park if it existed, no

matter what the distance'

Among the respondents who would not visit a fenced-in dog park, the reasons were most

commonly associated with social concerns and perceived notions of a fenced-in park.

Respondents were apprehensive about the potential for uncontrolled dogs at the park, and

the possibility of conflict between smaller and larger size dogs. ln turn, a solution to the
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problem would be to designate a smaller area withln the fenced-in area for smaller dogs

and/or time-out quarters for agitated dogs.

lnherently, the benefits and drawbacks of both the existing off-leash parks and the

perception of a fenced-in dog park were similar; designated dog parks provide the

opportunity for exercise and socialization between dogs and people, while problems of

irresponsible pet ownership cannot be simply resolved. The idea of a fenced-in dog park was

well received by the respondents as a positive solution to the conflicts associated with dogs

and the outdoor environment.

Theme 6 - Human and Dog Needs in the Design of a Dog Park

A substantial proportion of respondents expressed that both the needs of the dog and the

dog owner are important in the design of a dog park. Secondarily, respondents expressed the

needs of the dog, than the needs of the owner, as most im portant. Although the results of

this particular question are deemed to be significant, it should be noted that the option of

'other park users'should have been added tothe list, and in turn may have biased ceftain

answers and proved to be an impoftant note among respondents.

ln response to the impoftance of design components in the plan of a dog park, respondents

expressed the need for grass and shade as crucial design factors. Comfort is of primary

concern, followed by the convenience of certain furnishings, such as benches, and amenity

items, such as a play obstacle for dogs.

The majority of respondents expressed the additional need for typical park amenities, such

as benches, waste receptacles, shade and drinking fountains, to accommodate the human

users of a fenced-in dog park. Comfort and convenience were important factors in selecting

the amenities. When asked to provide additional needs for the dog users of a fenced-in park,

respondents expressed the need for accessibility to water for drinking, large grassed space

for exercise and shade. Respondents included responses with regards to the activities and

aesthetics of the park, such as a play obstacle, water for swimming, varying terrain and

nature. lnterestingly, respondents were more likely to suggest a variety of experiences

(varying terrain/nature/agilily course) for the dog's benef¡t rather for their own.

As expressed by the respondents, the needs for both the human and dog users of a dog park

were generally sensible and simplistic. Comfort, convenience and practicality were important

factors in the design of a dog park. By addressing the user needs directly, ìt became clear

that the user group of dog parks does not differ from any other user group of outdoor

recreational space. Harlock Jackson Ltd (1-995) state, "lf we treat them (dog park users) as a
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cl¡ent group rather than as a proþlem generator, their needs are considered as an integral

part of the decision-making process. We don't dismiss or underestimate the conflicts but use

a multi-method approach to addressing both their needs and the problems generated

(education, enforcement, consultation), while simultaneously asking for more tolerance from

the rest of the community'. Essentially, similar to users of other recreational outdoor spaces,

users of dog parks require amenities that are accessible for diflerent activities, and that

enrich the experience of that space.
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Conclusion

Ihe purpose of this study was to examine Wínnípeg dog owners' perceptions and trends

regarding outdoor recreational activ¡ty with their dog. lt is clear by the responses to the

survey that oflleash dog parks, whether fenced-in or not, are critical components of urban

recreational spaces; the benefits extend beyond the sole purpose of exercise, but include a

socialand educationaldimension amongthem. Forthis reason, it is importantto design for

dog owners and their dogs, owing to the number of people owning dogs, the number of dogs,

the size of dogs, the frequency of walks in the neighborhood and in parks, and the physical

and social needs of dog owners and their dogs. Not unlike other recreational green spaces,

an off-leash park should accommodate the needs of the users, provide an enriched

experience of the outdoor environment, and should be considered as paft of a recreational

master plan. Kawczynska (2002) makes the point that "Dog owners are taxpayers, paying

taxes into a system that provides parks to the public, yet most of us rarely use these green

spaces for anything but walking our dogs". Meeting the needs of these users through design

is critical,
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Survey Dropoff Sites

There are 26 animaf hospitafs Ín the city of WÍnnipeg. Thírteen anÍmaf hospitals have been

randomly selected as dropoff sites for the survey. The Winnipeg Humane Society has also
been included, for a total of fouÊeen dropoff sites. The randomly selected locations are:

West Winnipeg: Assiniboia Animal Hospital Birchwood Animal Hospital
3O50 Portage Ave. 2595 Portage Ave.

Charleswood Vet Clinic Corydon Animal Hospital
3717 Roblin Blvd. 1675 Corydon Ave,

North Winnipeg: Seven Oaks Vet Hospital Henderson Animal Hospital
1830 Main St. 1434 Henderson Highway

Animal Hospital of Manitoba McLeod Vet Hospital
995 Main St. 880 McLeod

Downtown Winnipeg: Sherbrook Animal Hospital
399 Sherbrook Ave.

South Winnipeg: Dakota Vet Hospital WinRose Animal Hospital
1026-G St. Mary's Rd. 534 St, Anne's Rd.

Centennial Animal Hospital
2747 Pembina

East Winnipeg: Dutch Hill Vet Clinic
7-1600 Regent W,
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Researcher:

Advisor:

Consent Form

Research Project Title: A Fenced-in Dog Park: Determíning User Needs

ChantalAlary
Contact Phone Numbers: 47+6868

Dr. Dan Nuüall - Phone Number: 474-6868

Appendix B - Survey Consent Form
Department of La ndscape Architecture

University Unit University of Manitoba
Faculty of Graduate Studies - Department of Landscape Architecture

This consent form should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what your
participation will involve, lf you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or
information not íncluded here, you should feel free to contact the researcher. Please take the
time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying information.

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to identify dog park user needs in the setting
of Winnipeg.

Procedure: The subject is asked to complete a self-administered survey. The suruey
is written in four (4) sections. All questions are to be answered in the order that they are
shown. The duration to complete the questionnaire is approximately 5-10 minutes. Please

return the completed questionnaire in the envelope provided, located on
the box where the survey was picked up. The subject may also return
the completed questionnaire by mail, using the self-addressed
envelopes provided.

Confidentlality: All written information included in the survey will be kept conf¡dential
and will be used for academic purposes only. The information will be
collected for documentation.

To obtain the results of this survey, please include your address or email on the attached
form of the last page of the survey. Results will be mailed to you. Results may also be
accessed from the appendíx from the following practicum, entÍtled: Bark Park: A Social Hub
for Dogs and their Owners. This practicum will be available to the public, as of January 2003,
at the University of Manitoba Architecture/Fine Arts Library.
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Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a
subject. ln no way does thís waive your legal rights nor release the researcherc or involved
institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from
the study at any time, and/or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit,
without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be as informed as
your initial consent" so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information
throughout your participation.

Researcher: ChantalAlary
Contact Phone Number: 47+6868

Advisor: Dr. Dan Nutlall
Contact Phone Number: 47+6868

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board. lf you have any
concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the above-named persons
or the Human Ethícs Secretariat at 47 4-T L22. A copy of this consent form has been given to
you to keep for your records and reference.

Participant's Signature Date

Researcher's Signature Date
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lnstructions: Please answer the questions in the order that they are asked. Check the
response that is the most f¡tting to you.

4 ¡ Please indicate how many dogs you own and their average size?

Section Two - Average Outdoor Actlv¡ty

5 r On average, per day, how often is your dog walked?

Section One - Dog Ownershlp

1 ¡ Do you own a dog?

lf no, please proceed to Section Four.

2 ¡ Do you own more than one dogf?

3 o How long have you owned your dog/dogs?

lf never, please proceed to Question 9.

6 r On average, where is the dog walked?

Appendix C - Survey
Department of Lândscape Architecture

¡Yes ¡No

nYes cNo

a O-lyear

tr 1-4 years

n 4+ years

tr Under 20 lbs

tr 21-50lbs

¡ 51+ lbs

tr Never

n Once

n Twice

n Three or more

n Don't know

n Around the neighborhood

tr ln a park

tr ln a designated off-leash
park

Otherl

(Please turn page over)
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7 ¡ On average, what is the duration of the dog s walk?

n O-15 minutes

tr 16-30 minutes

¡ 31-60 m¡nutes

¡ 61+ minutes

8 o On average, what time of day is your dog taken for a walk? Check all times that
apply.

r Before 8am

n 8am-12pm

tr L2pm-2pm

o 2pm-4pm

tr 4pm - 7pm

n AfterTpm

9 ¡ On average, does your dog spend active time outside?

¡ Yes ¡No

lf yes, how often?

Where?

n Everyday

n Occasionally

D Rarely

D ln the yard

n On the street

n At a park

¡ At a designated off-leash
park

Other:

lf no, why not?

(Please proceed to the next page)
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Section Three - Winnipeg Dæignated Offleash Park

A designated off-leash dog park is a green space that ís desígnated for dog owners and their

dogs. Legally, the dog is allowed to exercise in the area free from restraint.

10 r Have you and your dog visited a designated off-leash park in Winnipeg?

¡Yes DNo
lf no, name two reasons for not visiting a designated off-leash park.

a) bl

lf you answered no, please proceed to Section Four.

11 o How often do you and your dog visit a designated offleash park?

tr Daily

n Weekly

E Monthly

12 o What factor affected your choice to select a specific designated
off-leash park to visit?

¡ Close to home

n Size of off-leash park

u Word of mouth

Other:

13 o What do you like about the off-leash park you have visited?

14 r What do you dislike about the off-leash park you have visited?

(Please proceed to the back ofthis page)
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15 o Have you ever experienced any problems with other park users?

Section Four - Fencecl-in DoÉ Park

A fenced-in dog park is a green space that is designated for dog owners and their dogs,

which is surrounded by a 4 to 6'fence and has a self-closing access gate.

16 r ln general, do you think a fenced-in dog park is necessary for dog owners and their
dogs?

¡Yes trNo
whv?

17 o What is the main benefit of a fenced-in dog park to you?

18 o What is the main disadvantage of a fenced-in dog park to you?

lf you are not a dog owner, please proceed to Question 20.

(Please proceed to the next page)
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19 o As a dog owner, would you and your dog visit a fenced-in dog park in Winnipeg if it
existed?

nYes !No
lf no, why not?

lf yes, how far would you drive to visit a fenced-in dog park?

tr 1-5 minutes

c 6-15 minutes

tr Distance lrrelevant

!Q o What is more important in the design of a dog park?

E Dog's needs

r Dog owner's needs

tr Both

21 ¡ Of the following design components, please rank from l to 10, one being
the most important, which item is most important to the desi$n of a dog

Park.

- 
Water bowl for dog

- 
Benches

- 
Play obstacle

- 
Water playfeature

- 
Grass

- 
Paved surface

_ Shade

_ Waste receptacle

_ Feces compost

_ Night lighting

(Please proceed to the back of th¡s page)
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22 r According to you, what should a fenced-in dog park have for the
human users?

23 o According to you, what should a fenced-in dog park have for the dog
users?

24 ¡ Please provide the first 3 figures of your postal code (i.e. R 3 C)

Thank you for your time and participation in this study. All written information included in the
survey will be kept confidential and will be used for academic purposes only. Please return
the completed questionnaire in the envelope provided, located on the box where the survey
was picked up, or pick up a self-addressed envelope for mailing.

Appendix C - Survey
Department of Landscape Architecture

Facuhy of Graduate Studies
Univers¡ty of Man¡toba
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OFF LEASH AREAS FOR DOGS

RECOMMENDATION: 
.

i. Thar the City of Winnipeg Animal Control By-Law No.2443/79 be amended to allow for
dogs to be off leash in certain designated areas-

2. That the Director of Parks and Recreation in consultation with the Manager of the City of
Winnipeg A¡imal Services Division have the authority to designate or cancel the

designation of off leash areas, based on the criteria as set forth in the body of this report.

3. That a phased in approach to the creation of off leash a¡eas be adopted to spread the sta¡t-

up costs over several budget yeárs and allow for the development of partnerships and

sponsors.

HISTORY/REASON:

At a meeting of the Riel Community Committee held on Ma¡ch 17 , l99l , Councillor Angus

submitted the enclosed communication dated February 5,1997 which he received from Iva

Cemy, on behalf of the DAUD Action Committee submitting a pioposal for the establishment Õf - -

an exercise a¡ea for unleashed dogs @esignated A¡ea for Unleased Dogs "DAUD") in King's
Park and a petition purporting to contain the signatures of 134 area residents in support thereof.

Committee referred the proposal to the Administration for report back on the concept, including:

1. The pros and cons ofthe proposal; and

2. \\trat is required to implement the proposal in King's Park as expeditiously as possible.

:

DISCUSSION:
:

.

Prior to receipt of the request from Riel Community Committee for establishment of an off leash

area for dogs in King's Pa¡k, the Parks and Recreation Department and the City of Winnipeg

Animal Control Services Branch had been actively investigating this concept. Other cities such

as Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon and Vancouver were contacted to determine their experience

with off leash areas. In general these cities reported that the off leash areas were well accepted

by the general public and posed few problems.

In the City of Winnipeg both the Parks and Recreation Department and the Animal Services

Division recognize the need to legitimize what is and will continue to be an existing practice

among dog owners; that is running their pets off leash. Public demand has also indicated that

this is a desirable concept and provides an additional means by which responsible pet ownership

can be promoted a¡d reinforced.
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: The Pa¡ks and Recreation Department has initially identified 30 potential sites (Attachment A)
tluoughout the City, however, it is expected that as the concept becomes established that the sites

will change as a result of adding new sites to accornmodate requests and to eliminate sites that
prove problematic for either pet owners or the general public. Off leash areas will be established

or eliminated in consultation with the area councillor, the requesting user group if any, the

r immediate neighbourhood, the Pa¡ks and Recreation Department, and the Animal Services
, Division using the following criteria and rules of use as guidelines.

Criteria For Establishing an Off Leash Area

An off leash area should:

, i. Be of sufficient size and/or diverse landscape to allow dogs and owners to pursue

activities such as running, fetching and walking.

, 2. Be far enough removed from major roads and railway tracks to reduce the likelihood of
an unleashed dog from running into traffìc.

3. Be far enough removed from chiidren's play areas, school grounds and scheduled athletic -
fields to reduce its potentiai for conflict between children and un-leashed do-es.

, 4. Be far enough removed from heavily used public open space such as public gardens and

, picnic areas, to avoid conflict with the users of these facilities.

, 5. Be reasonably accessible to users.

:

' The basic rules of use for off leash a¡eas would be:

, 1. Dog owners must be present and within view of their dogs.

2. Dogs must be removed from a¡ea at first sign of aggression.

3. Dogs must be under voice control rvhile off leash ie: come when called.

4. Dog owners shall have leash in hand at all times.

5. Female dogs in heat are not allowed in off leash area.

6. Aggressive dogs are not allowed in off leash areas.

7. Any holes dug by dogs shall be fìlled by owner.



8.
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All feces shall be picked uplUy owner and removed or deposited in waste receptacles.

All dogs must be licenced in accordance with the City of Winnipeg Pound By-Law.

Sites will be open for use during the normal park hours, as posted at each site.
\

Criteria for eliminating an off leash area-

1. Where the¡e is a consistent violation of the requirement to pick up feces.

Where use of the area by unleashed dogs interferes with public use of the site.

Where conflicts b.¡rrà.n dogs and or dog owners becomes problematic.

Where future development of the site changes the nature of the area making it unsuitable

for firrther use as an off leash area.

As an amendment to the Pound By-Law is required in order to establish off leash areas, and it
would be cumbersome to have to amend the By-Law for each site change, it is therefore

recommended that the Director of Parks and Recreation have the authority under the By-Law to

both create or eliminate off leash siæs. This would allow for a timely response to requests, as

well as provide an immediate solution to problems.

Each designated a¡ea would have to be identihed with proper signage which would set forth the

rules for using the sites. Additionally, each site would be equipped with biodegradable "scoop"

bag dispensers and waste containers. Pa¡ks and Recreation Staff would monitor each site a¡d

ensure that the waste containers are emptied and kept in a sanitary condition. The Animal

Services Division would also monitor each site to ensure that the rules of use are being adhered

to. 
:

As with any new program. funds are not preseirtly identified in the annual operating budget-

Estimates for start-up and a¡inual operating costs are as follows. These costs a.re based on 4 pilot

sites being used city-wide as off leash areas, in year one.

Estimated Start-up Costs: Yea¡ I for a minimum of 4 sites

10.

2.

3.

4.

Signs (4 sites x 4 signs @ 50.00 ea.)

V/aste Receptacles (4 sites x 4 receptacles @ 105.00 ea.)

Scoop Bags, 1 year supply (10,000 bags) @ 17 .50/1000

Advertising and Public Awareness Information
Total Start-up

800

1,680

t75
2.240

_4&5



For the first year of operation these costs could be accommodated in the Parks and
Recreation Depar[ment's armual budget.

Subsequent A¡rrual Operating Cost of 4 sites ;

Scoop Bags (1 year supply (10,000 bags) @ 17.50/1000 175
Sign & Receptacle Repair/Replacement 267
Advertising and Public Awa¡eness 1.240

Total Annual Operating rcn

it would be desirable to st¿rt with 4 to 8 sites as a pilot project in the first year of the program
and to add additional sites in successive years according to demand. This approach would also
ailow the opportunity to explore pafnerships and sponsorships to ofFset the additional start-up
and operating costs, such as donation or sponsorship of signs, scoop bags, and other site
amenities.

It should also be noted that there may be sites that could be used as offleash a¡eas if they were
fenced offfor safety- The costs of fencing large areas for this purpose are not included in either
the operating or Capital Estimates at this time, and would need to be considered individually as
the need arises.

This Report Prepared By:
The Pa¡ks and Recreation Department

September 29,1997
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POTENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR OFF-LEASH DOG PARKS ' /rl ' ,ns',"" 

û{t *
Central Area:

1. Pacific Avenue - Vacant lands adjacent to City Yards.

- two parcels directly opposite each other located on either side of Pacific Avenue.

- North side: located between 1277 and I 1,55 Pacific Avenue.

- South side: located between 1220 Paciftó and the Dominion Lumber yard.

A¡ea: 6.6ha. (total)
Legal Description: north side - Pt. Pcl."A" Plan 27,4I1

south side - Pt. Pcl."E" Pldnz7,4Ll

2. Rover Dyke - along Ro,r", Avenue from Hallet St¡eet to Angus Street.

A¡ea: 1.713 ha.
Legal Description: Lots 92 - 103 Plan 124; Lot 41 Plan 3 1,956; Part River Lots 28 & 29

Parish of St. John; Lots 49 - 54,94 - 97 and lI2 Plan 107; and Lots 1 - 6
Plan 186.

3. Aubrey Green - Palmerstone Avenue and Aubrey Street.

A¡ea: 0.294ha.
Legal Description: Lot 4 Block I Plan 3,998; Lot I Block I Plan 32,030

4. Mostyn Place Park - along the river from Colony Street to the Osborne Bridge.

A¡ea: I.342ha.
Legal Description: Pian 7,096;Plan7,498; Lots 1,2,3,9 and 10 Plan 5,|L4;Partial Lots

3,4 ,5,6,7,and 8 Plan 803'

5. Omand Park - along Omand's Creek. i

A¡ea: 4.535 ha. . .

Legal Description: Pa¡t River Loì 45 Panish of St. James; Lot t4 Pla¡r 3,305

6. Chu¡chill Drive Pa¡k - from Casey Street to Baltimore Road.

A¡ea: 17.270 ha.
LegalDescription: Lots I - lzBlock 51 Plan 769;Lot I Pla¡r 7,095;Lots I - 7 Block 50

Plan 7 69 ; B lock 12 Plan 4,824; B lock 7 PIan 4,28 | ; Lot 24 PIan I 9,9 02
¡
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7 - Vacant Land - SE corner of Keewatin Street and Burrows Avenue

Area: 5.2ha.
Legal Description: Lot 1, Block 3 Pla¡r 7890 R.215702

South-west Area:

l. Silver Avenue right-of-way extension - NE Sturgeon Rd. and Mur¡ay Park Rd.

A¡ea: 3.0 ha.

Legal Description: Plan L0,634

2. Future Park Site - Ne St*geon Road and Saskatchewan Avenue.

Area: 3.0 ha.

Legal Description: Pt. Park Lot "C" R 4390201

3. Optimist Pa¡k - south of park roadway along Sturgeon Creek

A¡ea: 2.0 ha.
Legal Description: R.L. 96 ,97 OTM

4. Varsity View Community Cent¡e Property - 4230 Ridgewood Avenue
- East side of road and community centre.

A¡ea: 4.0 ha.

Legal Description: Lots 13 and 14 Plan 20,284

5. Fraser Meadow Pa¡k
East side of Municipal Road; south of Rannock Avenue

A¡ea: 3.0 ha.

Legal Description:Lot4 SP Plan 20,291

6. Ridgewood right-of-way - off of south end of Dale Blvd.

Area: i.5 ha.

Legal Description: Cabot Subdivision Plan 5,109

7. Vacant Land - at corner of Shaftesbury Boulevard and C.P.R. mainline
- south-east portion of Assiniboine Forest (open area)
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Area:2.}ha- :

Legal Description: Public Park Plan 13,649

8. Vacant Land - East side of Kenaston Blvd.; North of McGillvray Blvd.

A¡ea:20-30ha.
Legal Description: Blocks I - 5 and Lots I and2 Block 6 Plan 19,619

g. Vacant La¡rd - NE corner of Waverlely Street & Wilkes Avenue

A¡ea:3.93ha
Legal Description: Blocks 2l and 30, Plan 2279 ncluding the Oxford Street Righrof-

, Way between Taylor Avenue a¡rd Wilkes Avenue

South-east Area:

l. St. Boniface Industrial Park - Vacant Lands
- area surrounding retention pond bounded by Mazenod Rd. , Camiel Sys St- & Beghin
St.

A¡ea: 6.0 ha.

Legal Description: Lot 12 Block 2 Plan 13,723
:

, 2. Dugald Road - South side bounded by Gas Plant, Durand Rd. and Debaets St.

: Area:28.23 ha. 
.

I fegal Description: Block 10 PIan 13,723

.

. 1. Whittier Park - aÍea east of baseball diamonds bounded by river and railroad tracks.

fuea:4.5 ha. ;

Legal Description: Parcel ",4'" P1an20,705

.

4. Maple Grove Park - Northern region
t'

fuea: i6.5 ha.
, Legal Description: Lots 9 - 12 PlanZ1,4ll
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5. Old Ma¡ket Ga¡den Site - St. Boniface
East of Rue Thilbault; north of Rue Not¡e Dame; between C.N.R. Sprague & Reddit

...
LlnES.

A¡ea: 9.0 ha.

Legal Description: Lot 2 PIan 6,705
.

6. Bishop Grandin Bouleva¡d - Both sides from Hwy. 59 to Waverley St.

, 
*ea: 80.0 ha.

7. LaBarriere Pa¡k - Remote areas away from active picnic sites.

Area: 20.0 ha.

8. Kings Park - Kings Drive at Kilkenny A¡ea North of Lake to Red River

A¡ea: 37.419 ha

Nortb Area:

' 1. Vacant Land - bounded by Ham St., Grassie Blvd. and the Cordite Ditch

A¡ea: 19.0 ha.

Legal Description: Part Lots 59A / 614 Plan 9,530

2. Vacant Land - bounded by Gateway Rd., Retention Pond, Jim Smith Dr. & Springfield
Rd.

: A¡ea: 7.8 ha.
; legal Description: Lots 1 ,2 and 3 SP Pian 20,959

Blocks 6,7,8,9,23 Plan 18,363

3. Vacant Land -South side of Thomas Ave. between Stapleton St. and Chester St.

A¡ea:25.0ha.
Legal Description: Part River Lots 72 and 73

4. Balaban - Rougeau Park

A¡ea: l.76ha.
Legal Description: Lot I Block I Plan 12,024 - Pa¡cel 70/74 and72N73A

St. Boniface OTM - Park Lot A - PF Government Road Allowance
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5. North End Water Pollution Control Centre - 2230 Main Street
:

A¡ea: 2.0 ha.

6- Woodsworth Pa¡k - NE of King Edward and Park Lane

Atea 25.2ha-
Legal Description: Lot 1 Plan 13,610, Excepting thereout road

Plans 15,318 and 17 ,015 in OTM Lot 358 Parish of St- John
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July I L, 1994

Mr- L¿wrence Anonychuk
Superintendent, Animal Services
City of Winnipeg
33 Warnock Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3E OPl

Dear Mr. Anonychuk:

Your letter to Ms. Ulli Watkiss was referred to the Parks and Recreation Department for a

reply.

On August 25,1992, the City of Edmonton - City Council directed the Administration to amend
the Dog Bylaw to include off-leash areas. This was a result of a recommendation from both the
Pa¡ks and Recreation and Finance @ylaw Enforcement Section) Departments in cooperation with
a group of citizens from Friends Interested in Dogs Offs-leash, F.l.D.O..

Select criteria were developed to ensure that potential designated off-leash are¿s would not
interfere with other users enjoyment of the City's parks areas. Dogs running off-leash must be
under the control of the owner at all times under the new bylaw. Off-leash areås are primarily
less developed, low-usage park areâs, utility right-of-ways, industrial sites and sections and/or
trails in the river valley and ravine system. Owners would still be required to clean up after
their dogs and the guidelines related to vicious dogs will noi change

In a City-wide random phone survey of 1200 Edmontonians conducted in IuIy, 1992,86% of
Edmonton residents supported this change in the bylaw. Off-leash activities may include:
pleasure walking, obedience training, jogging and exercise, field trial training, and famity
activities.

Offleash sites are well signed and supplie.d with suitable receptacles and bag dispensers (see
enclosed photograph) for defecation. Minimal additional equipment, furniture, maintenance or
trail development is required resulting in a minimum impact on the tâxpayer.

Parks a¡d Recreation Department consider the allocation of parks as off-leash a success. This
does not meån that we have not had our challenges from those opposing specific sites however
we have always had representation from the Community Advisory Committee (C.A.C.) contact
those individuals and reach an acceplable compromise.

.../2
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Enclosure III

This is a clos'e photo
"Off Leash Area" and

sign-

This is a Photo of a sign which
identifies-this as an otf-reasn
=it.. NormaIIY 2 to .3 signs are
Àtrat"gicaIlY- Placec Der srce'
The boEtom half of the sign
def ines,with a maP tìre exact site

of the
" )iap "

This is a photo of a sign which
is posted to remind all users of
"Thè Code of Ethics" for the off
leash sites. Normally I to 2 sign
are strategically placed per site
The bottom"ls a 6aþ aispehsor
r,'ith bags f'or the users.
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Apg-szlaw - Of'f Leash Areas

RECOMMENDATI0N: That this report be accepted as information

H i STORY

At the regu'lar meeting of City Counciì August 25, !992, the following motions
were approved:

5.

That the Administration be directed to amend the Dog Byìaw
#6019 to 'include off-leash areas.

That the criteria outlined in Enclosure i- of the August 4,
1992 Parks and Recreation Department report to assess
potenti al . off-l eash areas be .approved -

That the initial off-leash sites identified in Enclosure II be
approved in princ'ipìe and that a pubìic process be deve'loped
to ensure community acceptance.

That an admin'istrative committee be struck comprised of
representatives of the Adm'inistration, FiDO and other dog
owners to deveìop a communication/Education strategy tõ
inform/educate Edmontonians of the ratÍonaìe/ava'il abil iiy of
off-leash areas. -

That additional off-leash dog areas be identified wjth the
input of the Friends Interested in Dogs 0ff-Leash (FID0) Group
and the Advisory Committee.

That the 66 street/Hhìtemud Drive-in Area be deleted fromInitial 0ff-Leash Sites (Encìosure II).
That a famiìy-oriented park and picnic off-ieash area be
considered in sect'ion 6.2 of the 'Rìbbon of Green" report.

RTPORT

Subs equen t to these mot'ions the folìowing has occurred:

commun'i ty Advi sory commi ttee has been establ i shed as per the
attached Terms of Reference (Enclosure I).

b) Some 60 s'ites v/ere viewed and evaluated against the criteria of
which 40 meet the criteria; however, given the requirement for
assessment of local community support, resources lìmited the numberof sìtes to 24-

2.

2

4.

6.

7.

a)
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REPORT - Cont'd

c) A statisticalìy representative pubììc opinion survey was compìeted' for each of the 24 sites wìth 20 of the 24 receiving local community
s uPPort

d) Communi ty Advi sory Commi ttee recommended the 20 s i tes (Enc'losure I I )
to General Manager of Parks and Recreation for approvaì as per
proposed change to byì aw. General Manager concurred with the
reconmendations for impì ementatìon inrnediately after byì aw approval .

Commi ttee undertaki ng fi rst stage of
in early February (Encìosure II).

Terms of Reference

t{ri tten by: A. Haga
Approved by: D. S. Ausman
Parks and Recreation DePartmènt
January 12,1993

e) Commun'itY AdvisorY
conrnuni cati on strategY

ENCLOSURES

i ConrnunitY AdvisorY Committee
il Recommended Off-Leash Sites



ENCLOSURE i

IìDMONI'ON PARKS ÄND RECzuJATION

lcovnr,ruxrry Á.DVISoRy coN{MrrrEE - Doc nyl-Á.w

TERMS OF REFERENCE

A. PT]RPOSE ;

The purpose of the Community Advisory Committer (CAC) Dog Bylaw is to provide
assistance to the civic administration in the effective implementation of the dog bylaw
(Bylaw # 6171).

B. MEMBERSHIP

The CAC wiII be comprised primarily of c¡mmuniry volunteers with representatives
invited from the following groups/arss:

a) Dog Groups - FIDO - 2 members
b) Humane Societies (SPCA/ASPCA) - 2 members
c) Edmonton Outdoor Council - I member
d) Edmonton Federation oi

Communitylæagues - lmember
e) Edmonton Association Small

Animal Veteri¡arians @,ASAV) I member

* NOTE - MedicåI Communiry will be
accessed to provide technical

ïäi"::: 
hearth issues

The civic administ¡aúon wiil be represented on CAC by:

a) Bylaw Enforcement - I member
b) Edmonton Þa¡ks & Recreation - t (Community Leisure

Services) (Project Planner as

required)

TOTAL:

C. AUTHORiTY/REPORTING RELATIONSHIP

9 maximum

Ïie intenúon of the CAC is to provide reÆommendations to the administration in the
implementation/monitoring/amending the Dog Bylaw whilst communicating with the community
at large- As such, the Committee will have no legislated authority, but rather strive to ensure
the needs of loc¿I communities, dog owners and other park users are met in a balanced and
equitable marner-



D. RITSPONSIBILITIES

The responsibilities of the CAC a¡e to develop and implement strategies that:

1.

)

J.

Involve local communiúes in the designation of off leash areas.

Educ¿te dog owners of their responsibilities regarding use of public spacæs; both
on and off leash areas.

Communicate and inform Edmontonians of the availability/location of off leash
on leash and no dog areas.

Develop an' understanding/awareness
behaviour/place in our society.

of the general public of dogs and their4.

Assess/evaluate/refine over time the criteria for off leash areas.

Recommend, considering the locåI community input, the addition and/or
elmination of off le:sh areas to the General Manager of Edmonton Parks a¡d
Recreation.

E. PROCEDURES

The life expecLancy of the Committee is at this point perceived as on going with a¡nual self-
evaluation of the need for continuance.

The chairmanship of the Committee wiil be determined at the fust meeúng with L\e expectation
that the chai¡ wili c¡me from the volunteer component.

The Parks and Recreation Department wiII assume responsibility for minutes of any CAC
meetings a¡d distribution of same to the membership as well as hosting the CAC meetings.

F. MES|INGS

it is anúcipated that at least initialiy, the number/frequency of meetings will provide the
necessary úme to allow for the development and implementation of the tasks outlined in the
responsibilties Section (D) and then subsequently be reduced by CAC to determined action. The
only known deadline to date is fanuary 1993 for impiementaúon of the initial off leash sites.

G. RESOURCES

Aside from the manpower resources a¡rd hosti¡g meetings, the Civic Administration has not
allocated any further resources to this committee and as such, CAC will need to explore and
develop the ways and means of accomplishing its responsibiliúes outside the tax levy base-

5.

6.



H. PLAN OF ACTION

The ad hoc group comprised of administration ståff (EP&R
initial strategies outlined in Section D (responsibilities) and
respective execuúve boa¡ds by mid-October 1992- The
implement those strategies.

and Bylaw) and IrIDO will draft lhe
invite represen[atives through their
CAC will then further refine a¡d



Appcndix il

EDMONTON PARKS AT\'D RECREATION

COMMUMTY ADVISORY COMMITTEE - DOG BYLAW

COMMI.IMCATION/EDUCATIO N STRATEGY

.

The Terms of Referencæ of the Community Advisory Committee - Dog Bylaw (CAC) outline
three responsibilities related to a Communication/Education Strategy which a¡e:

#2 Edúcate dog.owners of their responsibilities regarding the use of public spaces;

both on and off leash areas.

#3 Communicate and inform Edmontonians of the availability/location of off leash/on
leash and no dog areås.

#4 Deveiop an understanding/awareness of the general public of dogs and their
behaviour/place in our society.

The CAC will be expected to refrne, prioritize and implement the foltowing strategy which is:

WI{AT - messages to be communicated

1. The Bylaw has been amended.

2. ' The specific location of off leash a¡eas outlining the boundaries for each

with 
-d 

overview of the criteria used to assess each site.

3. The niles of use foroff leash, on leash and no dog areas specifying clean

: up in gll areas, sharing with other users, respecting other users.

:'4.' The mechanism available to all for suggesting of new sites a¡d/or
elimination of present sites.

5. The fact that CAC is operating, their function, who sits on CAC, and how
to contact the committee.

6. The rational or need for off leash a¡eas including proper exercise a¡d
trarning.



I{OW

I Newspaper/Newsletter Repoñs &
Announcements

a) Primary publications in Lhe Edmonton
area (F/monton Journal, Sun West

End, Neighbours, etc.);
b) Humane society newsletters

(AnimaJKind, Edmonton SPCA Shelter
Bulletin,

c) Special interest (dog) groups;
d) Special interest (recreation/River

valley/sports) user groìrps ;

e) Extensive distribution of public service
announcements and press releases

f) Campaign launch via press conference

II Television/Radio

a) Shaw Cable (through SPCA's "Adopt-
A Pet" program)

b) Cable teievision; public interest shows
(eg. Edmonton Norv)

c) Daytime talk shows (eg. Edmonton
Live/Day by Day);

d) Phone in radio programs (eg. K 97's
Focus 9f ;

e) Radio community affairs programs;

III Mailouts through relevant citl¿

departments

a) Bylaw Enforcement (Finance);
brochures or circulars accompanying
the March/April license renewals
forms;

b) Mailout to stakeholder (eg. Petitioners,
members of associaúons, kennel clubs
and groups);

wr{o

Committee Administration

WIIE{ eriority)

v



HOW

Distribution of' Signage. brochures
and posters

in city parks (off and on leash areas),
where appropriate and conspicuous;
at the River Valley Outdoor Centre;
in community leagues;
at veterinary clinics;
at humane associations and societies;
target spring spray-neuter programs) ;

at dog shows and other events for
special interest groups;
at retail pe.t outlets (eg. Doghouse
Kennel Supply, Paws and Claws, etc-);
to all obedience trainers and kennel
clubs for circulation to students a¡d
members;
City of klmonton Informaúon Offices-
p¡ntø plastic bags (eg. Toronto's. : -
format);

V Public Presentations

a) Humane societies, which hold regular
courses for the public;

b) Schools, as part of an Owner/Dog
Responsib ili ty program ;

c) Shopping Centres, to coincide with
relevant activities/program s ;

VI Development of Dog Owners Data
Base

a) Licenses;
b) Postal Code

wt{o WI{EN(prioriry

:

IV

a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

0

s)

h)

Ð

i)

Committee Administration

g :\uøs\baba\jiII\cmustrat.dft



REPRESENTATTVE SAHPLE OF POPULÀTION
oPINION SURVEY/ DECEMBER I L992

RECOHI,ÍENDED DOGS OFF LEASH SITES

AREA DESCRTPTTON

Flakina' Drive Boul-evard.
Wakinp Drive a)-ong the south edge of
WoIf WiIlow Ravine.

of West Jaspe,r
L72 Street from

ENCLOSURE II

6UPPORT

802

B0t

922

öO-o

2.

NORTEWEST

1-

NORTHEAST

6.
./

,/,/

Lauderdale.
The south end of
T27 to L29 Àvenue
to f09 Street-

Callingrwood North.
The southeast portion
Place Park, bordered by
70 to 23 Avenue-

Buena Vista - G¡e¿rH.leadov- g2Z
À natural area south of Valleyview
Crescent to the north boundary of
Laurier Park, but not including the main
trail system.

121 À Street City Level park.
The park area immediately adjacent to
LzL À Street from IO7 Àvenue north to
119 Àvenue. The playgrounds at 1O9 A
Avenue. and l-T2 Avenue wiII not be
includpd and will be v¿ell_ signed.

5.
Grand Trunk Park from
and from 113 À Street'

Dawson Bridge/Highlands Hiking TraiI-
The river valley area which follows the
north bank of the river from the Dawson
Park Amenity BuiJ-ding to 50 Street-

B3z
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DOG B\IAW OFF-LEASH AREAS QLI-ESTIOI'TNAIRE

INTERVIEWER: ENTER REGION CODE FROM IJSTTNGS. WATCH QUOTAS-

I

^tl-achment 
II

9l-911

4
c
)

¿

1.

2.
1.

AREA 1

AREA 2
AREA 3

Ycs
No
Don't knorv/rc[uscd

4. AREA
5. AREA
6. AREA

AREA 7
AREA B

AREA 9

10. AREA 10

il. AREA 11

12. AREA 12

7.

B.

9.

INTERVIEWER: ASK TO SPEAK TO THE MAI-E./FEMALE (ROTATE) HEAD OF THE
HOUSFT{OLD.

Good aftcrnoon/evening. My name is _. Today we're doing a rcscarch prtrject on

behalf of the City of Edmonron. I'm with MarkTrcnd Rescarch, an Fdmonton marketing and social

research contpany. The purpose of our rc-cearch is to gather the opinions of E¡lmonton residents on

a recent change r() the Dog Bylaw. Theie are no salaç or Dromotiorts of an}, kind associatcd rvith QUI

fçSçgfgÞ_p¡qþç! and an1'thing yoLr say will bc kcpt strictly conhdential. Do you ltave ubtlut fìve

minute^s to Bnswer some questions for nre?

IF NECESSARY, ARRANGE CALL tsACK. NAME . D,{Y TIME

A' iNTER\4EWER: ENTER GENDER

i. Male WATCI{
2. Fcmale QUOT'AS

B. Are you a permanent resident of the. City of Edmonton? By permnnent,
whose main residence is in Flmonton?

I mean sgntet)ne

1.
J

3.

CONtlNUE
Thaok & Terminate
Thrnk & Tcrminatc
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TN:TER\rIEq/8.fu rT IS VERY IMPORTANT TT{AT RESPONDENTS I{,{VE AN
UNDERSTANDTNG OF THE DOG BYI-AW AND RECBNT CTIANGES. N'EAO TTN
|..OLT.OWING INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS SI.OWLY AND CLEARLY.

This summcr, thc City of Edmonton approvcd a change to the Dog Bylaw. Undcr thc new'bylaw.
rire city can estatrlish specific areas in Ednlonton where dog owncrs could exerclse or trsin their <Jogs

without a lcash- Man¡. othcr citics in Albcrta and Canada have created such arcas, rvhich are otren
cnlled "o[f leash" areas. I'll give you brief ds-scription of what thc change would n]ean:

Thc arcas whcrc dogs would be permitted without a leash u'ould generally be in
trndcveloperl or low us¿rge arcas of thc city, away from sports fields, playgrounds,
picnic arens and paved trails
There u,ill be'signs postcd to clcarly idcntify the off leash areas to othcr peo¡rle
f)og owncrs will have to be in complete control of {hcir dogs in the-se areas

No other provisions of the. Dog Bylaw arc affcctcd hy the changes. Ft-rr cxamplc.
Dog owncrs arc s(ill responsiblc lor cleaning up ufter their dogs and spccfal waste hins
will he providod
Ancl, thcrc çill c¡ntinuc to bc {ìne-ç to dog owners for violaf ions o[ these regulutirins

Didyouunderstanclthatbricfoutfincoftherecentchange?

IN:I'ERVIEWE& IF NECTSSARY, REPEAT DESCRIPTION trNTrL POSmTVE
RESPONSE IS OBTATNED. TF RESPONDENT STILL DOES NOT UNDERSTAND
AFTER THREE REPEATS, RECORD BET.O'W AND SEI-IßCT NEW NUM.tsEtL

1.

2a.

:

In your general area of the city, two potential off-leash areas hâvc been identified whic:h
aPpcar f.o mcet the criteria I just descrihed to you. I'lt dcscribe the fìrst Brea to you, then Ib
like you to te.lt me whethcr you agrcc or disagree that the area *'ould be a suitable loc:ation
for an off-leash area.... . :

(RE^,D DESCjRTpflON OF OPTTON A FOR THE AREA RESPONDENT RESIDES DÐ

1. Yes, undcrs(and
2. No, don't understand
3. Don't knoVrefused

1. Agrec
2. Agrcc. with sonre couditions
3. Disagree
4. Don't know area/can'f, say
5. No opínion/rcfuscd/not sure

TT{ANK AND TERMINATE
TIIAì{K AND TERMINATE

GOTO Q3a
GOTO Q.2c

GOTO Q3a
GOIO Q-3a
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Zb. pleasc tell me the main rcaso:] why ¡,ou drln'r agree th¿t thc area I descritred is suitablc os

an otf leash area? PROBE. A.ny other reasotls?

DO NOT READ. ACCEPT UP TO THREE RESPONSES.

1. Scarcd of dcrgsldogs car be ciangerous

2. Happy with current bYlaw

3. Dog owncrs areti't responsible enoughÁron't obey

4. Bylaws aren't enforc¿d/cnlort:cd strlctly
5. Ovners don't cleari up after dogs/dog dcfecation concerns

6. Conflícts with other users

7. Will cost more/taxes rvill go up
B- Too closc to my hor.rse/other houses

9. None, no reason in particular '-

10. Don't knoVrefused
'L1. Other (Speclfy)'

2Æ. What condÍtions, i[ any, could be put on that area which would lead you to sgrcc that it
q,ould be suitatrle as an off-lcash arca?

DO NOT READ. ACCE.PT UP TO THREE RESPONSES.

t. A¡eas should bc fcnccd
2. Stiiter/bigger fincs/pcnaltics lor violation
3. Additional garbage rccep(aclcs rcquircd
4, Cônstânt supervision"/enfo rcenlent
5. None, nothing
6. Don't know/refused
7. Other (Speciiy)

.

3a. Norv I'll read the descrlption of anr:ther iocation r+'hich has been ldentiticd as a possiblc.off-

leash area. Again, plcasc tcll mc whcthcr ],ou agrcc or disagree that it would be suitable.

ßEAD DESCRTPTION OF OPTTON B FOR THE AREARESPONDENT RESIDES lhQ

1. Agree. GO'|O Q.4
2. Agrcc, with conditions GOT0 Q-3c
2. Disagree
3. Don't know arca/can't sâv GOTO Q-4
4. No opiníon/refused/not sure GOTO Q.4
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3t). Plensc rôll mc the main reasen rvhy you don't agrce thâf the areå is suitable as an offl lea.çh
urcul, PRO[3È Any other reasons'/

DO NOT RE,q.D- ACCEPT UP TO THREE RESPONSBS-

1- Scare¡.i of dogs/dogs can bc dangerous
2. Happy with currenr bylaw
3. Dog owners nren'( rcs¡ronsible enoughÅvon't obey \4. Bylaws Brcn'r enforced/enforcrd stricrly
5. Owners don't clenn up after dogs/dog defecation conccrns
6. Con0icts rvith other users
7. Witl cosf morc/taxes will go up
8. Too close to my housc/other houses
9. Nonc, no reaJon in pa:ticular -
10. Don't know/refuscd
1t- Orher (Specify)

3c. Wllat conditíons, íf any. <nuld be put on tll¡rt area whích r.r,ould lcad you (o agrcc th¿rt it
would be suirable as an off-lc.ash arca?

DO NOT READ. ACCEPT UP TO THREE RESPONSES.

I. Areas should bc fcnccd
2. Stítl'cr¡bigger fìnas/penalties for viotaf ion
3. Additional garbagc rcccp(acles re4uired
4. Cons r e n t supervision/errforccmcnt
5. Nonc, nothing
6. Don't lnor.ry'rcfuscd
7. Othcr (Specig)

DcmoFraphics

Finally, I have jusI a fcrv questions to help u-s classify the information you've given us.

4. Are you, or is anyone else in your hou.sehold n dog orvner?

1. Yes
2, No
3. Don't kno#rcfrlserl

5- Do you ovrl you:- o,,r,n ¡sr¡6-rce, or do you rcnl or lcasc?

1. Orvner
2. Renter/l,easer
3. Don't knorv/rcfued
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6. f 'rrt going to read several age catcgories. Please stol) m¿ whcn I ment;ôn tlìe range irl rr.hic.h

Your 8gc fslls.

1. 18 - Z4 ycars '

2.25 - 34 years
3. 35 - 44 ycars
4- 45 - 54 ycars
5.55 +

\ DI.IR 6. Rcfused

Thank you very much for your timc ancl participation. Just in cåse my supcrvisor wänts tr: verifu this
survcy. rlid I call ? And rnay i havc your first name or initials ?

Again. thank youl
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Npahv,sstjdnaqlq!

fucq 1

O¡r.ion A

Option B

î¡re¿ 2

Option A

Option B

Årcr1 3

Option A

Option B

Norlþepst Edm.ontoo

Area 4

Option A

I I - .':4. I a.::

DOCS R)'-I-AW I1

PROPOSED AIì-i]Â LOCATIONS

This arca is callcd wakina Drive Boulevard. Ir's rnacle up o[ wekina l)¡ive

alttng th'e south ecige of Wolf Willow Ra"lne

This arcn is c¿llcd galjgFryqadljgÍb. It's made up of the southeast portion

of Wesr Jasper pü."$rf., U-¿*ø by 1?2nd Strect from 70th to 23rd

Avenue,

This area in {.he rivcrvally is oltcn callcd Þuena vist-a Grcat Meadow' It's

made up of a natural área south of Valtcyviow.Crerscent to thc tlorth

bound3ryofL¿trrierPark'butnotinclu<lingtlremalrrtrai!s¡,stern

This boule'ard arca is calicd Lauricr Drivc. It's made up oÊ the boulevard

at,rng Lau.icr Drive on th. tott'ãntãf ttt. rivcr above the Vatley Zoo arld

cxteiding to the 149th strcct Exit to whitemud Frccway

This area is called 12lst A street ciiy 1,evel park. It's madc up o[ the park

area immedi^t"ty oa¡ãru to tZt-.t A Street from 107th {t'snue tlorth to

119rh Avcnue. Thc'plafgrounds at 109th A Avenue and I12th Avenue wifl

be not be inciuded an<l will be wcll signcd'

This are a is c¡lled Lauclcrdale. It's madc up of the south cnd of Grancl 'fru¡tk

park, frorn tZZtl, tolãiläÃcnue, and from 113 A Street to 109th Street

;

93€13

il. Ir
Building

This river valtcy area is called Dawson Bridge/Hieh[ênos Þtrtng
follows the nori¡ b¡nk of the river from tlìe Dawson Park Amcnity

to 50th Stt'e.ct.

This arca is cullul Ljü¡iøAey1nç. It'e made up of the ravirte fronl lL1th

Avenrre ro Dar¡sotr Park on thc north bank o[ the river'
Option B
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EDMONTON'S OOG BYLAW

ãdmonroñ5 dog Þyl¡le wâs3ñeñdcd rn Fab¡urry'
1993. to Þrovrde tot desrgn¡ted ¿.cas wheredo95
ñ¡y ba ,]¡û¡crs€o oI leasñ 5uòied ¡o lñe loxowrrqi

iT 
"oq..ur'",ou',-"s 

¡e undcr ¡ñc coñlrol ol

¿;' *,."- -*t.*^ 'p 
ðÍ¡crrhcir cog!

5' ," 
",r ""ç. "* "rbuLllçilÒu[.cfos5es 

musr

:rrv¡vs þe ñûz¡lÊo ¡nd on leash

THE COMMUNITY ÁDVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR OFF-LEASH AREAS

Âñ ¡ctv¡ !oru^reercommillec rs responsrble ìcr
ñoôrlo¡n9 olf le¿sñ silcs ro ensure cleiñl¡ness ¿ñd

¿voro3ñc¡ or user'{cnrÙcr5. rnslail¡ng tæcplacfcs rno
p ¿sirc a;! :ìspcôscrs, org¡nrzrõg clcan ug

crñ9ðrçns. 50rcilrõ9 donalrons ol funds or volunlc€r
nme. cre¡rno puÒlc åe3rcÕcss lbtouqh ôn eouÖlon
camp¡ gn ror rc5pons,Þrc dog owneßhip.

lr$ ¡¡c¡nccrsÀrD 
'ncruocs 

rcpresenlalvc5 kom P¡rks ¿

Fqcrcar Õñ 3v¡¡!v Êñlorccmeñr. Ihe Êdmonlon ¡¡d
ÀÌbedr S PC A EdñÕn¡oñ AsffiÍon ol Small
Å^imal vcrcr^¿¡rrns, Edñoñlon Fcderalþn o,

Commun{v L€¡ques. Edmonron Ouldær Recrcaûoñ
comm¡rlee. Âñd memÞem ùl la¡ge,

PLÊASE HELP US WITH OFF-LEASH
SITE CRITERIA

Evcry cllcr 
's 

Dcrôq madc roensu.c @nlrnucd
lucccss and resæôs¡lencss lo ælh dq owoc6 and
orherpàrk useis, Ás Þrr ol rhrs edod. ofleash sde
:c¡cdronørora rs bcñg rcvd'd. ftesc ølcnr årc.

€I u ,*u o,.uo" -u", nor bc a Ml nerg¡þùñæ

åT ,.,". -.,0",*,oo 'n 
conscñ¿ton þur not,n

Prcseru¡ron ¡re¡s (ñost r¡v¡nes âñd mãny ñvcr
valley Íðils À¡e Presetuarbn)

ö'rro" -r.r ¡u o'uroÞle loryeaFroundus

¿3 s,res -'sr oe easly acccssrble ¿nd Þe s¿lc ror

Wc apprec¡atc Your rcsponse to (he
qucstionaire in the âdjoining pancl.

VOLUNTEERS FBOI,I THE COÀII.1UN¡TY AOVI-

SOÊY COT,IIINEE ÀIONITOH OFF.LÉÁSH SITES
TO ÊNSURE IHEIR CONTINUEO SUCCESS. IF

YOU ÁRE ÁIVABE OF ANY PÂO8LE[iS OF
WOULO LIKE TO HELP WITH OONATIONS. NÉW

SITES, EOUCATION OR CLEANUP CAIIPAIGNS.
PLEASÉ CALL THE HOT LINE:

PÅffi,K9

FOR ßESPONSIBLE DOG.OWNERS

IN OFF.LEASH ÁREAS

S"sTooP & scooP! use
recycled plaslc bags lo ptck up alle'
your dog. Keeprng lhe Park clean
.,1IJ ¿ncc!r3ge oiher5 :t lallcl/ ;'.!:

äTRA|N YouR Doc rc resocnd to

commãnds, lvhelher rl rs on or

oll.leash. Olhe¡ doqs. cñrdren Òr

'x¡ldl¡le may not aPP¡ecla(e
ãggressivc oa oveÊ¿ealous advañccs

by Your dog

9å'LICENSE YOUR DOG .. 'reatrnq
- " 

,"g 
"nutlua 

yor, pel lo a lrec ridc
home'il ils found by lhe c¡ly pound

5íHAVE YouR Doc rEsrED ror

rnternãl parasiles and vaærnaled
ånnually.

9å-RESPECT THE IVILDUFE ru]
" intub,s lh- ur"". ,d be osøff1

other use6 of !his pêÁ..
lvalkec ad ioggeE hâve

w'öw
PAW

!!!¡
o

z=Èz

f,! [
ccc

OFF.LÊÂSH AREAS ARE A PRIVILEGE
THÂT CAN AE TAKEN ÂWAY IF

ÁBUSED: THE SUCCESS OF THESE
AREAS DEPENDS OT{ YOU!

@iíänton ;"r-l;;:

ftc'øc ol Elhl6- ÞrÁs,9n4c
ðnd æsrcÉh!4 ñn 9.nd@.ly

doÈrÉ by rnc Êéóoñron À3s'¡¡'oñ or
sdrilÁñiñrr v¡i.ññ!ñ$r.

cleân, sre parel
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THE CITY OF WINNIPEG

VILLE DE WINNIPEG
CITY CI,RK'S DEPARTME}IT i BIIREAU DU GREF'F.IER
510 Moil StreeÍ .lYinnþeg o Manítoba . R3B 789 . Fax: (2M) 947-3452

Ð-:

November 20, 1997

File EL-4 ffol. 28) [c/r PR-7(35) CVol- 3)]

'itvtt- l. r{reno
Director
Parks and Recreation DèPartment

Ms U. Stelman
Director
Community Services DePartment

Mrs. U. Goeres
City Solicitor/ì4anager of l-egal Services

Corporate S ervices DePar[nent

al for Desienated Areas for Off Le¿sh D

I enclose for your attention, copy of Clause 1 of the Report of the Committee on Protection,
parks and Culrure. dated November 3, 1997, in the above connection, which was adopted.by.'.'

HOv 2 {l isgiCouncil at its meeting held on November 19, 1997

If more i¡formation is required on this mafter, please contact Jo-Arui Park, Commiftee Cierk,

at ,086-3132.

,4 "*f-[¿."*L^
o. erowtC
Ciry Clerk

Enclosure

cc Mr. R. P. Ga¡rnon, Chief Administrative Officer, Chief Adm,inistr4Éive.Ofncer......-.-.. .-.....

Secreta¡iaf i
Mr. T. Dack, Manager, Animal Services Division, Community Services Department L^'-

Designated A¡ea for Unleashed Dogs (DAIID) Action Commiftee c/o Ms I. Cerny,

615 Townsend Avenue, Winnipeg, lvfanitoba, R3T 2V3
K:\PARI(S\CO UNCIL\97 I 103\CLAUSEI.PPC

å.. Winnipeggg ¡r7,o^
-"Ìr1 

= ,,.tt"-

\\/|\N:P:C - HOSÍ CrrY c)F 'IHE 19..}9 P^N 
^\4 
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Report of the Committee on Protection, Parks and Culture dated November 3' 1997

Proposal for Designated A¡eas for Off
L€åsh Dogs
File EI-4 (Vol. 28)[c/r PR-7(3Ð (Vol- 3)]

I

. 1- The Committee on Protection, Parks a¡d Culture has been advised that on

Ma¡ch I':-, Iggl, the Riel Community Committee considered a proposal from Iva Cerny, on behalf of

the Designated Area for Unleashed Dogs (DAIID) Action Committee, for the establishment of a¡

exercise a¡ea for unleashed dogs in King's Park, as well as considered a petition puqporting to contain

the signatures of !34 a¡ea residents in support the proposaÌ'

.

The Riel Communiry Committee referred the proposal to the Committee on Protection, Parks a¡d

Culrure for favourabie consideration and to identify an appropriate area in King's Pa¡k for unleashed

dogs.

On September 8, L997, the Committee on Protection, Parks a¡rd Culrure iaid over consideration of the

mattei pending a¡ administrative report on the concept, including the pros a¡d cons of the proposal.

a:id what would be required to implement the proposal in King's Park as expeditiously as possibie.

Frior to receipt of the request from Rjel Community Committee for establishment of an off leash a¡ea

for dogs in King's Pa¡k, the Pa¡ks and Recreation Department and the City of Wimipeg Animal

Control Services Bra¡ch had been actively investigating this concept. Other cities such as Calgary.

Edmonton, Saskatoon and Vancouver were contacted to determine thei¡ experience with off leash

areas. In genera_l these cities reported that the off leasli areas were well accepted by the general public

and posed few problems.

In the City of Winnipeg, both the Parks and Recreation Department and the Animal Services Division

recognÞe the need to iegitimize rvhat is and rvill continue to be an existing practice among dog

owners - thar is running their pets off leash. Publ-lc demand has also indicated that this is a desi¡able

concept and provides an additional means by rvhich responsible pet ownership can be promoted and

reinforced.

:

The p.a¡ks and Recrearion Department has initialiy identified thirty potential sites (as outlined on

Appendix "A') throughout the City, however, it is expected that as the concept becomes established

thãi the sites wiil change as a result of adding new sites to accommodate requests and to eliminate

sites rhat prove probiematic for either pet owners or the general public. Off leash a¡eas will be

established or eliminated in consultation with the A¡ea Councillor, the requesting user group if any,

the immediate n'eighbourhood, the Parks and Recreation Department, and the Animal Services

Division using the following criteria and rules of use as guidelines.

CNTTCNTA FOR ESTABLISHING AN OFF LEASH AREA

A¡ off leash area should:

l. Be of sufficient size and/or diverse landscape to a-llow dogs and owners to pursue

- activities such as running, fetching and walking-
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Report of the Committee on Protection, Parks and Culture dated November 3r :fggl

z- Be far enough removed from major roads and railway tracks to reduce the ükelihood of

an unleashed dog from running into traff,rc'

3. Be fa¡ enough removed from children's play areas, school grounds and scheduled athletic

fields to red"uce its potential for conflict between children and unleaéhed dogs.

4- Be far enough removed from heavily used public open qpace'such as public gardens and

picnic *t, to avoid conflict with the users of these facifities'

5. Be reasonably accessible to users' ' 
,

The basic rules of use for off ieash a¡eas would be:

1. Dog owners must be present and within view of their dogs.

2. Dogs must be removqd from a¡ea at fust sign of aggression

3. Dogs must be under t'oice control whi-le off leash, ie' come when called'

4. Dog owners shall have leash in hand at all times'

5- Female dogs in heat a¡e not allowed in off leash area.

6. Aggressive dogs are not a-liowed in off leash a¡eas

1. Any hoies dug by dogs shali be f,Llied by owner'

g. AU tèeces shaLt be picked up by owner and removed or.deposited i¡ waste receptacles.

g. All dogs musr be licenced in accordance with the City of Winnipeg Pound By-Law-

10. Sites will be open for use during the rrormal park hours, as posted at each site-

CRITERTA FOR ELiMINATING AN OFF LEASH AREA 
,

l. Where there is a consistent violation of the requirement to pick up feeces.

Z. Where use of the area by unleashed dogs interferes with public use of the site-

3. Where conflicts between dogs and or dog owners becomes problematic.

4. where future development of the site changes the nature of the area making it unsuitable

for further use as an off leash area'
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Report of the Committee on Protection, Parks and Culture dated November 3, L997

As an amendment to the Pound By-I-a.w is required in order to establish off leash areâs, and it would
be cumbersome to have to amend the By-I-aw for each site change, the Administration recommended

that the Di¡ector of Parks a¡d Recreation have the authority under the By-I-a.w to both create or
elimi¡ate off leash sites. This would allow for a timely response to requests, as well as provide an

immediate solution to problems.

Each designated a¡e¿- would have to be identified with proper signage which would set forth the mles

for usi-ng the sites. Additionally, each site would be equþed with biodegradable "scoop" bag

dispensers and waste containers. Pa¡ks and Recreaúon Staff would monitor each site and ensure that

the waste contai¡ers are emptied and kept in a sanita¡y condition. The Animal Services Division
would a-lso monitor each site to ensure that the rules of use are being adhered to.

As with any new progm.m, funds are not presently identified in the an¡rual operating budget-

Estimates for start-up and annual operating costs are as foilows. These costs are based on four pilot
sites being used city-wide as off leash areås, in year one.

Esti ted Start Costs Y for inimum of 4 sites

For the first year of operation these costs could be accommodated i¡ the Parks and Recreation

Depanment's annual budget.

It wouid be desi¡able.to start with four to eight sites as a pilot project in the hrst year of the program

and to add additional sites in successive years according to demand. This approach would also allow
the opportunity to explore partnerships and sponsorships to offset the additional start-up and oþerating

costs, such'as donation or sponsorship of signs, scoop bags, and other site amenities.

It should a-lso be noted that there may be sites that could be used as off leash areas if they were fenced

off for safety. The costs of fencing large areas for this pu{pose are not included in either the

Operaring or Capital Estimates at this time, and would need to be considered individually as the need

arises-

ifna eaf a lll

SiSls (4 sites x 4 siss at $50 each) s800

Waste Receptacles (4 sites x 4 recepiacles at $105 each) s1,680

Scoop Bags, I year supply (10,000 bags) at S17.50 per 1O00 s175

Advenising and Public Awareness l¡forrnation ç? ?drì

Tou.l Stert-up s4,895

tins Cost of four sites:

Scoop Bags (l year supply (10,000 bags) at S17.50 per 1000

Sign & Receptacle RepairiReplacement

Advertising and Pubüc Awareness

$ I ,682Totai Alnual Operating '
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Report of the Çsmmittee on Protection, Parks and Culture dated November 3, L997

The Committee on Protection, Parks and Culture therefore recommends:

I. Thar the City of Winnipeg Animal Control By-I-aw No.2443179 be amended to allow for dogs

to be off leash in certasn designated areas-

tr. That the Director of Parks and Recreation in consultation with the Manager of the City of
Winnipeg Animal Services Division have the authority to designate or cancel the designation

of off leash a¡eas, based on the criteria as set out above'

t ¡¡. That a phased in approach to the creation of off le¿sh areas be adopted to spread the start-up

costs over several budget yeaÍs a¡d allow for the development of partnerships and qponsors.

fV. That the Proper Officers of the City be authorized to do all things necessary to implement the

foregoing.

A copy of Appendix "4" is o¡r frle in the Office of the City Clerk

ADOP'|ED BY COI.INCIL
- November 19,7W
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DATE:

TO:

FRO}I:

CITY OF WIÌ\'}IIPEG

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

December 3,1996

Tim Dack, Manager
A¡rimal S ervices Division
Communiry S ervices Department

J.P. Tchir. P. Eng., Parks Senices Officer
Pa¡ks and Open Space Division

RE: POTENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR OFF-LEASH DOG PARKS

Further to )'our meeting of lvfay 2, 1996 with the Pa¡ks and Open Space management team
regarding off-ieash dog parks, attached is information identifying potential locations for same.

\\'he¡er-er possible. rve have provided legal descriptions, location plans, approximate a¡eas in
hectares, as u,ell as the advantages/disadvantages of utilizing the respective site for this purpose.

The sites a¡e distributed throughout our four (4) Pa¡ks Service A¡eas and a¡e listed under those

headings. 
-

Should you require any fi.rrther information, please contact the rwite¡ at 986-4354.

JPT/jpt
Attachments

cc D.W. Budinsþ,

J.P. Tchi¡. P. Eng.
Parks Services Officer

Manager of Parks and Open Space



POTENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR OFF-LEASH DOG PARKS

Central Area:

1. Pacific Avenue - Vacant lands adjacent to City Yards'

- two parcels directly opposite each other located on either side of Pacific Avenue.

- North side: located between 1277 and 1 155 Pacific Avenue.

- South side: located between 1220 Paciftc and the Dominion Lumber yard.

A¡ea: 6.6 ha. (total)
Legal Description: north side - Pt. Pcl."A" PIan2l,4Il

south side - Pt. Pcl."E" Plan27,411

Advantages:
- fenced on 3 sides with no adjacent houses or schools'

- Iand recently levelled and relativell' free of debris'

- siass and weeds controlled twice per year'

Disadvantages:
- parcel on north side will require fencing on open side'

- retention pond located at north-rvest corner of north parcel.

Location plan: C-1 (site #1)

2. Juba Park and Pioneer Avenue - Vacant land rvest of rvalkway to Juba Park.

A¡ea: 0.9 ha.

Legal Description: Pt. Pcl. Z-31, Z-22, Z-23 P\an22,557

Advantages:
- vacant land in non-residential area bordered by fences and elevated rvalhvay.

- grass and weeds controlled by Weed Control Branch'

Disadvantages:
- some debris on site from demolitions and dumping'

Location plan: C-2 (site #1)

3. Rover Dyke - along Rover Avenue from Hallet Steet to Angus Street'

A¡ea: 1.713 ha.

Legal Description: Lots 92 - lO3 Planl24; Lot 41 Plan 31,956; Part River Lots28 &.29

Pa¡ish of St. John; Lots 49 - 54,94 - 97 and i 12 Plan i 07; and Lots 1 - 6

Plan 186.

Advantages:
- turf maintained on a regular basis.

- easy access by car or by foot' ' :-:'" j '
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- ample Parking along roadwaY'

Disadvantages:
- very sloPed terrain'

- river forms one boundary over entire length of site'

- Disraeli overpass bisects a¡ea'

Location Plan: C-2 (site #2)

a

4. Aubrey Green - Palmerstone Avenue and Aubrey Street'

' fuea: 0.29-1ha.

Legal Description: Lol Block 1 Plan 3,998; Lot i Block l PIan 32'030

Advantages:
- nrrf maintained on a regular basis'

. 
- easy access bY car or bY tbot'

amPle Parking'
Disadvantages:-- 

sr.rrounded by older residential development'

- bordered bY river to the south'

: - sloPed tenain'
- adjacent to PumPing station'

Location Plan: C-3 (site #1)

l

,

; S. Mostyn Place Pa¡k - along the river from Colony Street to the Osborne Bridge'

. Area:7.342ha-

. Legal Description: PIan 7,096; Plan 7 ,498; Lots 1, 2, 3 ' 
g and 10 PIan 5,1 14; Partial Lots

: 3,4 ,5,6'7 ' and 8 Plan 803

I "dvantages: not immediately adjacent to high densiry residential populations'

- basically undeveloped a¡ea with some paths and many trees'

' - accessible bY car or bY foot'

, Disadvantages:
' - sloPed terrain'

- adjacent to Assiniboine River'
''-locatedatwesternendofAssiniboineRiverWalkway.

a

, Location Plan: C-3 (site #2)

6. Omand Park - along Omand's Creek'

A¡ea:4.535 ha.

Legal Description: Pa¡t River Lot45 Panish of st. James; Lot i4 Plan 3,305
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Advantages:
- nearest residences located E. side of Raglan Road and beyond.

- easy access by car or by foot.
- offers a nanualized a¡ea along creek for dogs to run and explore.

Disadvantages:
- bounded by railroad tracks on the west side.

- borinded by Assiniboine River on the south side.

.. Locationplan: C-3 (site #3)

7. Chu¡chill Drive Park - from Casey Street to Baltimore Road.

A¡ea: I1.270 ha.
Legal Description: Lots 1 - 12 Block 51 Plan 769.Lot I Pian 7.095 Lots 1 - 7 Block 50

PIan769; Block 12Plan4,824; Biock 7 Plan 4,281;Lof 24 Plan 19,902

Advantages:
- turf mai¡tained on regular basis.

- easy access by car or by foot.
- one of the largest parks located in the Central A¡ea.

Disadvantages:
- located adjacent to residential a¡ea.

- some riverba¡k areas steep and dangerous due to continuous erosion.

- established, rvell utili2ed pathrvay located along river.

Location plan: C-4

8. Vacant Land - SE corner of Keewatin Street and Bur¡ows Avenue

A¡ea: 5.2ha.
Legal Description: Lot l, Block 3 Plan 7890 R.215702
Advantages:

- open a¡ea in a primarily industrial location.
- away from residential and school properfy.

Location plan: C-l (site #2)

South-ç'est Area:

l. Silver Avenue right-of-way extension - NE Srurgeon Rd. and Murray Park Rd.

A¡ea: 3.0 ha.

Legal Description: Plan 70,634
Adva:rtages:

- no residential housing near by.
- grass and weeds controlled by Weed Contol Bra¡rch.
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- central access to residents of St. James

- relatively level terrain.
Disadvantage:

- area not fenced.
- high speed traff,rc along Murray Park Road.

Location plan: SW-1 (site#i)

2. Futu¡e Park Site - NE Srurgeon Road and Saskatchewan Avenue.

A¡ea: 3.0 ha.

Legal Description: Pt. Park Lot "C" R 4390201

Advanta-ees:
- a\\'ay trom resiciential and commercial property.

- area somervhat maintained b1' Weed Control Branch-

- former dog pound area.

Disadvantage:
- uneven ter¡ain with numerous piles of earth.

Location plan: SW-1 (site #2)

3. Optimist Park - south of park roadway along Sturgeon Creek

A¡ea: 2.0 ha.
Legal Description: R.L. 96 ,97 OTM
Advantages:

- easy road access.

- good exploring a¡eas for a dog.

- away from residential and commercial properties.

Disadvantages:
- adjacent to creek.

- soccer fields located on north side of roadway.

- area not fenced.
Location plan: SW-2

4. Varsity Vierv Community Centre Property - 4230 fudgewood Avenue

- East side of road and community cente.

A¡ea:4.0 ha.

Legal Description: Lots 13 and i4 Plan 20,284

Advantages:



f
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- area maintained by Weed Control Branch.
- easy access and plenty of p,arking.

Location plan: S'ù/-3

5. Fraser Meadow Park
- East side of Municipal Road; south of Rannock Avenue

A¡ea: 3.0 ha.

Legal Description: Lot 4 SP Plan 20,291
Advantages:

- plenty of parking.
- protected by trees from vehicular traffìc.
- area mai¡tained and mowed by Parks and Recreation Dept.
- a\\'ay from residential and commercial properties.

Disadvantage:
- baseball diamonds located at north end of site.

Location plan: SW-4 (site #l)

6. Ridgervood right-of-way - off of south end of Dale Bivd.

A¡ea: 1.5 ha.

Legal Description: Cabot Subdivision Plan 5,109
Advantages:

- great a¡ea for owner and dog to go exploring.
- pathway located on site.
- portion of area maintained by Weed Control Branch.

Disadvantages:
- backs onto residential properties.
- lots of wildlife in the area - may cause problems with dogs giving chase.
- limited parking area.
- bicycle riders currently use this site.

Location plan: SW-4 (site #2)

7. Vacant Land - NW corner of Shaftesbury Boulevard and C.P.R. mainline
- south-east portion of Assiniboine Forest (open area)

A¡ea: 2.0 ha.
Legal Description: Public Pa¡k PIan 13,649

,. . Advantages:
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- away from residential and comme¡cial properties.
- both open and bushed areas.

Location plan: SW-5

8. vacant Land - East side of Kenaston Blvd.; North of McGillvray Blvd.

A¡ea: 20 - 30 ha.

Legal Description: Blocks 1 - 5 and Lots 1 and2 Block 6 pran 19,619
Advantages:

- one of the largest open areas in the City that can be used for this purpose.
- centrally located within the area.

Disadvantage:
- l,',o high speed roadil'ays border tlie site.

Location plan: SW-6

South-east Area:

1. St. Boniface Industrial Pa¡k - Vacant Lands
- area surrounding retention pond bounded by lvfazenod Rd. , Camiel S1's St. & Beghin St.

A¡ea: 6.0 ha.

Legal Description: Lot 12 Block 2 PIan 13,723
Advanta,ees:

- away from residential and school properties.
- Iorv traff,ic volumes.
- large open area.

Location plan: SE-l (site#1)

2. Du-eald Road - South side bounded by Gas Plant, Durand Rd. and Debaets St.

A¡ea: 28.23 ha.
Le_eal Description: Block 10 Plan 13,723
Advantages:

- same as above.
Locationplan: SE-1 (site#2)

3. Whittie¡ Pa¡k - area east of baseball diamonds bounded by river and rail¡oad tracks.

Area:4.5 ha.
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Legal Description: Parcel "4" Plan20,705
, Advantages:

- undeveloped parkland.
- a\r'ay from schools and houses.
- no trafüc concerns.

' Disadvantages:
;

, dogs would have to be leashed when passing through develloped portion of park.
, Location plan: SE-2 (site #1) 'r

4. Maple Grove Pa¡k - Northern region

A¡ea: 16.5 ha.

, Legal Description: Lots 9 - 12 PIan2},4lI
Advantages:

- arvay from schools and houses.
good vehicula¡ access to a¡ea.

- nanual grass hay field with some bush.
I Disadvantaee:

- may be too remote for some people.
: Location plan: SE-3

: 5. Old Market Garden Site - St. Boniface

. 
- East of Rue Thilbault; north of Rue Notre Dame; betçveen C.N.R. Sprague & Reddit Lines.

. e¡ea: 9.0 ha.

' Le-eal Description: LotT Plan 6,705
, Advantages:

- very secluded and undeveloped site.

, - parking available.
Location plan: SE-2 (site #2)

, 6. Bishop Grandin Bouleva¡d - Both sides from Hwy. 59 to waverley st.

' fuea: 80.0 ha.
Advantages:

- covers two large areas across the south end of the City.
- has wooded a¡eas as well as retention ponds.

Disadvantage:

- close proximity to high speed t¡afüc.
:.,'i.. . ' "r-.-i:;i,.i,.,i'..: ,. - ::. , :'...'' ' .:. '
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7. LaBa¡r-iere Pa¡k - Remote areas away from.active picnic sites.

A¡ea: 20.0 ha.

Advantagetlr*r" 
areas of open space.

North Area:

1. Vacant Land - bounded by Ham St., Grassie Blvd. and the Cordite Ditch

Area: I9.0 ha.

Legat Description: Part Lots 59A l6lA PIan 9,530

Ad'antaget- 
r**" open area.

- easilY accessable.

Location plan: N-1

2. Vacant Land - bounded by Gatervay Rd., Retention Pond, Jim Smith Dr. & Sprin,efield Rd.

A¡ea: 7 .8 ha.
Legal Description: Lots I ,2 and 3 SP Plan 20,959

Blocks 6,J,8,9,23 Plan 18,363

Advantage'_ 
.urr..rtly used ,,unofficially,, for this pupose.

- good access and Parking
Disadvantage:

- some complaints have been received from neighboring residents.

Location plan: N-2

3. Vacant Land -South side of Thomas Ave. between Stapleton St. and Chester St.

Area:25.0ha.
Legal Description: Part River Lots 72 and73

Advantage:
- no Public contact.

Location plan: N-3 (site #1)

,,,: 
',' 4. Balaban - Rougeau Park
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A¡ea: l.76ha.
Le,eal Description: Lot I Block 1 Pian 12,024 - Parcel 70174 and72N73{

St. Boniface OTM - Pa¡k Lot A - PF Government Road Allowance
Advantages:

- size of site suitable for this purpose.
- light residential area.

- good parking and access.

Disadvanta_ee:

- located close to raiiway tracks.
Location plan: N-3 (site #2)

5. North End Water Pollution Control Centre - 2230Ìr,f ain Street

A¡ea: 2.0 ha.

Advantages:
- remote area of the City.
- accessible parking.
- long a¡d na¡row piece of vacant land.

Disadr-antage:
- adjacent to the water pollution control centre.

Location plan: N-4

6. \\/oodsu'orth Park - NE of King Edward and Park Lane

Area:25.2 ha.
Legal Description: Lot 1 Plan 13,610, Excepting thereout road

Plans 15,3i8 and 17,015 in OTM Lot 358 Parish of St. John
Advantages:

- located in a light residential a¡ea.

- accessible parking.
Disadvantage:

- located near retention pond.
Location plan: N-5
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To s.rÍrcud By-laiv No.2443/79 b.iog The Pornld By-
larr'.

1'ltE CITY OF \YINNIPEG, in Council ¿ssembie4 enacts as

B¡,-law No. 24{3ñ9 is nmenrJed by adding ¡ti.dirtely foltowing

B6

foliows:

t.

Sectíon 27 ¡he following:

"(Ìfr-Leqsh Aress

21 -1 . (l ) The City's Dirccto¡ of Public Worh, in consultatíon

witb the Ciry's lvfar:ager of tre Animnl Ssrvic€s Divisiog shnll have

tbe authority to designate, or câncel the designatioq of ereas where

o\llers may a-llow a dog to be of its leash based on the foüowing
criteria:

(a) Crite¡ia for establishing al off leash area:

(Ð the aea shall be of su-fficieot sþe
a¡d/or diverse lanrlscapre to allow dogs
and owners to pwsue activities zucb as

runnirg, fetchirg nnd walkíng; and

the a¡e¿ shall be far enough removed

from major roads and raihvay tracks 1o

reduce thc likelihc¡od of an unlæshed
dog fron nmning into tafñc; ard

(ü)

vr
Lo
t-

(iiÐ the area shall be far eoough removed
from chilùen's play a¡ea\ scbool
grocmds and scheduled atirletic fields
to red¡rce it potentiai for confict
betçveen children æd unleashed dogs;

a¡.d

(iv) the a¡ea sh.BU be far coougi: removccl

from beavily used public oPen spacc

such as pubiic gardens alC picnic

q)
(_)z
x
6(t

=î
o

\Ð
/

rt

oc:È



BY-LAW NO. 7L41/gtl

arËas, to avoid coullict with tïe users
of thcse facílities; an<I

dre are¿ shall bc rrasonably accessfüle
to users.

Critcria for cancclling al offhash a¡e¿:

Thc desigrurjo¡ of au Ersa as au oft leash area
tray be ca¡celled for one or more of the fol_
lowilg reasons:

Where thele is a consistent violation
of the requirement to pick up feces;

Where rce r.rf the a¡ea by u-uleashed
dogs interferes with public tse of the
5t te:

(üi) \t/here conflicts befween dogs and/or
dog orvllsi-s becosles problernaric;

(i") Wherc funre deveìopment of rhe sfue
cbeLrges tbe natu¡e of the area making
ir unsrliteble for fu¡ther us€ as an ofr-: le¡_ch aiea

Slierc a¡ offieash e¡ia is cstab[shed, a:r owle¡ sh¡l]
conply with the folìou.ing n.¡les ¿nd any violatíon
thereof sha ll con*irure a¡ offeace u:rde¡ tijs by_lalv:

(u) a¡ ow¡er sh.:Il bc responsible for all actions of
his or her dog,

(b) ' a¡. owner shall be pressnr a¡d within vier,¿ of; his or her dog;

(")

(b)

(i)

(i i)

Q)

(c) ,

(d)

ar o.r:,ner 5hall ¡sr¡6ys his or her dog from the
area at the fì¡st sign of aggression;

an owacr shall ensu¡e thar his or her dog is
undcr vr)ice cont¡ol whi_ie off ieasb, narnety,
com€ \Ìbcn cz-llcrì;
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C¡U eitøbl¡shel; I 2, offleash a,reûs
DOUG LUNNEY

Staff Reporter

I

' Dog'orvners now have a place to '

throw Fido's favorite frisbee or chew
toy.and let him chase it down without .

a leash around his neck
The City ofWinnipeg'announced it

has identihed 12 offleash dog parks
yesterday after studying the idea for a
couple olyears;
'"Vy'e'll see how they worlq" said

animal services manager Tim Dack,
who didn't rule out the possibility of
more being identif'red in the near
future. ; : .'
, "We took some propeúy ürat was''
easily identifrable - a lot of people
have their dogs there now, There are
not a whole lot of residents around, so
we don't hlve any related problems.
thatwe have to deal with right off.the
starl
.':1"Io get the program un and.¡11;

.-.,.. ', .. ,,.,:, ', . '......;

ning is t]re big thing riglrt norv. Then
we can progress quickl], if it becomes
very successful. AJtd I believc it will
because it has been successlul else
rvhere."

The desigrated areas are the fol-
lowing:

I Central area:
1. Vaca¡t lands adjacent to city

yards; two parcels dircctly opposite
each .other on either side of Pacific
Avenue; North side located between
1277 and 1155 Paciftc Ave.; South side
located between 1220 Pacifrtc Ave.' and Dominion Lumber yard.

2. Juba Park and Pioneer Avenue;
vacant land west oflrvalkway to Juba
Park

3. Vacant land noÉhe¿ist ol
I(eewatin Street and T\'ndall Avenue.

r Southwest area:
, 1. Sturgeon Road and Silver

Avenire'- northeast p rop er1y. .

2. Sturgeon Creek Parkway -

Ilamilton Avenue to Saskatchervan
Avenue.

3. Westvierv Parlc-No. l Midland
at Saskatchewan Avenue, .

4.'Bourkevale Parh - 100 Ferry
Road, South ofPortage Avenue.

E Southeast area:

'J

I1r.,
,iìrtr! :,,

il,ll,,i*i



Fiefds For Fido

Winnipeg's First Off-Leash Dog Parks

"Fields for Fido", Winnipeg's first off-leash dog parks, are now

available to Winnipeg dog owners.

Eleven sites have been selectecl in Wiínipeg parks and public spaces

rvhere dog owners can let their pets socialize and exercise off-leash in a

safe environment.

Please see the complete list and map of site locations on the adjoining

page. Each site has signs posted which identify the areas available for

off-leash use.

Owners are required to pick up after their dogs, and all dogs must be

properly licensed.

Complete rules of use are listed below. Questions about off-leash dog

parks may be directed to 986-4354.

Rules of IJse For Off-Leash Dog Parks
Please obey the following rules while enjoying Winnipeg's off-leash dog

parks:

l. Dog owners must be present and within view of their dogs.

2. Aggressive dogs are not allowed in off-leash areas. Any dog showing

signs of aggression must be removed from off-leash areas immediately.

3. Dogs must be under voice control (ie. Come when called) while off-
leash.

4. Dog owners must have a leash in hand at all times.

5. Female dogs in heat are not allowed in off-leash areas.

6. Holes dug by dogs must be filled by the dog owner.

7. All feces must be picked up by the dog owner and renloved or

deposited in waste receptacles.

8. Alldogs nrust be licensed in accordance with the City of Winnipeg

Pound By-Law.

9. All sites are open 6:00 a.m. to l0:00 p,m., or as posted at the site.

ffitf-Leash Doe Fark {"ocations

Soulh Area

CITY LIMITS 

-

l. Littlc lVl<luntain Park
On the rvcst side ol park acljacent to

Klcnrpkc Roail entrance

2. Kil-Cona Park
Noth of the rvcst parking lot

3. King's I)ark
South cnd ol park, south of lakc

4. Maplc Grove Park
North arca of park.

5. St. Ilonifircc Ilrdustrial I)ark
Area surrounding retention pond

boundcd by Maz-enod Road, Carnicl

Sys Strcct and Bcghin Strect

6. llourkevalc Park
Arca south ol dikc, along riverbark

t

I 7. Westvicw Park
Entire park is an off-leash area

O 8. Sturgeon Road & Silver Avenue

Northeast area

O 9. Kccwatin Street & Tynrlall Avenue

Open fìeld south of William A.
Steen Library

910. Juba Park & Pionccr Avc¡rue
All vacant land wcst of the rvalkway
to Juba Park

<)ll. ljuffcr Strip (1'ranscona)
An area south ol CNR Pinc Falls
Main Linc; cast ol Plessis Road to
Hoka Strcct




